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TECHNICAL PREFACE

The 36th Technical Meeting of the Avionics Panel of AGARD was held in Monterey, California, USA, 16th and
17th October 1978. The meeting, "Strategies for Automatic Track Initiation" was held in response to the growing
awareness in the radar community that automatic tracking is potentially r',"izable with today's technology.

Th- concept of an automatic tracking radar is appealing. It holds forth the promise of incre,,sing imber
and accuracy of target tracks while simultaneously reducing the cost of manning the radar. While the ptc tise is great,
the problems are formidable. An automatic tracking radar must operate in a variety of environments, including some
which would rapidly overload the machine if it were not capable of making intelligent decisions in real time. An
automatic tracking radar must adapt to its environment to consee its resources and to apply them intelligently.

"The radar must copc with natural interference such as clutter and multi-path, and with man-made interference
due to jammers or chaff. It must trck isolated targets and tight clusters of targets flying in formation. It must track
maneuvering target. and targets which fly crossing trajectories. If the automatic tracking radar is part of a surveillance
network, it should be capable of correlating tra :ks obtained by more than one radar from a single target and of
handing over tracks to other radars in the network as targets fly out of the field of view of one sensor and into the
field of view of an adjacent one.

TIe critical issue for an automatic tracking radar is the extraction of targets from clutter and maintaining tracks
on targets wh.ich enter rerions of heavy clutter. Many of the papers at the meeting dealt with these two issues.
Classical techniquz. ba-ed . n the u3e of CFAR and MTI have been superseded thanks to the availability of modern
digital techniques. It is now pt.ssiblL to store a complete clutter -nap for each of the range, angle and doppler cells
of a modern 2-D or 3-D radar. "he maps f.re indated each time the radar scans its surveillance volume. The use of a
clutter map, in one f-r•n or a,,other, piovides t.;- oasis for target extraction and track initiation for most of the radars
described at the meeting. fhe sut.ces. -,f one technique (M"D) is illustrated in Figure 13 of the paper by O'Donnell
and Muehe.

The adaptability inherent in an electron :ally sic re i phased array also has great implications for the design of

multifunction radars which com,,me voltim*tri.. s, irt. and ',uitiple target tracking. Van Keuk's paper describes an
experimental systei , (ELRA. Not onli.x4 phasto trry radars adapt their search and track rates to respond to the
environment. they can adqp, tl'eii- aiteniia pa . ýms as we". Tile btate-of-the-aft of adaptive antennla nulling is still

;r its iaifancy and none of the pa;1'ts at this mt ng reportc ! -n the role of adaptive arrays in automatic tracking
radars. We will surely hear more about this suijt(,, in he future

The research re'orted at this n ,iig and , U* romi,e -f new de%,-"o 1,ments yet to come clearly show that the
radar art, although mature, h~s lost none of its youu)hful %'igor.

S.J.RABINOWITZ
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AN AUTOMATIC TRACKING SYSTEM BASED ON THE STATIONARY PLOT FILTER

R J Tunnicliffe
Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment

Portsdown, Cosham
Portsmouth, Hants

United Kingdom

SUMMARY

This paper is concerned with the design of an automatic tracking system applicable to shipborne non-MTI
radars. It is based on the stationary plot filter (SPF), which cancels stationary and slow moving
detections and also provides data for boti control of the first threshold and adaption of the track
confirmation rules. The design of the system is discussed, with the emphasis on the SPF. Some
experimental results are presented, which show how the performance of the filter is affected by the
values of its parameters and also compare the performance of the SPF based approach with that of the
more conventional Moving Target Indication (TrI).

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The aim of automatic track extraction systems is to provide rapid and reliable formation of
tracks on new targets, together with the updating of all tracks in an accurate and reliable manner. It
becomes incr ..singly necessary to automate this process as the speed of the threats increases and, as a
consequence, the required reaction times are reduced. Few problems are encountered in non-cluttered
areas, but difficulties in the form of excessive numbers of false tracks arise in the face of clutter
and interference. The function of a track extraction system is to automatically extract information from
the r6 dar video on all the moving tracks in the radar cover, in realistic operating conditions which
include clutter and interference, while maintaining a low rate of genteratiorn of false tracks.

1.2. One of the major difficulties in the design of automatic track initiation systems is the
presence of clutter in the environment and some means of combatting its effect is therefore essential for
effective operation. Moving target indication (TffI) systems are an obvious solution to this problem, but
some operating conditions, such as pulse-to-pule frequency agility, may preclude their use. It is
nonetheless highly desirable to maintain an automatic capability under such conditions because clutter
tends to produce false tracks, which not only cause overload in the data processing system but can also
lead to confusion of the total track picture. Recent advances in technology have revived interest in
area MTI systems, which do not necessarily depend on coherent transmissions for their operation, but these
cannot easily be used with moving radars, due to difficulties in the corrections required for platform
motion with the large number of cells involved. This leqds to the consideration of post-plot extraction
techniques, where the processing required is more likely to lie within the scope of a generil purpose
coL..puter.

1.3. It hits been estimated that several thousand detections per revolution of the radar can be
generated by land clutter, but that the general purpose computer used for the track processing can handle
only several hundred. This leads to a requirement to reduce the number of plots fed to the tracking
computer by more than an order of magnitude. The stationary plot filter (SPF) accomplishes this by taking
advantage of the fact that land clutter returns tend to appear in the same position from scan to scan and
removes from the plot extractor output those plots which do not appear to be moving, thereby preventing
saturation of the rest of the data processing system.
The problem of automatic operation would be solved by the SPF if all the clutter detections were removed,
leaving detections from wanted targets unaffected. Inevitably in a real world this is not the case and
the detection density in clutter will still be higher than in the clear, even at the output of the SPF.

If the rules for promotion of tentative tracks to confirmed are formulated so that the desired tack false
alarm rate is achieved in the clear, then too many false tracks will be generated in cluttered areas, even
though the number is very much reduced by the action of the SPF. Conversely, if the promotion logic is
designed to produce an acceptable number of false tracks in clutter, then the track formation range in the
clear will be seriously degraded, particularly for the high speed tracks, which are of greatest interest.
The obvious solution to these conflicting requirements is to adapt the track promotion logic as the
detection density changes. The SPF files zontain the information required to do this and each output
plot message includes data on the local detection density, which is used by the adaptive track initiation
logic as a basis for varying the promotion rules. In this manner, tracks in the clear may be quickly
initiated, while those in cluttered (or otherwise conftsed) areas are confirmed tess quickly, if at all.

"The stationary plot filter is designed to deal with land clutter and when faced with clutter which does
not correlate from scan to scan, its cancellation efficiency is very much reduced. Each entry in the
filter store ha- associated with it a capture area, which effectitely blanks out part of the radar cover
as seen by the tracking process. The capture areas around land clutter points are effectively stationary
and contribute to the rejection efficiency of the filter; those from non-correlating clutter, however, do
not, and, what is worse, remain in the filter store for several scans before being cancelled. This has
the effect of blanking out such areas at relatively low clutter densities and therefore suppressing all
returns (including targets). The effect of this is to provide a system which, although it has the
desired low track false alarm rate, tends to over-densitise the radar output as seen by the data
processing system in areas of clutter where detections which do not correlate from scan to scan are
produced. As the process depends for its viability on inter-clutter visibility, a better solution might
be to control the first threshold so that the maximum density of detections is limited in areas
identified by the stationary plot filter as cluttered. This allows the possibility of super clutter visibility
in non-correlating clutter and ir~proves the probability of inter-clutter visibility in land clutter.
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The stationaiy plot filter has now evolved from a simple device for the cancellation of clutter returns
to the heart of ai integrated automatic tracking system, feeding information back for first threshold
control and forward for adaption of the track initiation logic.

1.4. System Description

A block diagram of the data processing system is shown in Figure 1. Radar video is fed into the plot
extractor, whose function is to identify those groups of returns having the characteristics of targets,
while rejecting those from other sources (eg noise, clutter and interfeience). Plots output from the
extractor are passed to the stationary plot filter, which holds data on all tracks which appear to be
stationary (ie correlate from scan to scan). Each incoming plot is compared with this data and if the new
detection falls within a defined capture area around one of the filter entries, the plot is deemed to be
clutter and is cancelled. If, however, there is no correlation, the plot is passed on to the tracking
process for comparison with known system tracks. If this results in an association the appropriate track
is updated. In the abserce of an association, it is concluded that the plot is from a new moving object,
a new stationary object, or is otherwise spurious. As a decision as to which is applicable cannot be
made at this stage, such plots are used both to initiate new rmving tracks and as new entries ii the
stationary plot filter store. On subsequent scans either the new track or the stationary plot filter
entry will become confirmed, the other being cancelled due to lack of supporting data. If the plot is
spurious, however, both the filter entry and new track are cancelled. The plot processing logic is
summarised in Figure 2. This arrangement introduces the need for feedback from the tracking to the
stationary plot filter, but is the simplest method of ensuring that tracks which slow down (eg helicopters)
and tnose which always move slowly (eg ships) are not cancelled by the filter once the autotrack has been
established. The stationary plot filter also feeds information on local detection densities back to the
first threshold and forward to the automatic track initiation system.

The iaain constituents of the data processing system are discussed in the following sections of this paper,
the emphasis being on the stationary plot filter.

2. PLOT EXTRACTOR

The plot extractor design is fairly conventional, consisting of a cell averaging constant false alarm
rate (CFAR) processor, followed by integration of the single level quantised video. Although more
sophisticated CFAR processors are available, none of them offer ideal performance and the subsequent
processing has therefore to be tolerant of this non-ideal behaviour. As a result, simplicity is opted
for. The main elements of the extractor are shown in Figure 3.

As the false alarm rate at the output of the CFAR is, in general, higher than that desired, an additional
margin is added at the first threshold to reduce the false alarm rate to the required level, usually on
the assumption that the input has a Rayleigh distribution. The false alarm rate at the second threshold
is further reduced by integrating the output of the CFAR across the radar beam. A staircase integrator
is used, which, like the well-known m-out-Gf-n detector, is relatively insensitive to target fluctuation
and impulsive interference (Marcoz, F and Galati, G, 1972). The combined effect of these 2 processes is
to reduce the probability of a false target being generated from noise to approximately 106. This
figure assumes the unwanted input to be Rayleigh and uncorrelated from pulse-to-pulse. The probability of
false alarm is greatly increased when the input does not conform to these assumptions, as is the case for
most forms of clutter, and additional processing is included at a later stage to take account of this.

3. TRACKING

The tracking system consists of 3 separate processes, namely plot-to-track association, track updating and
track initiation.

3.1. Association and Updating

Plot-to-track association is the process of comparing plots with known tracks and deciding on the correct

pairs. When a pairing is made, the track information can be updated to produce refined estimates of
position and velocity. The track updating algorithm is required to smooth the incoming data in order to
produce reliable estimates of track position, speed and heading. The process is designed to smooth out
the reasurement errors, while retaining a good response to manoeuvres and consists of a least-squares
a. 0 process. The algorithms used have manoeuvre response and missed observation handling based on
Kalman filter theory, with simplifications applicable to surveillance radars in order to reduce the
computer load.

At first sight it appears that tracking should be carried out in a polar co-ordinate system, but
wufortunately straight tracks are generally non-linear in this representation. It is clear, however,
that manoeuvre detection ought to be carried out in polars. One way out of this dilemma is to use a
cartesian co-ordinate system aligned along and across the line-of-sight to the target (sensor orientated

Y•. cartesians). Further details of the tracking systera can be found in tho references Holmes, J E, 1977 and
• :Quigley, A L C et al, 1976.

'.3.2. Track Initiation

••,x-o ig The requirement of a good auto-initiation process is to achieve an optimum balance between the speed of
initiation of new tracks and the rate of generation of false tracks. Since measurement conditions can MR
vary significantly with position and time, the optimum scheme must be adaptive. Without the ability to
adapt its parameters the initiation process cannot remain optimum under all conditions.
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On successive radar scans the plots which remain after failing to associate with existing tracks can be
used to form new tracks. Two such plots from different scans will be used to form a tentative track,
which will either be confirmed as genuine or deleted as further plots do or do not associate with it.

The method used is based on probability theory, where the conditional p-obability of validity for each

tentative track is determined from the observed measurement sequence and the observed local detection
environment. By using the a priori value for the ratio of valid and invalid track probabilities and the
probabilities of successful measurements on such tracks, the a posteriori value for the ratio of valid and

.nvalid track probabilities can be found. The rule used is based on Bayes theorem and is derived from it
in a simple manner (Holmes, J E, 1977 and Quigley et al, 1976). The a poste.iori value after one scan is
used as the a priori value for the next scan and the measurement attempt made on that scai is then used to
update the a priori value to give a new a posteriori value.

Prior to track formation or updating attempts occurring in any given area some value for the likely
probability of validity of any track formed from target detections within that area can be postulated.
Such factors as false target detection rate, true target detection rate, expectancy of target(s) based on
data from other sensors or flight plan information, SPF efficiency or rate of leakage of false target
detections to the track formation logic can all influence the a priori value of valid track probabilities.

Change of track status to a confirmed level or deletion occur if the probability of validity reaches
suitable upper or jower limits based on the acceptable false alarm -'ate for the track promotion logic or
the likely deletion of a true track respectively. The false alarm rates thus set are constant false alarm
rates and enable the logic to operate under any condition with knotu and acceptaue performance.

4. STATIONARY PLOT FILTER

4.1. The basic principles of the stationary plot filter art simple. Plots (output from the plot
extractor) which are at or near the positions of plots received and stored on previous scans are deemed to
be clutter and are therefore cancelled. The stored plots result from cnhoes from land clutter and slow
moving targets. New plots which are not close to any stored plot are output by the filter and are also
used to form new entries in the store, provided they do not associate with any existing track.

The position of a stationary plot is stored for a specified number of scans befoia being wiped, unless a
new plot occurs in close proximity, in which case its life in store is extended aad its position modified
by the position of the new plot (ie a smoothing process takes place). The paramet3rs which control the
effective memory length merit consideration in more detail. The memory is controlled by a consistency
counter, which is incremented by y on each scan when the filter entry is updated anc decremented by 6
(usually one) on each scan wheie no association is made. When a new filter entry is created, the counter
is set to an initial value, usually equal to y. The maximum value of the counter (M) limits the time an
entry which is not being updated can remain in the filter, as entries are cancelled when the counter
reaches zero.

Clearly, clutter points with high detection probabilities are likely to have entries in the stationary

plot filter and are therefore Likely to be cancelled, ie the probability of observing them at the output
is low. Equally, clutter poii,ts with low detection probabilities are not likely to have filter entries,
but, by virtue of their low detection probabilities, are unlikely to be seen at the input and hence also
at the output. From the foregoing, it is expected that there will be some value of the detection
probability for which there exists a maximum value of probability of prerence at the output of the SPF.
Figure 4 shows a set of curves which relate the detection probability &t the input and output of the
filter for various parameter settings. Note that the expected maximum is clearly visible and that it is a
function of the memory parameters. It is also clear that the output detection probability can never exceed
the input detection probability.

In the case where the input consist- solely of detect,--s fr.m land clutter, the longer the memoory length,
the greater the cancellation efficiency of the 1,rocess. However. as has already beeri pointed out, if other
forms of clutter (or interference) arc considered, the situation is somewhat different, as each entry in
the filter has associated with it a capture area, which effectively blanks out part of the radar cover as
sot-n by the tracking process. The SPF rchieb icr its vi.sbiity on inter clutter visibility and so the
nu'x•ber of spurious entries in the filter store necJs to be minimised in order to maximise the area where
detections of moving tracks can be made. The values of the par-wseter y and to some extent thb counter
maxzi×imum tM) rcquire to be a compr.;,iise between cancel 4ion of real returns with low values of detection
p ibability and limitation of the time which spurious entrio.e remain in the filter memory.

The othtr SPF parameter which needs to be considered is the qi.e of the capture area around each filter
entry. This area would normally need to be several times tI,.e radar 'eaaurement standard deviation (to
allow for radar measurement errors), but is likely to be less than the radar resolution capability
(Quigley, A L C, 1973). The size of th~o capture area clearly dictates the miniaum speed that a target
requires to evade capture by the filter and hence allow au-tomatic initiation t.- occur. The size of the
capture area, therefore, requires to he a compromise between riltei efficiency and a reasonable escape

K spetd.

k • .. Using minimum escape speeds of up to A tow hundred km/hr, this system allows automatic initiation on fast

tracks where it .s most needed, whilst allowing rawtual initiation on slewer movinR tracks. This is
achieved simply by removing the appropriate filter ent,¢', which cinsures that •.osequent detections are
output to the tracking process.

~M.
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The filter is required to produce information re!ating to the local clutter density with each output plot
mesqage. As the data structure that produces the most efficient search, and therefore the smallest
processing time for the SPF program, will not, in general, have the optimum structnrxe for the plot
density requirement, a separate data store is maintained for this purpose. Ideally the local detection
density should relate to an area centred around the plot of interest, but this woulc increase the search
time of the process by an unacceptably large amount. A compromise solution is, therefore, to divide the
radar cover into a number of cells, each of which should contain sufficient radar resolution cells to give
a reasonable plot count under a range of clutter conditions. The optimum dimensions of the cells are
still under consideration, but it seems to be reasonable to use approximately equal dimensions in range
and cross range. A typical size might be 3 km by 60, which is square at approximately 32 km. A
count is maintained on each scan of the number of detections received in each cell and detections output
from the filter are tagged with the count appropriate to the cell in which they fall. This system, is,
of course, only accurate for plots near the centre of the cell and is likely to be in error for those near
the edges. It may be possible to improve the accuracy by using a weighted average of the density in the
surrounding cells.

A siailar storage structure is required for, Feedback to the first threshold in order to implement area
senksitivit- control. The algorithms used to calculate the required threshold offset could vary from a
simple fixed value for those cells deemed to be cluttered to a very much more complex system. It is
relatively easy to determine when to raise the threshold, but rather more difficult to decide when to
lower it. A simple system can be envisaged which raises the threshold when the number of plots
(corrected for those which associate with known tracks) reaches an upper limit, but only lowers it again
when the numbcr of plots falls to some lower limit. The threshold cannot be reduced below that set by
the normal CFAR system and the plots in those cells in which the th-eshold is being changed will not be
considered for initiation of new tracks or even, in extreme conditions, for updating existing tracks,
until the threshold is stable. The maximum allowable number of plots per cell should be set to a level
where only a few per cent of the resolution cells are filled, to allow maximum probability of inter-
clutter visibility and let through only the larger fixed scatterers, which will be dealt with
effectively by the SPF. In this manner it is expected to evolve a system which will approach the
performance of an area MTI, but which is more amenable to fitting to snipborne radars.

Aspects of the system design such as the size and number of cells in the clutter files and the optimum
.lg.'-ithms for threshold control are currently under investigation, usi.,g both simulated and recorded
data. Ar. experimental real-time track extraction system is also being built and will be used for land
and :ca based trials to validate the design and determine the performance of the system under realistic
conditions.

4.2. Data Structure

A section of the computer store is used as a file to store the positions of stationary plots. Each new
plot received from the plot extractor needs to be tested for association with stationary plots heid in
the store. Tn order to reduce the search time, the data structure needs to be efficiently organised.

Assuming that every new plot from the piut extractor associates with a stored stationary plot and that
association tests stop once association is made (so that the averago search is th ýugh half the
stored plots, assuming they are not ordered), then t. e total number of tests per input plot is
approximately equal to half the number of stored plots. It has been found experimentally that ths
number of stored plots is approximately double the number of input plots per scan. With 1000 input
plots, the number of tests required per scan is of the order of a million, which is prohibitively large.

bThis can be considerably reduzed by dividing the radar coverage area into a number of segments cf equal
size in terms of range and bearing. The number of association tests is then reduced and is dependent

on the number of stationary plots stored per occupied segment. If each plot is perfectiy stationary then,
for each input plot, the segment contair.ing its associated stored plot can be immediately found. However,
in practice plots are not perfectly stationary and if segment sizes are smaller than the association
box size, additional work mist be done in searching for an occupied segment befora testing for
association can take place and additionally several segments will need to be searched for each input

. plot. Another dispdvantage of having a large number of segments is that they all have to be examined
once per scan to decrement the confidence counter of any unassociated stationary plots. Time also has

to be spent in examining empty segments to see if they are ,ccupied. Thus there is an optimum number of
segments for a given clutter scenario.

A factor which influences this optimum t.umber (and therefore the processing time) ir the shape of a
segment. Using the local ground clutter scenario, the effect of changing the segment shape was A
investigated (Shepherd, A M 1976). All the 3 shapes used showed a decrease in processing time with the
number of segments (n), but the best for a fixed value of n wa, n segments in bearing (and one in range)
followed by n in range (and one in bearing), the worst being with 64 in bearing and the rest (11/6 4 ) in
range. The most efficient shapes, of n segments in range or bearing, cannot generally be used as the
segment size wo..d almost certainly be smaller than the association box and several segments would
therefore require to be searched for each input plot. This condition imposes a minimum segment size in -

i I both rmnge and bearing. As the plot extractor used transfers data in octant (I scan) blocks, it was
convenient to use 8 bearing sectors.

' The optimruu number of segments is now required and in order to obtain this, the number of instructions in
the compiled code was found for each procedure and, assuming a mean instruction time of 3 us for the
gentral-rurpose computer used, the processing times were calculated for different values o• n
(Shepherd, A M 1976). It was assumed that the stored plots in each segment are not ordered and that the
search is complete once an association is made. Figure 5 shows a graph of processing time against number
of segments for S0% and 100% association, with 1000 input plots/scan. It can bw seen that, for these
conditions, 4096 is a reasonable number of segments to use, as it is convenient to use a power of 2, and

that the computer used would take of the order of one second to process 1000 plots. Figure 6 shows

codtosM06i esoal ubro emnstouensi scneintt s oe f2 n
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processing times for 600-2000 input plots per scan as a function of number of segments, assuming 90*
.sso.iation. It can be seen that the processing time is a fairly linear function of the number of input
plots when 4096 segments are used,

The system is programmed completely in the high level language CORAL 66 and it is estimated that the

processing time could be reduced by up to 20% by using a low level language to code the critical parts
of the program, in order to overcome inefficiencies in the CORAL 66 compiler. This would, however,
lead to less ccmprehensible program, which would therefore be more difficult to maintain. Processing
time could also be reduced by using a more complex search process and having a list ordered in bearing (or
range). This would reduce the average number of tests for association in each segment since the search,
beginning with the stationary plot having the lowest bearing in a segment, would proceed through the
list only until the maximum bearing for association had been exceeded. On the other hand additional
instructions would be required for keeping this list ord.ored, 1his method is only likely to be
effective with relatively large numbers of plots per occupier egment and the optimum number of segments
is therefore likely to be smaller than with a non-ordered systLa. Processing time for this method has
not been calculated but it may be worth considering if faster processing is necessary.

4.3. Experimental Results

4.3.1 Parameter Settings

Experimental measurements have been obtained from land clutter using 3 radars with pulse lengths cf
2 /usec and 50 nsec on the same site and of 250 nsec on a different site. The optimum (standard) value
for each of the oarameters was determined empirically and each was then varied ai turn while !eeping the
others constant. The smoothing factor used to update the positions of stationary plots relates to a
fixed value of a in a position only tracking filter. The standard values are tabulated in Figure 7 and
the results are summarised in Figures 8-13.

In Figures 8 and 9 the capture areas are shown in terms of radar beamwidths and r•vae bins (plot
extractor range increments). It can be seen that the results obtained are generail:. .,rjilar for the
3 radars and that there is an optimum size of capture area of approximately 6 range bWts by l.S
beamwidths. In the case of the 50 nsec pulse length radar this represents a minimum escs;,' speed of
40 km/hr, the corresponding figures for the 250 nsec and 2 •Asec radars being 200 and 400 •t/Lhr
respectively. Increasing the memory parameters (ie y and the initial and maximum values of the
confidence co..nter) over the stand•-rd values appears to have little effect on either the efficie.it, of
cancellation or the total number of plots held in the store. The value of the smoothing :actor (a) ,so
has little effect, the optimum value being about 0.5.

The clutter scenario at the second site was markedly different from that at the first, there being a
significant number of detections which were likely to be from motor vehicles anving on the local road
system. This is the most likely explanation of the signficantly wcrse cancellation efficiency and its
steady improvement with increasing range capture area obtained with the 250 nsec olse length radar.
Even so, the results demonstrate that the optimum filter parameter settings are relatively insensitive
to both the radar pulse length and the observed clutter scenario, although the cancella~ion efficiency
is obviously affected.

It should be emphasised that this data was obtained from land based sites and the process has yet to be
validated for shipborne use, where the characteristics of the observed land clutter may well be
different due to the motion of the ship and the change in grazing angle.

4.3.2 Filter Performance

Using the 250 nsec pulse length radar recordings were obtained of both non-MTI and KTI plots, the radar
being switched to MTI mode after 23 scans. Unfortunately it was not possible to record data from both
channels simultaneously. The radar was radiating over a sector from 1630 to 318%, with a minimum rang32
of 12 km and a maximum of approximately 60 km.

The track initiation rule used was fixed at 2 plots on consecutive scans for tentative track formation
"and a further one from the next 2 for corf-rmation.

It can be seen by comparing the SPF output (Figure 1S) with its input (Figure 14) that a significant
proportion of the returns from the land clutter area are cancelled by the SPF, while the detections from
the moving targets are not seriously affected. Of course, the slower tangential tracks are likely to
lose more detections than the radial ones, particularly at the longer ranges. Figures 19 and 20 show
that during -he first few scans, as the SPF builds up its picture of the clutter environment, tbe number
of output plots is high and the cancellation efficiency is therefore low. After a warmup period of
2 scans, during wNvich automatic initiation is inhib:ited, the cancellation efficiency fluctuates between
80% and 90%. This has the effect of inhibiting the first 2 scans of detections, including those from
moving tracks, which therefore appear 2 scans later in Figure 15 than Figure 14. All 4 of the tracks
visible in the non-IT1 data are also present in the SPF output. However, only 2 of these are confir'med
by the autotracking system (Flgul'e 16). soth the missing tracks are nearly tangential and one fails to
run for sufficient scans to be confirmed, while the speed of the other is such that every second
detection is absorbed by the SPF, so that the tentative track initiation criterion of 2 outputs on
consecutive scans cannot be met.

From Figure 16 it is clear that no false tracks are initiated from the residual land clutter plots uot
cancelled by the filter and that only a few plots on moving t-,A .s have been lost, which does not
seriously degrade the tracking system performance. Unfortunately data which demonstrates the ability of

OW: the system to initiate and track targets in cluttered regions is not available, although this has been
60 observed using the real-time radar system.
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4.3.3 Comparison with MTI

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the number of plots output from the MTI channel is nearly 2 orders of
magnitude less than the non-NTI and one order less than the SPF output. The number of tentative tracks
generated from the WIl plots is similarly about one tenth of the number from the SPF output (Figure 21).
Howev'ir, the number of confirmed tracks is the same, the third track only entering the radar cover just
after NTI was selected and therefore not being present in the non-NTI data. Of the 4 tracks visible in
the non-MTI picture (Figure 14) only 2 appear in the MTI data (Figures 17 and 18). However, as pointed
out above, only 2 of the tracks in the SPF output were cinfirmed by the autotracking system (Figure 16).
Although this is the case, the data on the other tracks was available (at tht input to the filter),
whereas in the case of the WTI it was not. This was demonstrated by usiig an association gate of half
the normal size and the resultant track output is shown in Figure 22, where 3 of the original 4 tracks
are visible, the fourth again not being present for sufficient time to be confirmed. However, a further
2 tracks were produced from the area of land clutter and these appear to have sufficient detections to be
genuine. It is concluded that they are from road vehicles, as their speed is cf the order of 70 km/hr.
This clearly demonstrates the fact that wile the MTI is blind to all tracks with no radial velocity
component, the SPF has a finite, range dependent, minimum speed for detection of tengential tracks. At
close range, where land clutter is most likely to be detected, the minimum speed for initiation of tangential
tracks may well be less than that for radial. Once a tentative track is formed, of course, the SPF ceases to
cancel detections whatever the speed and slow tracks may therefore be manually initiated if necessary.

The performance of an SPF based system in practice may well be superior to that suggested by these
results, as adaptive initiation rules allowing 2 out of 3 (or even 4) scans in clear areas would reduce
minimum speeds for automatic initiation, particularly for long range tangential tracks. Indeed, it is
possible, in clear '.reas, to have automatic initiation of all tracks, by allowing the SPF to determine in
which areas it is umnecessary to suppress detections. The addition of first threshold control should
also improve performance in clutter which does not correlate from scan-to-scan and reduce the computer
load in that which does.

As the '-VI is blind to tangential tracks, it is therefore only useful for detecting tracks with radial
velocity components in cluttered areas, where it has sub-clutter visibility. The SPF, on the other hand,
can be used for all tracks in the clear, but has no sub-clutter capability and therefore relies on inter
or super-clutter visibility, under which conditions both radial and tangential tracks may be visible,
depending on their range. It is therefore clear that to obtain the optimum performance under all
conditions, both NTI and non-MTI channels should be combined, as their outputs are complementary. This
is confirmed by the fact that the WT! and SPF system did not recognise the same 2 tracks out of the
4 that were obviously present.

S. CONCLUSION

The automatic surveillance radar track extraction which has been described is capable of achieving low
false track generation rates while operating in realistic radar environments. In order to achieve this
goal, several stages of false alarm rate control are incorporated, culminating at track level with the
adaptive initiation system. The basis of the system is the stationary plot filter (SPF), which provides
data for area sensitivity control at. the first threshold and adaptation of the track promotion logic.
It is expected that the processing power required for the 3PF together with the automatic initiation and
track*ng functions, will be within the capability of 2, or maybe 3, mini-computers, depending on the
parameters of the radar involved. It can be seen that it is not necessarily possible to optimise
components of the system in isolation and that it may be more cost-effective to incorporate extra

| processing tc correct known deficiencies than to attempt to overcome them in isolation.

From the foregoing it is clear that, in order to obtain the best performame from future surveillance
radars, the data processing should be designed as an integral part of the radar and include complementary

TrI and non-NTI channels, so that the performance of the system as a whole may be optimised.
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DISCUSSiON

G.V.Trunk, USA
The range capture area was stated to be 6 range cells. Is this ± 3 cells on each side?

Author's Reply
The optimum range capture area was found empirically to be ±6 cells, although in practice a somewhat smaller size
would generally be used to reduce the speed required to escapte cancellation, the optimum being relatively broad.

G. van Keuk, FRG
You are speaking of a stationary plot filter to surpress clutter at a data processing level. Could you explain what
will happen in situations of nonstationary clutter*? I am thinking of typical military problems with nonstationary
clutter like chaff

Author's Reply
The stationary plot filter tends to blank out areas of clutter where detections which do not correlate from scan-to-
scan are produced, because under these conditions thE capture gates tend to overlap at relatively low clutter
densities. In this case it is likely to be more beneficial to desensitize the radar in the area affected so that the plot
density is reduced. It is for this reason that feedback control of the first threshold was introduced.

G. van Keuk, FRG
Could you explain what will happen if an established track enters a cluttered atza?

Author's Reply
If the detection falls within the capture gate of a stored statiornary plot, then it is absorbed and the track is updated
for a missed observation: otherwise it is used to update the track in the normal manner.

G.Binias, FRG "What is your way ofupdating the clutter map? i

Author's Reply

The status and position of the map entries are updated on each scan of the radar.

G.Binias, FRG
Is there a one-to-cne relation between the number of resolution cells and storage cells?

Author's Reply
The size of the association gate used is a compromise bctween the conflicting requhements of cancellation efficiency
and minimum escape speed. The size used is generally as small as possible conducive with reasonable escape speeds 2
and is usually smaller than the resolution capability of the radar.
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AUTOMATED TRACKING FOR AIRCRAFT SURVEILLANCE RADAR SYSTEM4S*

R.M. O'Donnell and C.E. Muehe
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory

Lexington. MA 02173

SUMMARY

An improved Moving Target Detector (MTD) (a digital signal processor) has been designed, constructed
and tested which successfully rejects all forms of radar clutter while providing reliable detection of all
aircraft within the coverage of the radar. The MTD is being tested on both ttrminal and enroute surveil-
lance rni.rr !ur the FAA. This processor has been integrated with automatic tracking algorithms to give
complete rejection of ground clutter, hpnvy precipitation and angels (birds).

1. INTRODUCTION

TI Ln- pant, difficulty has been experienced in providing high quality digital primary radar output for use
in the FAA's radar tracking. However. new techniques (1,7) have been developed which significantly enhance
autne-ated aircraft detection in all forms of clutter. These techniques are embodied In a digital signal

processor cal!,d the Moving Target Derctor (MTD). !ne MTD employs coherent, linear doppler filtering,
adaptive threshold!ig, and a fine grained clutter map to reject groand clutter, rain clutter, angels (birds).
and interference. A detailed description of the ground-based radar clutter problem and solution was pre-
sented at AGARD 1976 (ref. 3).

In 1975, a hard-wired version of the HTD was tested extensively at the National Aviation Facilities Ex-
perimental Center (NAFEC) near Atlantic City. The subclutter visibility performance of the MTD on con-
trolled aircraft flying in heavy rain and heavy ground clutter was measured to be about 100 times greater
than conventional MTI. The MTD report data was found to be about 50 percent more accurate in range and
azimuth than the sliding window detector. Automatic primary radar tracking was achieved when MTD processed
data was input to a modified version of the FAA's ARTS-Ill tracker.

Recently, second generation MTD's have been designed and constructed for both terminal and enroute radars

fo: the FAA. These MID's (which will be tested in Burlington. Vermont, and Bedford, Virginia) are being
implemented in Parallel Microprogrammed Processors (PMP's. ref. 4). These are programmable, digital signal
processing computers whose high degree of parallelism was designed to give both high speed (100-150 NIPS)
and great reliability and maintainability in the field.

New aircraft report centroiding and automatic tracking algorithms have been developed for use with the
second generation MTD's. Because of the exceptionally clean data input to the tracker from the Mnl's, it
has been found that automatic tracking algorithms can be made reasonably simplA. In addition to the high
blip-scan ratio and the low false report rate, better tracking results from the fact that any false reports
or missed detections from MTD-proccssed radar data are uncorrelated both spatially and temporally (ref. 6).

The paper will first describe the MTD-IT system and secondly discuss the details of the automatic and
adaptive track initiation and maintenance algorithms developed for these radars and, finally, present
experimental results obtained when these algorithms were run on live radar data from an ASR-7 radar equipped
with a PMP-2 processor.

2. MOVING TARGET DETECTOR (MTD-II) RADAR SYSTEM

2.1 General

A block diagram of the MTD-II radar system is presented in Figure 1. Analog signals from the radar's linear
receiver (which is linear over 60-dB dynamic range) are sampled by 10-bit A/D coverters. This data is sent
to the Parallel Microprogrammed Processor (PMP-2). a high-speed, microprogrammable, digital signal processor
in which the MTD signal processing algorithms are performed. The PMP-2 outputs approximately 500-600
range-azimuth-doppler threshold crossings per scan out of the 3.000,000 cells In the radar. Typically,
there are between 5-15 threshold crossings per aircraft target. These threshold crossings are sent over
the IEEE bus to the post-processor where report correlation and interpolation are done on a single-scan
basis. In addition, post-MTD area thresholding and scan-to-scan correlation are performed to remove the
few false reports that are sent by the PMP-2 signal processor. Aircraft position reports are then sent from
the post-processor to a digital maintenance display and over an interface to the users displays, It should
be noted that five computers are interconnected asynchronously via the IEEE 488 bus. They area

1. PMP-2 Signal Processing Computer
2. Radar Controller (Intel 8080)
3. Post-Processor (Data General Eclipse S-130)
4. Digital Maintenance Display (Data General Nova 3/12 based)
5. IEEE Bus Controller (AMD-2901)

2.2 Parallel Microprogrammed Processor (PMP-2)

2.2.1 Introduction

The Moving Target Detector (MTD) signal processing algorithms are performed In a programable digital
signal processing computer designed at Lincoln Laboratory called the Parallel Micoproaramed Processoe ret. A.

*The work reported vas prepared for the Federal Aviation Administration under Interagency Agroemet DOT-nA-
72-WAI-242 and DOT-FA-TQ-679 by Lincoln Laboratory, a cantor for research operated by Masaachusette Institute
of Technology under Air Force Contract F19E28-78-C-0002.
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The second generation HTD radar systems were designed for use in an environment of operational FAA terminal
and enroute radar sites. These requirements inicated a need for a flexible processor, one that is:

1. capable of self-diagnosing failures,
2. easily maintainable,
3. fail-soft in its performance,
4. easily modifiable,
5. expandable and completely programmable so that it can be

applied to a variety of radar signal and data processing tasks.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the PMP. It consists of several Processing Modules (PM's) in parallel
connected together by fouir busses. Each PH contains input memory and auxiliary memories appropriate to the
radar processing job, together with a Processing Element (PE) which performs all of the arithoetic functions.
The PE is connected to the input and auxiliary memories via a local PM memory bus.

Functions performed within the PMP are divided into two types. The data handling and arithmetic functions
are performed in the PH's and the program control functions are performed for all PM's within the controller.

2.2.2 Description of the Processor Element (PE)

The heart of the PMP-2 is the Processor Element (PP). Each PE is rated at approximately 25 MIPS and several
can be paralleled to provide processing carability in the hundreds of MIPS.

i Figure 3 shows the block logic dtagram of the PE. With operands in the five registers (Al, BI, M, A2 and
B2) at the start of a cyle, control lines are set true or false to control the operations performed in the
two ALU's, the random access memory and the word shifterf.- At the end of the 75-nsec cy.le time the data
is ready and the five registers are strobed to accept thE new results. The input or output registers might
also be strobed at this time. All data are 24 bits wide.

The PE can perform all of the basic arithmetic functions such as add, subtract, AND/OR, bit-by-bit multiply,
divide, fixed to floating, floating to fixed, etc. It also contains special hardware to compare Al and E1
and set flip-flops, take the absolute value to B2, and take the larger or smaller of Al or Bl.

The lower part of Figure 3 shows the local PM data bus which is connected to the PM memories and/or to the
Data Interchange Bus (DIB).

The PE is programmed to do all of its possible operations in parallel during one cycle. It is thus often
performing six operations duri•,4 one 75-nsec period. It uses space equivalent to 240 16-pin IC's. The PE
board requires power wiring plus 146 pairs of wires for data connection. The PE must all reside on one
board to be able to perform at its rated speed.

2.2.3 Controller

The controller is broken into two parts, the program memory and the controller proper. Initiilly for each
application, the program memory is a RAM which is loaded from the standard interface bus. Later this RAM
will be replaced directly with a ROM.
The controller performs the following functions:

1. Interrupts by a priority, vectored, maskable interrupt system.
2. Indexing to modify all memory aadresses.

3. Loop counting.

4. Subrtutine control.

5. PH logical addressing. Each PM has a physical and a logical
address. If one PM is diagnosed to be defective, it can be
replaced by changes in the logical addresses of one o: morei :.j IPM' s. !

6. PM state generation. Data paths can be varied throughout the
PMP-2 to control the transfer of data between input and auxiliary
memories and the PE. Also, data can be transferred between PM's
and the controller. The PM state is also used to turn on and
off certain functions selectively within the PH's.

7. Standard bus interface. The controller contains an interface to
the standard interface bus described in IEEE Standard 488-1975.

2.2.4 Input and Auxiliary Memories

The size of these memories depend on the particular PMP application. Three different types of memory
boards have been constructed using MOS static RAM IC's. All memories have been mounted on the standard
plug-in boards. The memory boards require power connections plus up to 72 pairs of wires for data transfer.

2.2.5 Software

A comptehensiva instruction set for both the controller and the PE has been wdtten to program the PMP. A
cross assembler is used on an IBM-370 computer to write, debug and assemble code. The IBM-370 is connected
to a NOVA 3/12 minicomputer which is in turn connected to the PMP via the IEEE bus. A debugger has been
written for the NOVA to facilitate examining and debugging code in the PMP.

'e~
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2.2.6 Hardware Implementation

The PMP's- are constructed using Schottkly TTL logic. The first three were built at Lincoln Laboratory.
These are designated PMP-l. The next seven are being built by Stein Associates and are designated PMP-2.
The PMP-2's have a slightly expanded instruction set, minor hardware design dfferences, and are packaged
differently. The PMP-2's are being used in terminal and enroute radar systems. A photograph of the PMP-2
being used with the terminal ASR-7 radar is shown in Figure 4. This PMP-2 consists of seven PE's, six of
which will be in constant use and one spare. The PE's are each on one Augat board with 296 16-pin DIPs.
The controller proper and program memory are each on one board. Also, the auxiliary and input memories are
combined on one board. Finally, there is one board for the front panel interface. As can be noted in
Figure 4 there are five extra boards; a front panel interface (2), controller (1), PE (1), and auxiliary
memory (1). These constitute a separate PMP which will eventually be used to replace the S-130 minicomputer
as post-processor when the post-processor algorithms are microcoded.

2.3 MTD-II Signal Processing Algorithms

2.3.1 General

Signal pfocessing algorithms used in the PMP-2 are generally the same as those used in MTD-I. However, the
doppler filters used in the MTD-I (see ref. 1) are not being used. Instead, an approach is used which
employs generalized transversal filters as opposed to the Discrete Fourie1 Transform. The transversal
filters, give better doppler filter sidelobe performance. This approach is also used to generate the zero
radial velocity filter. The samples used to generate the mean-level thresholds include neither the cell
being thresholded nor the cells on either side in range. The clutter map has one cell for each range-
azimuthal cell (3-dB beamwidth) as opposed to one cell for each range-CPI cell as in MTD-I.

The original filters for the MID-I consisted of a cascade of three separate filters, a three-pulse canceller,
an eight-point FFT, followed by weighting in the frequency domain. In that processor ten pulses were
processed into eight filters. The zero radial veolocity filter was obtained by adding the ten complex
samples, five at a time, taking the magnitudes and then adding the two magnitudcs. In the '.D-II the
doppler filters have been synthesized by cascading a two-pulse MTI canceller and a set of e.ght filters
(see Figure 5).

2.3.2 Zero-Velocity Filter Design

The design criteria for the zero-velocity filter is to maximize uniformly the filter gain across the portion
of the doppler space not covered by the non-zero doppler filters while keeping sidelobes low in the stopband.
An equi-ripple filter design was used. The program (see ref. 8, pages 187-204) solves the optimal linear
phase finite impulse response filter design by formulating a Chebychev approximation problem, and solves
this problem by use of the Remez multiple exhange algorithm. The filter impulse response is then calculated,
and since we are dealing with a linear time invariant system, the impulse response completely characterizes
the filter. By scaling the impulse response to the desired bit truncation, these results are used as the
zero-velocity filter weights. The filter shape is presented in Figure 6.

2.3.3 Non-Zero Doppler Filter Designs

These filters were designed using the optimum processor filter design method of DeLong and Hoffstetter
(ref. 2). The details of the design are presented in ref. 5. These filters are preceded by a two-pulse
MTI canceller because it was found that the number of bits in the transversal filter weights dropped markedly
by preceding the filters with the two-pulse canceller. With this technique the filter weights need only be
3 or 4 bits plus sign. Figure 7 presents the MTI improvement factor vs. doppler frequency for four of Lhe
seven non-zero filters. Filters 1 and 7, 2 and 6, and 3 and 5 are mirror images of each other. These
filters have doppler sidelobes approximately 10 dB lower than the MTD-I filters. This should give the
system even better performance in rain than the first MTD. Tn addition, the MTI loss of these filters is
less than those of MTD-I.

2.3.4 Waveform Design

The MTD-II uses a multiple PRF scheme as in MTD-I for the terminal iadar (ASR-7). A group of eight pulses
whose spacings are 900 Usec is alternated with a group of eight pulses whoze spacings are 1100 Psec. These
correspond to PRF's of 1111 Hz and 909 Hz respectively. Each group of eight pulses which are processed
coherently together is called a Coherent Processing Interval or CPI.

3. POST-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

3.1 General

The post-processing algorithms consist of three functions (see Figure 8); report correlatten and interpolation,
-. post-Mm thresholding, and scan-to-scan correlation. Post-MTD thresholding is an area CFAR (Constant False

Alarm Rate) thresholding algorithm which deletes false alarms primarily due to angels (birds). It is the
t j function of correlation and interpolation to cluster (combine) all range-azimuth-doppler threshold crossings

which are caused by the same aircraft, and combine them together into a single report with the most accurate
radar observables (range, azimuth, doppler velocity, strength). Finally, scan-to-scan correlation deletes

t• •those uicorrelated radar reports due to noise, automobile traffic, and angels whose scan-to-scan histories
indicate characteristics unlike those of aircraft (i.e., low speeds or lack of spatial correlation from
scan to scan).

3.2 Correlation and Interpolation

~ It is the purpose of these algorithms to cluster together those range-azimuth-doppler threshold crossings
• .,•,. which are due to one target (i.e., a bird, aircraft or automobile) and then to calculate from the data of

the cluster the best value of radar observables for the target. These radar observables are range, azimuth,
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doppler velocity and strength. The criteria used for clustering is range and azimuth adjacency of the
threshold crossings. The strength of each of the threshold crossings is normalized depending on rhe gain
of the doppler filter from which it came. The range and azimuth are calculated by weighting both the range
and azimuth by the strength (voltage) associated with that threshold crossing. The doppler velocity is
calculated by interpolating between the doppler cell with the largest strength and its adjacent
doppler cell with the second greatest strength. This interpolation is done to one part in 64 acrosa the
band of eight doppler cells.

3.3 Post-MTD Thresholding

Post-MTD thresholding i an area CFAR technique to delete single CPI false alarms due to residual angels,
interference and weather clutter that are not removed by the signal processing algorithms in the PMP-2
signal processor.

With this scheme, tt.e ctverage out to 48 nmi is divided into cells corresponding to an area 4 nmi in rangeand 22ý0 in azimuth. The doppler dimension corresponds to the doppler filter number (between 0 and 7).

The last range cell extends in range from 48 nmi to 60 nmi and has the same azimuthal and doppler eas.ant.

Ai y radar report cluster containing only one threshold crossing or a cluster at short range (less than 16
nm,) with two threshold crossings causes the threshold of the cells to be increased. For each report in
th,.se clusters that exceeds the current threshold value, a fixed increment is added to the threshold. At
the end of each scan, any threshold which was not incremented this scan has its value lowered by a fixed
decrement. The magnitude of the decrement is less than the increment and varies with doppler number.

In addition, if the number of single CPI reports per i1¼° wedge (for all ranges) exceeds 10. then those
reports will not be used to initiate tracks in the aLan-to-scan correlator and the post-MTD thresholds will
not be updated for that area.

3.4 Scan-to-Scan Correlation

3.4.1 General

The scan-to-scan correlator is a radar report editing process. It does not change any radar report data,
it only deletes some of the data which is input to the scan-to-scan correlator. It is the purpose of these
algorithms to delete all reports due to non-aircraft phenomena and pass all reports which are due to

aircraft. A block diagram of the scan-to-scan correlator is presented in Figure 9. This process may be
divided into six functions as follows.

1. Associate track files* with tadar target reports,

2. Resolve target track file association ambiguities to one target for each track file,

3. Test and update track file parametera and radar observables with new radar report
data or set track coast parameters if no radar data Is present on this scan,

4. Delete track files if radar data is not present for several scans,

5. Output radar report data to digital display. Display if track file "Quality" parameter
exceeds a threshold, and

6. Test to initiate track files on radar reports not associated with tracks.

The preceding processing steps are performed 32 times per scan of the radar. That is to say, radar deta is
collected into a buffer and the scan-to-scan correlation programs sequentially process the data for 11.25000sectors (11.25 x 32 - 360 ). Because of problems caused by the abtlity of aircrait to cross these sector
boundaries, the processing of the data at different stages has different sector delays relative to the
sector of radar data being presently input to the scan-to-scan correlator. The program structure delay is
a' present a total of eight sectors. A breakdown of the delay for each function is preserted in Table I.

TABLE I

Function Delay (relative to radar sweep)

Target-track association 3 sectors

Resolve target-track ambiguities 5 sectors

Update track files 5 sectors
.. Delete track files 5 sectors

Initiate track files 8 sectors N

a'M Next will follow a detailed description of each of six sequential functions performed by the scan-to-scan
§ correlator.

O*A track file is a set of radar observables which contain the position and velocity components of past1*f radar report data as well as other past data derived parameters which signify relative confidence that the
track file is caused by aircraft or by non-aircraft radar returns (e.g., cars, birds, etc.).

• - .'
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3.4.2 Association of Radar Target Reports With Track Files

The first processing to be done is to associate radar target reports with existing track files. This is
done by setting up a search area in range and azimuth for each track. This circle is centered around its
"predicted position". The predicted position is the calculated expected position of the radar report on

the current scan. The predicced position is calculated differently depending on the scan life of the
track either when the track file is initiated or subsequently when the track file is updated.

After targets have been associated with tracks, thcre will frequently be more than one target associated
with several of the tracks, and some of the targets will be associated with more than one tv'ack before
reduction uf these multiple associations to unique one track/one target associations. A list of the
target associations is made for each track. The output of the target-to-track association is this list.

3.4.3 Resolution of Target Track Association Ambiguities to a One Track/One Target Relationship

It is thy purpose of this section of the scan-to-scan correlator to reduce the multiple target/track
associations to one track/one target associations. The first step in chis process is to examine each

track which is associated with one or more target reports. If the track is associated with only one
target and the target is associated with no other tracks, then the track and target are one-to-one related.
One track/many tsrget associations are resolved by using-an algorithm which takes into account the dis-
tance between each of the targets and the predicted track positions and, in addition, the total number of
range-azimuth-doppler threshold crossings in the radar report. Many track/one target associations are
resolved by use of the track "Quality"* parameter. Tracks with the highest "Quality" are given preference.

If two tracks, each .-ith high "Quality" are competing for two targets, the following quantities are calculated:

D2 .d 2 +d 22
2

D2  1 2  d2 1

where dll -distance from track 1 to target 1
1-distance from track 2 to target 1

d - distance from track 1 to target 2

-22 - distance from track 2 to target 2

If D 2 is less than D2
2 , then track 1 is assigned with target 1 and track 2 with target 2. If the converse

is tlue, the assignment is reverr.d.

3.4.4 Updating of Track Files with New Report Data or Coasting of Tracks

Once unique target-to-track associations .ave been made, the track files may be updated to predict ahead
where the aircraft report will be on the next scan. Different prediction algorithms are used depending on
the "Quality" attribute of a track. Newly initiated tracks are predicted to be in their initial position
with zero velocity. All tracks with low "Quality" or low track life are updated using a linear extrapolation
from the last two measured points. Those tracks whose "Quality" or track life are high are extrapolated
using an a - 8 tracker.

Several speed checks are performed for tracks with low track life and low "Quality". Any which fails any
of the speed checks is coasted. The first check is made for "azimuth jitter". This exists when the
measured azimuth change is opposite in sign to that expected, and the change in range is zero. For these
tracks the consistency of the track speed is checked. All tracks are tested for a speed below 60 knots
"and any track below these speeds fails the speed check and is coasted.if', Tracks which have not been updated in this scan are tested for possible coasting instead. The two require-
ments for this are that the track have high "Quality" and have not been coasted too frequeutly in recent

•-o•, scans. •I 3.4.5 Deletion of Tracks from Track Files Ali

Track files are deleted (dropped) by first going through all tracks and seeing if the "Quality" is negative.
. ~, I This negative "Quality" has been set in the track updating section of the algorithms if the track is to be
Sdeleted Deletion is accomplished solely by removing the track number from the track pointer lists and

adding the track number to the list of unused track numbers.

S3.4.6 Elimination of Low or Irregular Speed Reports from Display

In order to eliminate low-speed (automobile clutter breakthrough) reports from being displayed a set of
algorithms was addded to the scan-to-scan correlator. These track files whose reports are of low or
irregular speed are maintained, but never displayed.- This significantly reduces the initiafion of new
tracks caused by clut':er breakthough or automobiles, The handling of this is described below.

*"Quality" is a track parameter which is a running sum of the number of CPI's of the targets associated
each scan (e.g., if on succeeding scans a track is started and updated with reports whose number of CPI's
is 2, 1, 3, 2, 4 on five succeeding scans, then the track "Quality" on each of those scans will be 2, 3, 6,

~ 8, 12.
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The association circle sIze used for a track which has been identified as failing the speed checks has a
circle corresponding to the distance an aircraft would go in one scan at a speed of 180 knots. The purpose
of this is to prevent such a track from associating with targets away from its immediate area.

The first time a track fails the speed checks it is flagged and will not be displayed. On each successive
scan, during which it is assigned a target, this process is repeated.

In addition, the center of the search circle is reset to its value when the track was first identified as
failing the speed checks. These tracks are not dropped, instead they are coasted until the coast counter
reaches a threshold.

3.4.7 Transmission of Displayable Radar Report Data to Digital Display via IEEE Bva

It is the purpose of this function to decide whether tracks are of sufficient "Quality" that the radar
report data associated with them or their coasted position may be displayed. The decision is made as
follows.

1. All reports whose track files have "Quality" greater than five are displayed.

2. Reports whose track files have "Quality" greater than three and range greater than 20 mii are
displayed.

All radar reports whose track "Qualities" pass either of these criteria are then sent out on the IEEE bus.
The radar observables sent out are track number, position of radar report and coast indicator. The data is
output one sector at a time.

4. RESULTS

As of this writing, the terminal ASR-7 MTD system is in the final stages of test and evaluation before
shipment to Burlington, Vermont, where it will undergo testing in an operational environment. A photograph
of this system is presented in Figure 10. The system sensitivity has been tested with a coherent test
target generator and measured to be within experimental error of the expected value, The PMP processor .
operates out to the full instrumented range of 60 nmi. Tests on aircraft targets of opportunity have been
made. ligure 11 presents two photographs of the digital maintenance display output at 10-scan intervals.
Radar reports from the pre3ent scan alocg with scan histories are displayed. The aircraft are solidly
detected as was the case with MTD-I. At close ranges where there is much automobile traffic visible to the
radar, data was also collected. These results are shown in Figure 12. The aircraft which are taking off
and landing at Hanscom AFB, an airport about 1/2 nmi 1rom the radar, are detected clearly and no detection
from the automobiles on a nearby highway are seen. Later, tests were made where a fast moving intense
weather front passed through the area. The intensity of the rain was measured to be near the top of A/D
converters (greater than 40 dB). Aircraft were clearly detected Ps they passed through the weather front

(see Figure 13). Few, if any, false reports were observed after the scan-to-scan correlator processing.

Initial accuracy tests have been performed using four targets of opportunity. The trajectories of the
aircraft tracks were as follows: two flying radially; one tangentially and one a combination of radial and
tangential motion. Ten scans of range and azimuth data were fit t a straight line using the method of
least squares and the deviation from that straight line calculated. The aircraft chosen were flying in
straight trajectories. Since 10 scans of data were chosen and a straight line has only two unconstrained
parameters (i.e., y - a + bx), then the least squares fit will be greatly over constrained and the results
will be, if anything, conservative. These results are:

"4.1 Summary of Accuracy Results Al
¾'• - Track No. SR (feeAZ SA (degrees) Location from Radar

1 167 .06 17 nmi SE

2 144 .10 1' nmi SW

3 0 .04 19 nmi SW

4 121 .19 9 nmi E

average range error - 108 feet
- average azimuthal error - .10o.

These accuracy results compare quite favorably with those obtained on MTD-I.

A test was made running the DABS Experimental Facility at Lincoln Laboratory and the MTD-II system simul-
ta~eusl. Ouput ofboth iystems are shown in Figure 14. ATCRBS beacon-equipped aircraft were seen by

the DABS sensor. The MTD-II system detected the same aircraft as well as those which were not trans-
", _ ponder equipped.

The FPS-20/MTD-II system Is in the final stages of system integration. It is expected that results will be
ready by the time of the AGARD meeting in October 1978.

'~'5. CONCLUSIONS

i We have presented a description and initial results of a second-generation Moving Target Detector (1TD)
processor. These results indicate that the MTD's automated tracking performance is excellent in any of theS•-•/;clutter environments encountered. Continuing tests of the ASR-7/MTD and IPS-20/MTD will be voide in the

S.... coming months.
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DISCUSSION

F,Herzmanrn, FRG
You have shown us a slide with very heavy rain and a very small aircraft which is tracked by your radar. Do you
know if the aircraft was equipped with a beacon?

Author's Reply
The beacon processor was shut off.

E.Brookner, USA
I realize that you still have engineers with their hands on the equipment. Could you tell us what reliability you
achieve?

Author's Reply
The least reliable components are tne mini computers. The PMP has an MTBF of about one month. (This is
excluding the reliability given Ly the spa.e PM module.)

E.Brookner, USA
You mentioned that the clutter was 45 dB above the thermal noise for the very severe rain storm. Where is this clutter
suppressed relative to noise by the MTD?

Author's Reply
It is suppressed in the signal processor by doppler filtering.
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BEAM STEERING AND SIGNAL PROCESSING WITH A PHASED

£ ARRAY RADAR SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC TRACK INITIATION

Eberhard Hunle

Forschungsinstitut fUr Funk und Mathematik
£ D-5307 Wochtberg-Werthhoven, F. R. Germany

SUMMARY

The relations between the main system functions search, acquisition, and trackina and their radar counterparts detection,
interference reduction and position finding are explained In detail by an experimental radar system named ELRA. For auto-
matic track initiation a lot of radar tasks with different parameters must be handled partly simultaneously and partly
snquentially which demands various kinds of data transfer between the radar antennas and the tracking computer.

It is pointed out that spatial distribution of targets and interferences, the radar physics and the tracking process require a
variable integration time for optimum signal processing dependent on the target range, direction and estimated cross section
and on the information from a clutter map, and how adaptive clutter suppression and jammer cancellation can be included
to this with modest reduction of the efficiency. The demand for a high detection probability and location accuracy and
limitations in power and time with long-range surveillance systems con be overcome by a multiple-beam concept using
interlaced transmit-receive processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Flexibility and multifunction operation are the main demands on future radar systems in the military area. Objects with very
different velocities, reflection characteristics and flight trajectories must be detected, located, classified and tracked, and
tasks like defence gvidance control should be additionally handled by the same radar system.

The use of an array antenna with electronically-steered phase shifters combined with a system of special and general-purpose
computers allows a system to be set up which satisfies these demands. But these antennas are mo-e expensive than con-
ventional mechanically-steered ones. The employment of these radar units is efficient only if greater versatility is utilized
by an adequate expense in signal processing and data handling in multifunction operation.

The experimental system ELRA under construction shall be used to find the limits of versatility for those electronically-

steered radar systems. In the final stage the maximum range will bo about 200 kin for this S-band system which will permit
the study of areas such as multifunctio,-. operation, target tracking and system overload by a great number of daily present
aircrafts in realistic conditions.

The transmitting anten;rc and the receiving antenna are build up in separate cabins (Fig. 1). Both are active antennas with a
thinned random distribution of the elements. This enables a stepwise construction of the whole systenm with reduced problems
of mutual coupling, element tolerances and system breakdown. A very fast special computing unit is .sed for the steering of
tme phase shifters which additionally allows the monitoring and the correction of each antenna module separately (Hoschel-
rmth, G., 1976). With those active array antennas, special beam forring for sidelobe reduction and multiple-beam genera-
tion for position finding and target resolution and for the search with a cluster of beams without reduction of the signal-to-
noise ratio is possible.

2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE ENERGY

The main radar tasks in a multifunction system are:

(1) Detection of new targets or decision for a target.

(2) Determiýiation of the target position with suppression of neighbouring targets or decision for multiple targets.

(3) Estimation of target parameters like echo power, doppler frequency and fluctuation for an Improved target decision
and classification. _

(4) Suppression of interferences, clutter and jammers, including interference detection, parameter estimation and
registration.

This multifunction operation demands different kinds of energy management if a maximum amount of information from all
targets in different interferences should be obtained with minimum energy per cell. That means a high degree of complexity
and flexibility in the overall signal and data processing. Neither the way nor the parameters should be chosen fixed, but
matched to each a-priori knowledge on targets and disturbances.

Generally the energy can be varied in three dimensions: transmitted power, antenna gain or beamwidth and time. Power
and antenna gain are the most cost-consuming factors In array antennas. Time management is, therefore, that degree of

I WRXfr,.edom which con be handled with least amount of hardware and control.

C~)
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Additionally the trend in radar systems with array antennas leads to the employment of semiconductor devices in active
,itenno modules to improve the meantime between breakdown. Inherent to that is a reduction of the peak-to-mean power

tatio which also demands the use of pulse moeu!atlon or time-division multiplex processing.

The time management can be handled in two ways:

(1) Variation of the transmitted pulse length combined with pulse modulation for target resolution. This demands little
control since only one pulse is transmitted. For reasons of range ambiguity only few codes can be used.

(2) Variation of the number of pulses, the echoes of which should be coherently integrated. This way includes the possibility
of clutter suppression by doppler filtering and enabks the achievement of a fixed effective signal-to-noise ratio
necessary for all targets in search and position finding to get a definite detection probability at a prescribed false-alarm
rate and a definite position accuracy if the beamwidth, the pulse length, the transmit energy and the antenna gain are
kept constant (Hanle, E., 1975).

That i-eans an adeptotion of the number of pulses during position finding to the known target range and direction corresponding
to the scan-angle dependent antenna gain, to the estimated single-pulse signal-to-noise ratio and to the doppler processilj
necessary for clutter suppression. During search the number of pulses can be matched to the spatial distribution of expected
targets and disturbances or to other threat criteria. Sequential detection (Wirth, W.D., 1975) and ranking algorithms (Danne-
mann, H., 1972) can be additionally employed. This mat-hing of the number of pulses to a-priori information yields a gain
in power or time of up to 10 dB referred to fixed-sample-s .-e techniques.

3. RADAR FUNCTIONS IN THE ELRA SYSTEM

In the ELRA system up to now, two different main radar tasks a! e

(1) Detection with transmit pulses of 10 ps ann incoherent int.gra;i• fcn - v-arch in areas without clutter.
(2) Position finding with transmit pulses of 2 ps, coherent integration, dopple, fitering, monopulse angle measurement

(Sander, W., 1973) and range interpolation

a. for trocking purposes
b. for acquisition following a successful incoherent search
c. for search in clutter areas.

The choice uf the suitable transmit pulse and signal processing during search is controlled by a clutter-area map (Fig. 2). At
low elevation for neor targets coherent integration is combined with range-limited ground-clutter prefiltering by a recursive
step-scan MTI. At high elevation and le' ranges the incoherent sequential search is used which can be also combined with
the recursive prefilter for *idelobe clutte, reduction. Rain clouds or chaff can be reduced by coherent processing withadaptive dappler filtering (Klemm, R., 1978). The -,p~loyvment of the prp.riltei- for tracking is also controlled by the adaptive
fine-giained map of the clutter areas.

The ELRA-system will be provided with some additional tasks:

clutter map generation combined with search in noise

clutter parameter estimation cpdh
clutter suppression (MTI and adoptive doppler filtering) combined with position finding and search in clutter

target parameter estimation
target classification coi,,bined with position finding
neighbouring target resolution

jammer suppression 'odaptive spatial filtering) combined with beam forming

jammer direction finding (assive mode)
"target identification (secondary radar) not planned sc 'or
target guidance (illumination, data transmission)

Theoreticol investigations to the areas of classification and jammer suppression have been p~lished (,on Schlachta, K.,
1975 and Klemni, R., 1975).

t: ¼ 4. BEAM MULTIPLEX OPERATION
4d•'The transmission of many pulses in each direction for signal-to-noise improvement and clutter suppressior. leads to a long

search time and to the occurrence of dehay times during the treatment of track comma.dis which cannot be tolerated.

7- This constraints are overcome in the ELRA system by time-division multiplex operation. That means, by overlipping of
transmit-receive periods, multiple beams looking in different directions can be handled as If they were present simultaneously.
In position finding for tracking of known targets, the deadtimes between pulse transmission and echo reception can be
utilized. During search processing the reception of echoer from different directions is possible if longer transmit pulses are

W~ ~
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used. The reduced range resolution and clutter suppression inherent to these longer pulses can be tolerated if each detection
is followed by an acquisition step which additionally allows an increased false-alarm probability In the first step.

The buffers and control units are layod out for an inte.leoved processing of up to six beams. Therefore the simultaneous
search in six directions for targets at the same range is possible if only one direction demands coherent processing, or the
position finding of up to six targets at different ranges or some mixtures of both (Fig. 3). For reasons of data transfer and
cost efficiency in this multiplex processing, up to now fixed radar intervals of 2 ms are used. The transmit pulses must be
grouped before reception, since the transmit-receive signal-to-noise ratio exceeds the side-lobe attenuation. The time
before transmission can be used for threshold normalization or sidelobe adaptation to interferences.

Fig. 3 additionally shows the data transfer in sccessive radar intervals. After transmission of the steering commands for up
to 6 radar tasks, the ;hose values are computed by a special unit for all transmit and receive elements according to their
location on the antenna plane from the demanded direction coordinates. During the following interval the real radar opera-
tion takes place. At the beginning of the third interval the results are available. By pipeline processing radar operation is
possible in each interval.

Basically the up to six beams could be varied from interval to interval. For reasons of storage, handling and control during
integration and doppler filtering the some beam is used for one radar task in succeeding intervals. Fig. 4 shows an example
of the r.'Jltiplex operation with different dwell times and various range gates according to the expected targets for several,
to a certain extent, parallel-handled radar tasks using a mixture of serial reception for position finding and time-division
multiplex reception for search. The number of pulses can be chosen for each beam separately but is limited to 64 to prevent
long delay times during position finding for tracking purposes and to guarantee that the target has not changed its position
essentially during the integration time.

5. PADAR CONTROL AND DATA DISTRIBUTION BY A PROCESS COMPUTER

On the way from the radar antenna to the control display the data rate must be reduced from about 100 bit,/ss to about
100 bit/s. The flexibility in processing must be increased conversely to make the best of the possible degrees of freedom.

This demands the employment of processing units of different kinds, from very fast simultaneously-working processors with
fixed parameters at the antennas and for signal processing to general-purpose computers for data processing, for tracking
and display purposes and for the system control. A limited flexibility can be inserted with the fast special processors by
adaptive signal processing, e.g. by storing different sets of filter functions. On the other hand the processing rate in the
general-purpose units can be increased by parallel-working multiprocessors. In each case the use of one type of processing
uni* for the whole area of signal and data processing in a multifunction radar system is not possib!e.

For reasons of cost efficiency a process computer is used in the ELRA system as an additional processing step betwee-, the
special units for signal processing at the antennas and the central tracking computer (Fig. 5). Different jobs must be handled
by this process computer.

(1) handling and scheduling of different radar tasks,

(2) multifunction control by parameter setting for signal processing like length of the transmit pulse, reception bandwidth,
decision thresholds, doppler filtering and range gate,

(3) energy management by matching the number of pulses to the target distance and direction, to the target parameters if
known, to different kinds of interferences and to the requirements in detection probability and position finding accuracy,

(4) control of the multibeam time-division multiplex operation,

(5) generation and scanning a list of search directions.

A general-purpose computer at this place additionally offers the possibility for the control and monitoring of the antennas
and the signal processing units in deodtimes without radar tasks, for a graceful degradation of the radar processing in over-S• load times by priority control and for a stepwise and expansible build up of a radar systemn which is also suited for future

requiremnwts.

6. RADAR TASK HANDLING

The search for new targets and the position finding of known targets for tracking purposes is ordered from the central computer
by commands to the process computer including information upon the search volume or correlation gate, on the desired detec-
tion and false-alarm probability and on estimated parameters on the target and its environment (van Keuk, G., 1978).

Fig. 6 shows the succession of these main tasks. During search, all directions in the demanded area are scanned by the process
computer on the basis of a list which is ordered by a number or which is transfered from tho central computer in advance.
Special tactics for a fast and economic search will be used at high elevation and at long ranges by favouring directions with
a high probability of targets by a ranking process and by matching the integration time for each direction separately to the
local signal-to-noise ratio with sequential detection. In case of detection the process computer initiates a position-finding
task immediately subsequent in the some direction with a limited range gate for validation and acquisition to the de-nands of
the tracking process wiih regard to position accuracy.

-. ,1 tter areas the search scanning is directly combined with the position-finding process in a large range gate, includirai

~J i~/
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doppler processing with fixed or clutter-odaptive filtering usi j a preselected number of transmitted pulses. In directions
with clutter echoes from a limited range area both kinds of search will be performed. Tha border in range for this different
proctssing is drawn from a clutter-area map which is adapted to variations in the cluttar situation by measurnments. For
track evaluation the position of each target must be measured in predicted areas in sace and time ordered by the tracking
computer. Each cosmmand from the tracking computer initiates a position-finding task in the process computer, generating
several transmit pulses, the number of which depends upon the target distance and crrection and upon the target and clutter
parameters previously estimated.

7. PRIORITY CONTROL

For the multiplex handling up to six rodar tasks are accumulated in the process computer and jointly transferred via a data-
* exchange unit to the different antenna and signal processing units at the beginning of a radar interval. The same radar orders

are repeated in each successive interval during the echo-integration time to obtain a complete supervision on the whole
radar signal processing by the computer. The radar results from search or position finding are retransferred at the end of the
integration process via the process computer to the central computer. Each result can contain the positions and parameters
like doppler frequency and signal-to-noise ratio from up to three resolvable targets from different range elements and direc-
"tions within the beamwidth.

Generally, the process comput ir has to arrange all piresent radar tasks corresponding to their importance ti the available
number of multiple beams and to s-me physica! limitations. The main priority order is:

(1) treatment of running tasks
(2) position finding
(3) search
(4) monitoring.

By this choice no results from presently-unknown targets a-e generated in overload times. That leads to some kind of graceful
degradation automatically which is of great importance in such a complex radar system.

8. SEARCH VOLUME

The antenna gain decreases and the element coupling increases with the scan angle. Fc- that reason the maximum scan angle
with one phased-army plane is usually limited to about 60P. The antennas in the ELPA qstem are therefore tilted to 300.

With these antennas, searchirnj along a line of fixed elevatior, e.g. along the horizon, calls for steering the antenna scan
direction along an elliptic curve. Fig. 7 shows the search pattern of the ELRA system ror different search volumes. The
distances between the steering directions were chosen in a triangular latice after opi'mization studies (Hanle, E., 1977) to
one antenna becmwidth, i.e. to 1.80 in azimuth and elevation for the broadside direction, and are therefore constant in
the plane of the direction cosines. The search area is limited by the horizon and by an elliptic line as an approximation to
the limit at which the scan loss caused by the antenna element pattern is 6 dB.

The total volume includes about 2000 scan directions from +600 in azimuth and 00 to 90' in elevation. The maximum slant
range is limited to about 200 km by the fixed rodnr interva. It can be reduced corresponding to a maximum height of 20 un
or increased by combining several intervals, e.g. for tracking of satellites. A standard search limited to 60 in elevation is
used for targets which enter the control area at maximum range, a horizon smarch for low flying targets and a lateral search
for targets coming from the flanks. Further search lists can be Venerated, e.g. a spiral search around a given direction where
a target was lost or a new target is expected.

- •'The list of the search directions is available in the process computer and can be ordered by the central computer entirely or
partly. Special areas, e.g..the horizon, can be scanned more frequently than the rest. A list instead of an algorithm addi-
tionally offers essential advantages for the direction-dependent control of different paormeters,e.g. for the compensation of the
"varying antenna gain and for the clutter suppression according to o map. Generally an arbitrary order of the scan directions
can be chosen. For the presentation of echoes in a conventional way on a sector PPI successive scanning along lines of
constant elevation should be preferred. By way ofcontrasta random sequence is favoumble to radiate minimum scan informa-
tion and to prevent synchronous interferences in adjacent radar sides.

: :9. CONCLUSIONS

The control of the antennas and signal processing units by a process computer additionally offers the poabiblity of storing
-different rdar results for off-line analysis, like echo signals, plots from targets and clutter, test results and maintenance

information. During a search along the horizon the clutter plots shown in Fig. 8 were recorded in good correlation to the
tracking plots ordered from the central computer during a helicopter test flight at low level transversing theie clutter areas.

• One can see that the clutter was adequately suppressed by doppler filtering and by the tracking proms.

Solely the complete set-up of an experimental system like ELRk with antennas, signal-processing unils and data-processing
computers enables systematic studies of the operation characteristics and the limits of electronically-steered radar systes.
The paper showed how a high degree of complexity and flexibility in antennas and signal processing can be efficiently
handled by a special computer for radar control.
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DISCUSSION

R. Des Rotours, France
What time is allowed for search, initiation, tracking?

Author's Reply
During that helicopter test flight, a standard search pattern was employed. Only one beam was used. Tracking one
target demands about 10 percent of the available time, including some amount of false alarm track initiation in
clutter areas.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR RADAR TRACKING IN CLUTTER

by

N.R. DRIESSEN
SHAPE Technical Centre

Command Control and Systems Division
P.v. Box 174

2501 CD The Hague, The Netherlands

SUMMARY

Clutter is still an enormous problem in the radar field. In attempting to solve this problem
different techniques are applied to decrease the number of false plots which are presented to the
tracking logic without decr-asing too much the number of real plots, i.e. the plots from aircraft.
However, it is impossible to remove all the false plots and retain the true plots only. So the perform-
ance of an automatic tracking logic in a mixed environment of false and real plots has to be studied.
This is the subject of the study.

The problem is investigated with Monte Carlo simulation. In order to gain insight into this complex
problem the simulation is kept simple. (It is stcted by the author that large scale Monte Carlo simula-
tions certainly produce results and reports, but very se]dom give insight into the mechanics of the
tracking process).

The investigation is a sensitivity analysis for five important parameters: -

(1) Radar detection probability

(2) Clutter density

(3) Smoothing parameters

(4) Gate size

(5) Maximum number of consecutive misses

One of the questions which needs investigation is: -

What is the maximum clutter density in which targets are reliably tracked? The word 'reliably' poses the
question of a performance criterion, which judges the goodness of tracking. Recommendations are given
for t-he various parameters a-0, gate size and miss. sequence counter.

This analysis will help in the design of a tracking logic of an automatic Air Traffic Control
Syster. The study has served. as a Doctoral Thesis at the University of Bremen (West-Germany).

1. INTRODUCTION

Clutter is still an enormous problem in the radar field. In attempting to solve this problem
different techniques are applied. For instance: special receivers are built, Moving Target Indicators
(MTI) are improved, the effect of polarisation is investigated, and special coding +echniques are in-
vented to decrease vhe number of false plots which are presented to the tracking logic without de-
creasing too m,;ch the number of real plots, i.e. the plots from an aircraft.

However, it is impossible to remove all the false plots and retain the true plots only. So the
performance of a tracking logic in a mixed environment of false and real Flots has to be studied.

In Chapter 2 the assumptions which apply to this study are listed and discussed. The performance
of a tracking logic in clutter depends on the evaluation criteria. These criteria are discussed in
Chapter 3.

The problem qill be investigated with simulation on a digital computer (Chapter 4). The investi-
gation is d sensitivity analysis for five important parameters: -

(1) Radar detection probability

• j (2) Clutter density

•. (3) Smoothing parameters

(4) Gate size

: •(5) Maximum number of consecutive misses.

The analysis will help in the design of a tracking logic of an automated Air Traffic Control
* System, which will remove some of the routine work of the controller. In particular, the study will pro-

duce the following results (which are dependent on the indicated parameters):
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(1) The naximum clutter density in which tracking can be reasonably continued

(2) The optimum gate size.

A Bibliography on radar tracking in clutter concludes the study.

2. ASSUMPTIONS

Some of the assumptions adopted for this study are necessary to keep the mathematical model trans-
parent and relatively simple. Other assumptions are made to restrict the scope of the study. The assump-
tions are listed under five headings.

2.1 TARGET

The model is described relative to a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.

One aircraft moves at a constant speed in a straight line. The equations of motion of the target are

x V Vxt + xO0

y Vyt + y

where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates of the target position, V and V are the velocity components
in x and y, t is the time. x y

The total flight of the aircraft is in the radar coverage.

2.2 RADAR

It is assumed that only primary 2-D radar information is available, i.e. there is no identification
and/or height. It is further assumed that only position is measured.

It is asswaed that the measurement errors in position are normally distributed around the target
position, uncorrelated in x and y, uncorrelated from scan to scan, with an equal standard deviation in
x and y (ax = cy = a), (a radially symmetric distribution).

The radar scan time is fixed and equal to T. The measurement interval is assumed equal to T. The
probability of detection (blip-to-scan ratio) P is constant during the initiation of the track (Pd = 1),
Pd is also constant during the aircraft flight 1huough clutter. This will not be true in practice. Many
complex factors influence the radar range equation. However, this assumption can be ýustified for areas
of t:he total coverage.

2.3 CLUTTER

It is assumed that the aircraft enters a clutter region. From then on the aircraft flies through
clutter.

It is further assumed that the average density of the clutter plots in this region is constant, and
there is no correlation between clutter plots from scan to scan. The clutter density D is given as the
average number of plots per unit area. a is chosen as the unit of length "a is t e standard deviatior. of
the radar measurement error in x or y). So the unit of the clutter den ity is o-

It is assumed that the clutter plots are uniformly random distributed over the area.

The distance r from a position to the nearest clutter echo has a Rayleigh density function.
-w D r2

•' p(r) = 2w D r e

Both noise and clutter prduce false plots. It is assumed in this study that the noise plots have
the same characteristics as clutter plots. The total effect of noise and clutter can then be expressed
in one combined density, which will be called in this study the clutter density.

2.4 TRACKING LOGIC

It is assumed that the tracking legic uses only one fixed a-$ pair of smoothing constants.

__,_ The tracking program is a two-dimensional track-while-scan logic. It is assumed that there is no
_ ,_ intera'tion between tracks. There is one circular gate considered (radius R). The gate size is independent

of the number of missed plots.

Within this gate the nearest plot to the predicted position (which originates either from the target
• o ~ or from the clutter) is considered by the tracking logic as the plot position P

.& • I The a-0 tracking logic can be described with the following recursive equations (Simpson, 1962):

&N P
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C F + a (P -F)

n n n n

V V + (P - )
n n-i T n n

F C + TV
nt n n

where C corrected track position taking account of the plot arriving on the nth scan.

V n=corrected track velocity, taking account of the plot arriving on the n thscan.

P = position of plot arriving on the nth scan.

F = predicted (extrapolated) position of the track, appropriate to the n scan.

T = scan period.

a= position smoothing constant.

0 = velocity smoothing constant.

If a track does not correlate with a plot this track will be extrapolated using current estimates
of the speed in x and y of the target. Branching of tracks is not considered.

It is further assumed that all tracks have been automatically initiated in a clutter-free area. In
the clutter area initiation is prohibited.

2.5 TRACKING COMPUTER

It is assumed that there are no execution time limitations for the tracking program and the computer
core size is sufficiently large to cope with the total number of plots and the tracking program.

3. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA AND DESIGN

3.1 INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION

The process of tracking has been briefly discussed in the introduction. Two parts in this process
can be distinguished.

(a) Initiation

(b) Tracking

During initiation the logic tries to rind out withir certain statistical confidence limits if the
string of plots under consideration belongs to a clutter plot sequence or to an aircraft path. The process
of initiation is in fact a decision process. During this process the logic tries to find out if the
received plots can be fitted by a clutter plot distribution, or by a set of aircraft path measurements.
The end of the initiation process is a decision.

The decision is either

(a) The plot sequence originates from false plots, or p
(b) The plot sequence is from an aircraft.

With a properly designed initiation logic this is the optimum decision to be made at this scan. (it may
turn out that the decision was wrong,but this is due to the confidence limits of the particular ini-
tiation logic).

The initiated track is then displayed to the air traffic controller. He uses the information of this
track as if it were an aircraft. The tracking process is now in stage (b): tracking.

The tasks of the two processes are quite different. In the initiation process an optimum decision
between true or false has to be made, however, in the tracking process it is assumed that a valid track
exists and the task is to fcllow this track optimally. Any consideration on optimization of the tracking
process should take account of the fact that a decision has been made at the end of the initiation
process. So it should not be attempted to optimize the whole process of initiation and track'ng. The
initiation process should be optimized to find out which initiation logic yields the best decision. And
next, the tracking process should be optimized. The two processes are not independent, but the optimum
for the initiation process does not necessarily yield the optimum for the tracking process.

The problem which will be studied is radar tracking in clutter. One of the questions which needs
investigation is: What is the maximum clutter density in which targets are reliably tracked? This word

'reliably' poses the question of a performance criterion, which judges the goodness of tracking. Some-
how, an indication is needed in which clutter density tracking cannot be performed, in which densities

1. the performance is reasonable, and in which densities the tracking is good.

"The performance criterion which will be used in this study is: a track is considered velid (real)
~ - if the distance between track and target is less than or equal to the radius of the gate. If this dis-

tance is larger than the radius of the gate then this track is a false track.
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Something has to be added to this criterion. An air traffic controller who watches the display of
tracks will detect from time to time situations which will need his assistance. This assessment of the
air situations is based on the displayed tracks. Some of these tracks are valid and thus represent an
airci/ft path, but some of these tracks are false. If too many tracks on the display are false, the
air traffic controller will lo3e confidence in the tracking logic.

It seems appropriate for the design of a tracking logic to allow for some false tracks, otherwise
it is difficult to declare tracks. One of the specifications for the design of a tracking logic should
be that the number of mistakes (false tracks) is kept sufficiently low. This task is similar to the
type II error in statistical sample testing, and in radar detection. (Hoel, 1965).

This consideration on the maximum tolerable number of false tracks is a constraint in the optimi-
zation of the probability of maintaining real tracks. (H6nerloh, 1971).

This study does not extensively deal with the problem of optimization of a tracking logic. However,
the optimization should recognize the existence of false tracks.

There are other more complex sets of performance criteria. Leth-Espensen (1964) for instance dis-
cusses a criterion which combines in one figure of merit the total performance of a tracking logic. This
results in a rather complex formula. This formula tends to hide the basic structure of statistical
testing. This structure is that there are type I and type II errors. The weights which are given to these
two types of error depend on the particular application.

3.2 BLIND PREDICTION

Results of the performance of tracking in clutter are compared with the performance of blind pre-
diction (sometimes known as dead reckoning). When the aircraft enters the clutter area then, as descritad
in the previous section, a plot in the gate is used to update the current predicted position and speed.
The plot position which was used could .have been a clutter plot or an aircraft plot, but this is not
known to the tracking logic.

In the case of blind prediction the aircraft enters the clutter area and from then on all plots are
rejected for updating of the track. So at the en-i of the initiation process the tracking process has
estimated a velocity.

What is the probability that the track will survive during the pass through the clutter area, without

any update of this estimated velocity?

Assuming a stationary tracking process (i.e. an infinitely long series of uninterrupted plot detec-tions) then the variance ok of the predicted position k scans ahead with respect to the aircraft position

equals. (Simpson, 1962).
2 2(2

ak 2(-- + Ok) Lok 2 + Ik) B

2 a(4 - 2-) 2a
0

where o, a, 0 are defined in Chapter 2.

4. SIMULATION APPROACH

4.1 DESCRIPTION I

With the assumptions made in Chapter 2 and the performance criterion in Chapter 3 it is feasible to
study the problem of radar tracking in clutter by Monte Carlo simulation on a digital computer. The as-
sumptions lead to a fairly simple description of the problem. This is deliberately done in order to keep
the approach transparent.

In the initiation phase plots are received from a straight moving aircraft, during N consecutive
scans. Each scan the plot position is a randomly disturbed aircraft position. The disturbance has a
normal distribution, which is limited to + 3a to restrict the influence of excessive values. The actual
disturbance is drawn from a (pseudo) random number generator. During these N scans the probability of
detection is equal to i. Each scan the predicted position is calculated with the recursive tracking
equations using the a-0 smoothing constants.

After N scans the aircraft enters a clutter area of a given clutter density. The tracking logic has
a fixed gate and the smoothing constants are equal to those during initiation. The blip scan ratio is
fixed and not necessarily equal to 1.

It is thus possible that clutter plots fall inside the circular gate around the predicted position
and compete in the allocation phase with the plot from the aircraft (if present).

The plot which is closest to the predicted position is allocated to the track. This tracking process
is continued for 100 scans. Then the process for this track is stopped.

A new aircraft path is generated. During N consecutive scans the initiation of a tracd takes place,
lswi!the track enters the clutter region and so on. This is repeated 1000 times.
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The maximum number of consecutive misses M (i.e. no plots in the gate) is accumulated for the track
during its life in order to assess the effect of a limit to M.

Each scan the evaluation criterion is applied to the track, i.e. if the distance of the predicted
position of the track from the aircraft path is larger than the radius of the gate, then the track is
declared a false track.

This simulation with the a.usumptions in Chapter 2 is put into a computer program. The listing of the
program written in FO'TRAN IV for a CDC-6400 computer is given in Reference 7.

The following sets of parameters are selected:

Detection probability Pd 0.6, 0.8, 1.0

Smoothing constants (a, 8) (0.50, 0.16),
(0.75, 0.45)

Gate radius (a) 2.5, 5, 10

D clutter density (a-) 0.001, 0.003,

0.01, 0.03, 0.1

M (maximum number of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
consecutive misses)

The velocity smoothing constant 8 is related to a by 8 -2-a* (Benedict, Bordner, 1962)

Some results of this parametric investigation are given in Figures I - 8. For each set of para-
meters there are two figures. One gives the number of tracks which survive, the other figure gives the
number of false tracks, both as a function of scans in clutter.

The parameters a/b along the curves indicate clutter density/M, if only one parameter is written
then this indicates the clutter density, and Mao,.

4.2 CONCLUSIO00S

4.2.1 Real Track Maintenance

If, for a momen.t, it is forgotten that the false track rate is an essential part of the evaluation
criterion for the performance of radar tracking in clutter, then the following conclusions can be drawn.

I. Blind prediction

For a fixed a-8 Logic blind prediction leads to poor results. This is also the performance of
the tracking logic, if the radar does not receive plots during a number of scans (for instance a
Doppler blind req.gn).

2. Gate size

In general the performance improves for increazing gate sizes. The difference between a radius

of 5a and 100 is rather small. The results indicate that a gate radius of 2.50 is too small.

The o-ptimum gate size depends on probability of detection, clutter density, a-0 constants,
the maximum number of consecutive misses and (although rot shown) on k (scan number). To be more
specific: the optimim gate size is larger for the larger P all cther parameters being equal. This
puts a conclusion of Sea (Reierence 6) concerning gates into perspective.

For Pd <1 an optimum gate size is expected. If a track does not correlate with a (real) plot
in the gate then a false plot might steal the track. This will generally change the velocity of the
track, and the track might become a false track. This more likely to happen for smaller Pd' larger
clutter densities, and larger gate sizes.

For Pd = 1 (Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4)

The performance improves for increasing gate size, and approaches asymptotically a constant
value. A larger gate size is required in order to arrive at this asymptote for larger cluttax
densities and larger (a-6) smoothing constants.

For Pd = 0.8

There is an optimum gate size which hardly depends on clutter density. The optimum gate size
r•,is smaller for the a-$ pair (0.50, 0.16), compared with a-8 (0.75, 0.45). The first a-8 constants

yield a wider maximum.

For Pd = 0.6

There is an optimum gate size which depends on clutter density. The optimum gate size is
smaller for larger density. This gate =±.• hardly depends on (a-8).
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3. Sample size
The smoothness of the curves indicates that a reasonable sample size is selected.Thc difference

in performance at scan 0 for a given set of parameters is entirely due to the limited sample size.

4. Smoothing parameters

Ic can easily be concluded that the a-0 pair (0.50, 0.16) yields a better performance than the
pair (0.75, 0.45). This is because the first smoothing constants are good smoothing constants for a
straight flying target given that a good position and velocity estimate were obtained in the ini-
tiation process. The second set of smoothing parameters indicates the uncertainty about the pre-
dicted position and velocity, and more weight is given to the radar plot position than to the pre-
dicted track position. The plot information is accepted almost unsmoothed and the tracking process
is much more susceptible to stealing by clutter plots. Consequontly the performance decre3ses
rapidly.

5. M the consecutiv.e number of misses

With M unlimited, then the number of false tracks which originate from a real track increases
rapidly with increasing clutter density, increasing scan number, larger a-0 constants, and smaller
detection probability. For instance, for a P = 0.8, a = 0.50, 8 = 0.16, a gate radius of loa, and
tracking during 30 scans, density 0.003, 100- 750'= 250 tracks are false. (Fig. 5). A limit to M,
for instance M=3, will reduce this number considerably, (Fig. 6), without a major effect on the
probability of maintaining real tracks. (Fig. 5).

6. Probability of detection d-

The results indicate that the detection probability has considerable effect on the performance
of a tracking logic in clutter.

7. Maximum clutter density

Based on a requir'ed minimum probability of .5 of maintaining a track during k scans the
following conclusions can be drawn:

(a) Pd = .6, gate = l0o, (a-B) r (0.50, 0.16)

If a target has to be tracked during k=20 scans through clutter with the given parameters, then
the maximum density -quals = 0.005.

If a target has to L: tracked during k=40 scans under the same conditions, then the maximum
density Is decreased to = 0.002.

(b) Pd .8, gate = i0a, (a-B) = (0.50, 0.16)

Mutatis mutandis the maximum density for k=20 scans equals - 0.1, and for k=40 scans equals =

0.005 (Fig. 5).

(c) Pd = 1.0, gate = 10a, (a-B) = (0.50, 0.16)

Mutatis mutandis the maximum density for k=20 scans is J.1, and for k=40 scans 0.05.

4.2.2 Total Evaluation Criterion

However, the false track rate is an essential part of the evaluation criterion. The use of the
figures for the design of a tracking logic is best explainel by an cxample. I'

Suppose 18 aircraft per 4 hour fly straight through a clutter area with a density of 0.003 for 40

scans. Suppose further that a maximum false track rate of 1 per half hour is tolerable for an air,
traffic controller, and further the detection probability is .8, and due to manoeuvre considerations the
gate size is proposed to be 10a.

Then from Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 it follows that with M=3 this design is feasible for both (ct-s) pairs. ;
Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, respectively, give the probability of real track maintenance. :' the detection pro-

bability is only .6 then it is concluded that fc, (a-B) = (0.75, 0.45) the false track rate is too high.
Consequently, if this (a-$) pair is needed, some compromise has to be made.

4,.3 NON-STIPAIGHT FLIGHT OF AN AIRCRAFT

If the target does not move straight as is assumed in this study, (Section 2.1), the conclusions as
drawn in Section 4.2 are not valid.

In order to know the perfcrmance of a tracking logic in clutter for non-straight flying aircraft
it is necessary to change the equations of motion of the aircraft in the computer model. This will yield
another set of pictaes. However, some pr'eliminary conclusions can be drawn.

_ I If an aircraft does not move straight and there is no apriori knowledge about the aircraft manoeuvre,
S J- then (relatively) large gates are needed, The same reason leads to the larger a-0 smoothing constants.

:4
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So, as a first approximation, it is expected that the performance will look like the performance
found for the gates with a radius of 10o and a-: (0.75, 0.45).

4,.4 APPLICATION OF THE CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from the preceding conclusions that the possibility of a detection probability not equal
to 1 and a number of false plots not equal to 0, can have a severe inf.uence on the performance of a
tracking logic. The amount of influence depends on Pd' clutter density, (u-B), gqte size, maximum number
of consecutive misses, and clutter area extension.

It is rather difficult (as indicated in Sections 2.2 and 2.3) to measure Pd' clutter density and
the clutter area. So it is equally difficult to apply the conclusions of Section 4.2 to a tracking logic.

Nevertheless, these conclusions give constraints to the design of a tracking logic, and indicate a
morking area in which the tracking wili have a certain minimum performance. These results will thus
quantitatively assist th' designer in discussing requirements for the performance of tracking logics in
clutter. More results and details of the Analysis are presented in Reference 7.
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DISCUSSION

G.Binias, FRG
Have you examined tracking filters other than a-P filters with fixed parameter values?

Author's Reply
results ot Figure were obtained by selecting between two fixed o-3 svts. It would, however, be relatively

easy to implement anl adaptive o-3 filter, which adjusts the smoothing constants by using the observed hit-miss
t sequence.

G. van Keuk, FRG
You assumed uniformly distributed clutter. This is nut correct in sensor oriented nur in x-y coordinates. Your
theoretical investigation is only locally correct. Have you studied any other tracking strategies or have you only
concentrated on the nearest neighbor strategy?

Author's Reply
The assumed clutter-distribution and the tracking strategy are selected to make the computer simulation simple.
The object of the study was to create a transparent model which shows the influence of some important iarameters.

E.Brookner, USA
Figures IA and 15 show the average track life first decreasing and then increasing as the clutter density increases
from 10' to 10"'. Could you explain physic.lly why this happens?

Author's Reply
The basic trend of all the curves is that the average track life decreases as clutter density increases from 10- to 10-2,
thereafter the average track life generally increases.

fhe reduction in track life occurs because false plots (clutterplots) capture the track and create an erroneous track-
A velocity which leads the track astray. When the distance between the track and the actual target-path becomes moreI' than R then the track is a false track. This track-stealing process happens more often for increasing clutter density.

In Chapter 5 of Reference 7 some analytical models are given which clearly indicate this effect of clutter-plot-
ltealing.
For the larger clutter densities (> 10-2) it is almost certain that a clutterplot falls in the gate. The density is so large

that the clutterplot is close to the predicted position. Generally the track will stay close to the target path and --

on the basis of the selected evaluation criterion - it seems that high clutter densities increase average track life!

It should be noted, however, that average track life of order 20-scans is generally not acceptable in Air Tratrzc
Control applications.

F.Hermann, FRG
On your last vugraph (Fgure 15) the curves are numbered 1, 2, 4 and 1/2. What does 1/2 mean?

Author's Reply
The parameter 1/2, 1, 2, 4 refers to the update rate of the tracks: 2T, T, 1/2T and 1/4T.

F.Herzmann, FRG
Do all participating radars have the same position?

Author's Reply
Tne location of the radars is not simulated. The update rate was increased from T to say 1/4T. The updates
were evenly distributed in time. The detection probability and the clutter density can be specified separately for
each radar. Track life was studied when four radars detect the target. For the simulation it is not relevant where
these radars are located, provided that reasonable update-time, Pd and clutter densities are used as input
parameters.
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AD'DITIONAL MATERIAL INCLUDED IN THE ORAL PRESENTATION

The radar returns were assumed to be independent from scan to scan for the previous Figures. If we renhove this

assumption and introduce a correlation coefficient c then we find the following results:

for i = 0.50, 0. 10:

Figture 9: Surviving tracks Id = 0.8 C = 0.25
FiF ire 10: False tracks Pd = 0.8 C = 0.25

and for a = 0.75, ( 0.45:

Figure 11: Surviving tracks Pd = 0.8 C = 0.25
Figure 12: False tracks Pd = 0.8 C = 0.25

If we compare these results with the previous ones, we observe that correlation from scan to scan is undesirable.
We .an also see the effect of gate size and use the simulation to find the optimum size.

Figture 13: Surviving tracks/gate size/scans

If the results for the number of surviving tracks are transformed into an average track life then we find.

Figure 14: Average real !rack life Pd = 0.8

We can clearly see the influence of the correlation coefficient. We also observe the influence of clutter density.

Back to the uncorrelated scar,-to-scan radar returns. I want to show you one result of multi radar-tracking.

Figure 15: Average track life Pd = 0.8

The aircraft is observed by 1 --4 radars. The radar returns are equally spaced. The gate size is no longer fixed and the
a/0 values vary, dependent on the distance between measured plot. ai d predicted track position. The Figure shows
the improvement in average real track life for an increasing number of radars.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MULTI-RADAH TRACKING

A.R. Morley and A.S. Wilsdan
Plessey Radar Limited
Addlestonoo Weybridge

Surrey
England

SUMMARY

ThiE paper presents three different aspects of a multi-radar simulation study aimed at determining the best tracking
organisation and algorithms.

The first aspect Is that of tracking groups of aircraft which are not all individually resolvable. Simulation showed
that a manually defined quadrilateral enclosing the aircraft could be used for filtering the formation while tracking
was performed by evaluating the centroid of the group and tracking It as a single entity.

In any tracking system height is required primarily for tactical reas 'ns, but in a multi-radar tracking system it is
also required for the co-ordinate conversion of the measured plot position to the common tracking plane. There is
therefore an additional requirement to produce accurate height Information in order to Improve the tracking per-
formance. The height accuracy can, in general, be improved by height filtering and this paper describes a possible
algorithm.

The Implications of uncoupling the multi-radar Kalman filter are considered in terms of tracking performance. It
is shown that under certain circumstances the tracking performance is considerably degraded when an uncoupled
Kalman filter is implemented.

1. INTR ODUCTION

A study has been completed into the feasibility of automatically correlating primary radar data from collocated and
geographically dispersed sensors with over-lapping cover. A recent paper (MORLEY, A.R. and WILSDON, A.S.
1977) reported on the tracking methods investigated together with a description of some of the algorithms used.
A trade-off analysis was performed and two methods were favoured. Figure Is outlines the Distributed Method and
Figure lb outlines the Integrated Method. The Distributed Method can be implemented in either a centrallsed or
decentralised form but the Integrated Method only has a centralised solution.

This paper reports on three topics which received an in-depth study during the work but which have not been previously
published. The three subjects are:

(a) Aircraft formation tracking

(b) Height tracking

(c) Decoupliog the Kalman filter.

2. AIRCRAFT FORMATION TRACKING

2.1 Introduction

The original simulation study contained no special analysis to deal with aircraft flying in close proximity and this
presented a number of problems within the tracking simulation. The major problem area was that of plot-to-track
association where the close proximity of Individual plots was such that a single plot could appear in the noise gate of
more than one track. Additionally, because of limited resolution, the radar Itself might not extract a plot from
every aircraft for each scan and the pattern of plots was found to vary from scan to scan, It was not always possible
to correctly categorlse this situation which was greatly aggravated In the auto-initiation area and unnecessarily
complex situations arose. The auto-initiation at that stage of the study was being performed on a multi-radar basis
and clearly the radars see the aircraft differently depending, amongst other things, on their respective alignments.

A requirement was therefore identified to deal with the situation of close formation aircraft in a separate manner.
It is not generally necessary to follow the movement of Individual aircraft to determine the overall speed and heading
of the group. The other parameter which has operational significance Is the number of aircraft within the format|on.

A further advantage of formation tracking Is that it can be invoked when the track capacity of a system is In danger
of saturation. Aircraft with similar position, speed and heading can be grouped and reduced to a single track,
freeing numbers of track stores.
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2.2 Initiation

The initiation of formation tracking was judged to be most effectively carried out by a manual process, Particular
problems encountered in the normal association process can be flagged up as warnings to an operator but the
automatic delineation of the formation boundary has not been considered practical,

The simplest boundary to superimpose over the formation would be a circle. This would also be the simplest shape
to convert between the mono-radar and multi-radar tracking planes. However, it is not practical in terms of any
relationship between the formation shape and Its boundary. It was decided that a quadrilateral was more convenient
and fairly simple shape to work with. The operator is required to manually designate four points on his display
which define the quadrilateal. The shape, but not orientation, is preserved during tracking unless manually re-
defined. The definition of the quadrilateral should allow for radar plot measurement errors.

The formation quadrilateral is initially defined in system co-ordinates so that each radar covering the formation
will use the same shape quadrilateral. Every sears, those plots falling within the quadrilateral are used to re-
determine its centroid on a mono-radar basis, simply by averaging the x and y measurement components.

A problem then arises as to how to initiate the speed and heading of the formation. Having defined the shrpe of the
quadrilateral it would not be practical to re-defire it. One possible technique is to assurme that mono-radar tracks
have previously been auto-initiated within the formation and manually inject the speed and heading of such a track.
A more rigorous method would be for the operator to crudely indicate a centroid on the next scan so that the quad-
rilateral can be positioned to catch all the necessary plots. Computation of the second centraid allows the initiation
of the formation track's speed and heading.

It should be understood that the centroid of the plots falling within the quadrilateral is unlikely to coincide with the
centroid of the quadrilateral, the latter not being used in the treatment.

It has been found convenient to work with the x-y displacements of each corner from the formation centroid.
Displacements derived from the first centroid determination are used on the next radar scan with the manually
designated formation centre to align the original quadrilateral for collecting the plots. Thus, the manually designated
formation centre does not contribute to the subsequent track formation.

2.3 Association

The association process is necessarily different from that of discrete aircraft (MORLEY, A.R. and WILSDON A.S.
1977) because the formation quadrilateral can overlap a number of 22.50 association sectors. Prior to the normal
mono-radar association procedure being called up All plots are tested to establish if they fall within a crude R-0
gate fixed by the extremes of the quadrilateral modified by an additional manoeuvre component.

The receipt of the first sector message (one every 22.50) past the formation quadrilateral and azimuth (previously

computed), causes the accumulated plots to be processed to determine the new formation centroid. It is this which
is passed to both the mono-radar and multi-radar tracking filters.

If the maximum distance an aircraft in the formation can manoeuvre from its linear forecast position in a scan is r
[ then the corner& of the manoeuvre gate are computed from the quadrilateral corner displacement AX and AY

as follows:

a X = 4X + Rsin3Sn n
man

AY = &Y + 1cos3!n n3
"Ii man

where fl r/sin f@ 2
12]9 =

3 (0-+0 )/2

0 . - arotanF [3n n-11

", 02 = aretan X n+ Xn

S[AYn+i - JYn
• j In the above equation, manoeuvre values o' AX and 4Y are

calculated for values of n from I to 4. (vherelhe suffix n-i
is zero, then it is set to 4 and when the suffix n+1 is 5 It is set to 1)

;§3'
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Figure 2 shows an example of the original formation quadrilateral, the manoeuvre quadrilateral and the crude R-9
gate. The R-e gate is centred on the forecast centroid position.

To determine whether a plot falls within the quadrilateral the following test is carried out:

(AX - A X) (AYn+i - AYn - (AY - aY) (AX 1  - axý >_0

for n = I to 4. If n + 1 = 5 then n+ 1 I I where AX and AY are the co-ordinates of the plot with respect to the

centroid. P p

The above criteria must be met for all n from 1 to 4, It does not apply for a q,;adrilateral having a concave corner.

2.4 Tracking

The associated centroid was used to up-date both the local mono-radar track (used for generating association inform-
ation only) and the system track. The same filters were used as for d!screte aircraft formation (see reference
including the manoeuvre test. The major difference between the discrete aircraft tracking and the formation centroid
tracking was the measurement variance input to the filters. In the case of discrete aircraft tracklag these variances
are measurement variances. Assigning the measurement variance to the centroid position, however, is not sufficient
and can lead to an intolerably high level of manoeuvre indications. The reason for this is the random (and bias) noise
due to effects such as fading. It is necessary to give the centroid an error related to the size of the quadrilateral.

For the multi-radar Kalman filter satisfactory results were obtained with a formation front of 4km when the centroid
standard deviation was taken as the measurement noise of a single plot plus lkm.

For the mono-radar filter the problem was not so extreme since less bias was involved. Satisfactory results were
achieved by increasing the measurement standard deviations of a single plot by a factor of three and using these as
the centrold error. Both the above factors were arbitrarily chosen so that an optimisation exercise could probably
result in better stabilisation during non-manoeuvring conditions but nevertheless yield afast manouevre response.
Track manoeuvre in both filters was checked by testing to establish if the measurement centroid fell outside the
noise gate made up from the measurement noise and the track forecast error.

Although the Kalman filter was used in its coupled vercion in the m-alti-radar case, as a matter of convenience
uncoupled filters would give just as satisfactory results.

Track smoothing generally resulted in a track heading change, albeit small and as a result the quadrilateral was
also rotated to maintain its original orientation with respect to the centroid heading. This was achieved by per-
forming a rotation on each corner displacement. If A9 is the heading change, then the new corner displacements
are given by:

AX = AX cosO + AY sine
n n n

AY = AY cose - AX sine

Except In the case of manoeuvre, the heading changes will be very small and therefore small angle approximations
can be made to the trigonometrical functions.

2.5 Simulation

The analysis described has been successfully simulated using a group of five a!rcraft each with a slightly different

speed. The most testing section of the flight was a 1800 manoeuvre and Figure 3 shows the individual tracks to-

gether with the centroid smoothed position and heading vector. The quadrilateral maintained its orientation with
respect to the heading vectors.

One aircraft left the raid and this was allowed to automatically initiate a new track.

2.6 Discussion

This section presented the algorithms necessary for tracking a group of aircraft in close formation. The parameter
which has not so far been discussed is the number of aircraft in the group. It is likely that each radar will indicate

a different number of aircraft depending, amongst other factors, on their relative alignments. It is suggested that
the number of plots detected by each radar should receive no processing and that they should be individually pre-
sented to an operator together with numbers from previous scans. It is then a manual decision to estimate the
number of aircraft involved.

3. HEIGHT FILTERING

PE"; 3.1 Introduction
2ge Height information Is primarily req•,ired for tactical reasons but in a multi-radar tracking system it is also required

for co-ordinate conversion to a common system plane. Because of the range dependence of height errors, there is
generally a requirement to improve on the basic measurement accuracy part cularly at long range by filtering the
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measurements. This section describes a height filter and discusses co-ordinate conversion In the absence of height.

3.2 No Height Data

Before discussing the determination of a height value in the absence of height data, it is necessary to define the
height boundaries likely to be encountered in a real situation. For the purposes of this paper, the diffraction
boundary will be taken as that described by the 4/3rds Earth model. This is very much a simplification of the
real World but adequate for the analysis:

2
H = 3Dsn

8R

where Ds1 is the slant range

R is the Earth's radius

The maximum height will depend on a particular environment. 25km is used in this analysis. This figure is, of
course, limited close to the radar by the maximum elevation of the radar which is taken as arcsin (0.4). Figure 3
shows a cross-section of the height limits.

When an elevation measurement a is made, then height is computed from the slant range Dsl and R (=4/3R) as
follows:

H D 2 + ,2 ] R '
[sl+ sl

This can be simply solved without recourse to a square root routine by using the following equation which is a double
iteration:

H = H (1 - He/2R)

where
2 '

H = Dslsin a +Dsl /2R

In the absence of elevation information, a number of approaches can be made.

At long range it would be possible to assume that an aircraft has recently passed through the diffraction boundary
and to take the height at that boundary. 1 he main drawback to this approach is that for a climbing aicraft in a fading
situation, the aircraft could cover the total range of possible heights.

A second approach is to build a look-up table of preferred heights at given ranges based on predicted aircraft
behaviour.

The approach suggested here is a statistical approach and assumed that an aircraft can be anywhere with an equal
probability within the height boundaries. The height chosen is that height which minimises the projected range
variance. This means that for aircraft with equal probability of being anywhere in the height range, the
accumulated difference between the actual height and the statistical height is minimised. This has been performed
on a numerical basis for an orthographic projection and the results curve fitted to give:-

For D > 62km

H = 15.2 - 0.01Da +4.10 D slkm

2 = 65-0.,111D)kr2
H 81

For D _c 62km
81

H = 0. 24D

•. 2 2
112 = 0.015D si

These value of height are not the mid-boundary values because the conversion factor from slant plane to
•* '* orthographic plane is itself a function of range and height. However, they are sufficiently close to the mid-boundary

height Hmd for this height to be used.

•' I The mid-height variance is given by:

2 ( 2 -
Hmid max min

Vdi i"H mid =(H mx+Hmi

-Ml
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t The above analysis would be more relevant to the case where the expected aircraft distribution in height is not
constant such that preferred height bands exist.

3.3 Height Filtering

t In the most rigorous approach, the heignt and its first derivative would become two further elements in the Kalman
Filter state vector, so that all the couplings between parameters could be maintained. However, this would result in
unjustifiable computer loading and the more usual approach of uncoupling the height is made.

Because aircraft spend a large proportion of their flying time at constant height, considerable improvement can be
made in the smoothed height estimation of level flight by implementing a zero order filter. As an example of this,
if it takes 10 measurements in a zero order filter to achieve a given smoothed variance, it takes 30 measurements
of a first order filter to achieve the same level.

It then becomes necessary to define rules to change the order of filter and these are discussed.

Both filters are least-squares filters, that is, a single component of an uncoupled Kalman filter.

3.4 Zero Order Filter

The smoothing equation for height is:

fi = +a (H - R
u n-I n m n-1

where the hat notation (A) refers to smoothed values.
m is the measured height

Hm

ais the damping factor which is computed from:.• •n

H2

n-I m
H n-1 H

The new smoothed variance is given by:

iN
2  2

SH n n Hn m

IJ 2
where aH is the height measurement variance.

Sm

The filter is initiated with a single he!ght measurement and its variance. The damping factor is limited to a
minimum value. A value of 0.03 Is arbitrarity chosen.

A change of behaviour is detected by a plot falling outside the track noise gate which is taken as the previous track

smoothed error plus the measurement error:

2 iH 1  + Hm)

2
A track is deemed to have undergone a behaviour change if J2> 4 i.e. the two-standard deviation limit is chosen
which gives an average false manoeuvre Indication of 4.5%.

3.5 First Order Filter

The height and height velocity smoothing equations are:
-. ,.. • /"• I

H H + a(H -Han na n (m n

H =H + n (H• - )
n Hn n-I n

a b
where an - O-

.(a, +1H 2 ) (' +uH 2 )

,4,4. J •

~~ n -

S. • **4
H

+ 4 _.
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•! , 2
a = ^a~ n + 2 v + /\ 2r

an - n-1 N-1

n n-I n-I

a - height variance

b - height/height velocity covariance
n

dn - height velocity variance

the smoothed variances components are:

A. 2
a £ 7
n n"H m

A n 2b n On- or n

d --=d - n b'
n n-1 7- n

The filter is initiated having received two plots.

H2 = H2 (measured)

H12 (H 2 - H1)/(t2 - tl)

a2  oH22 , b2 = VH22/(t2-t1)' d2 H22 +

ft2 -t

As in the zero order filter, the damping factors are limited by the use of plant noise. This can be thought of as the
variances being limited by such physical effects as air turbulence. If the forecast variance falls to less than the
'roughness of flight factor' then the forecast position and velocity variance take on the following minimum values:

2
Qa = 0.01 LH uQd = 2Q,

m "2

The manoeuvre check is similar to the zero order filter check and a two-standard deviation gate can again be used
(j2 > 4)

2 H - H , 2

j2 = (-m Ij~ +~m a')

For a nositive manoeuvre indication the forecast variances are incremented by the following quantities:

"a q +Q
n n a

b' = b + Qb"
n n b

d =d + Q
n n d
a r /3 * Qb = 2Q/ , Qd Q 2Qb/

"The parameter r represents the maximum manoeuvre capability (in height) of the aircraft being tracked and will be a
function of time since last up-date, plan speed and aircraft turn capability.

The filter damping factors are then computed as previously and if 0 >1 it is limited to unity. The smoothed variances
are computed as previously except the velocity variance which takes on the following value:

di* . = d
• n dn-1

The change from first order to zero order filtering is not such a simple test as the reverse transition and will
i*•" "generally be associated with a first order manoeuvre Indication, The test that hits been evaluated Is that the rate-

of-height c'hange should be within 0. 5 standard deviations of height velocity error, on two consecutive occasions.
This to not an optimised test but has been shown to work satisfactorily.
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3.6 Effect of Height Accuracy on Projected Range Variance

The project range error will depend on whether the height is determined from an elevation measurementor is the
default height discussed earlier. The mrno-radar tracking system was the along and across the line of sight system
(MORLEY, A.R. a~d WILSDON A.S. 1917) and the errors in these two dimensions are discussed separately. The
across line of sight variance VX! is assumed to be largely independent of range variance, even in the projected plan.

2 Q2 2
VX1 = D 0 Q

In this case the height error will not affect VXI.

The projected ground plane used in the simulation was the orthographic projection with its tangency point at the radar.
The conversion from slant plane to orthographic plane is given by:

= ,2

wh(ere +H I Ds 1
wh r = 2I -+ ) I - 7 1 (11+H1

An approximation to Q used in the variance calculatlore is:

Q = 2

H Dl
where , 1= -al

Dsl 2R

The projected-along-the-line-of-signt variance (I.e. the orthographic range variance) VY Is approximated by:

2 2 2 2
= D (Q+J) + H K

al

where J = 2 , K= ('+ )

The along sight variance can therefore be considered as being made up of two components. tlat due to the range
error VYI only and that due to the height error VY2 only, VYI = a Ds2 2 VY2 = @I K

Figure 5 shows the variation of the projected range variances normallsed with respect toV/VYI, as a function of

slant range. The height at each range was chosen as the default height and the two cases of no height measurement
and the default height being the measured height are both shown. This figure demonstrates the large degradation of
projected range error when height is not available, particularly at low to medium ranges.

The parameters used in the calculation wore:

a D = 200m r.m.s.

I elevation = 0.250 r.m.s.

n o = 0.20 r.m.s.

In the case of no height Information the mono-radar tracking would be performed in the slant plane even though It
is not a fiat plane and anomalous accelerations are experienced, particularly for high-speed aircraft flying tangent-
ially close to the radar. However, the transformation is necessary for multi-radar tracking where the local radar
orthographic plane parameters are required for conversion to the system orthographic plane.

3.7 Summary

This section has presented a technique for determining an optimum height in the absence of height information. It
details a height filter which has two modes of operation. Finally the effect of using the default height on the projected
orthographic range is shown compared with the situation of a height measurement being available.

4. UNCOUPLED KALMAN FILTER

4.1 Introduction

An important decision has to be made in multi-radar filtering as to whether the Xalman filter shou •i be !npl-mented
in its coupled or uncoupled form. The significance of uncoupling Is there is at least a 50% saving on filter eoding
and run time. However, information is being rejected by uncoupling and this can have a significant effect o. the

tracking performance.

MORLEY, A.R. and WILSDON A.S. 197" 7ave brief details of a method which was developed to investigate changes
in tracking performance caused by decoK Ang. The method vas based on deterrining the areas of the constant
probability contour ellipses representing the errors otapaxo.icular position. In general, the error ellipse of a

,a..,.. .p -_________
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position measurement will be aligned to the range vector. The position covariance ternis In the Kalman filter
account for the ellipse orientation. The uncoupling of the filter causes the covariance terms to be ignored. The
error ellipse can only be orientated with respect to the x-y co-ordinate axes, and a different ellipse area will result.
The parameter investigated was the area ratio of ellipses for the two situations after combining measurements from
two non-collocated radars.

4.2 Tracking Performance

Figure 6 shows the constant area ratio contours for two radars separated by 2 latitude. The tracking performance
of aircraft in the high area ratio regions was shown to be considerably degraded by decoupling the Kalman filter with

average position degradation of 100% and speed and heading degradation of 60%.

Under manoeuvring conditions, the tracking performance was very little changed but this was the result of adding a
manoeuvre matrix onto the forecast covariance matrix, which assumed circular errors and dominated the behaviour.
However, in general, aircraft can manoeuvre greater distances in the across-track direction than in the along-track
direction so that in the case of the coupled Kalman filter the maximum manoeuvre capability can be approximated by
an ellipse aligned to the track-heading direction.

If V and U are the along and across track co-ordinates then the manoeuvre matrix covariance Q describing the state
vector Z

U 0

2e/ .2~/,2 0 0
2 41U 4 4 U

is 2 2 2 r

V V

0~ 2 2U1  
u/

where Z []
If a and b are the maximum manoeuvre distance in the U and V directions and all manoeuvre distances are equally

probable then:

2 b2 2 a2
b / 3  U = a/3

It is necessary to rotate the covarlance matrix through the heading e before addition to the forecast covariance matrix.

The above analysis was performed for aircraft manoeuvring in the high area ration regiuns which gave a 20% improv-
ment in track heading. The positions were very little changed and the speeds were actually degraded. The latter
effect was solved by performing an additional speed smoothing with a small damping factor (0.1) such that the
heading remained unchanged.

4.3 Lack of height case

The coupled Kalman filter also has an advantage in the case of the absence of height information at short to medium
ranges. The most rigorous approach would be to include height and its first derivative as additional elements in the
Kalman filter state vector. However, the additional computer loading is considerable ana height is therefore gener--
ally filtered independently from the plan parameter. In the latter case there is still an advantage to Implement the
coupled Kalman because the azimuth errors do not become corrupted by the large height error affecting the projected

sange error.

4.4 Discussion

Whether or not the Kalman filter is implemented In its coupled or uncoupled form depends largely on the requirement
of a particular system and the weighting factors of a trade-off analysis. When computer loading does not present a

• ""limitation, implementation of the coupled Kalman filter can result in a significant improvement of tracking performance.

5. SU11'•MARY

-I , ;(a) It has ;aeen shown that a group of aircraft can be tracked automatically as a single
entity after the manual designation of a four-aided boundary.

(b) A simple height filtering algorithm has been proposed which operates In either a
zero-order or first-order mode. The effect of no height information has been investigated In terms of the errors
on the projected range.

I 'X
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(c) Evidence has been presented to assist in the trade-off of implementing an uncoupled
Kalman filter and the associated degradation of performance.
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DlhtcUSSION

J.R.Moon, UK
You stated that work at Ferranti indicated that tihe tracking accuracy was far more sensitive to the choice of turn-

detection algorithm than whether the filter was decoupled or not when tracking with a single radar. Are your

conclusions dependent on the number of radars in the system?

Author's Reply
Tht area ratio analysis which I have d~scussed was also carried out for a single radar and showed that the effect of

decoupling the Kalman Filter was not cricical. I would expect that for more than two radars, again, the effect would

not be critical. However, the efl.,ct is dependent on the relative accuracy of the range and bearing errors and a. large

range the decoupling eftect could be more dramatic for widely differing errors.

A
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SUMMARY

In multiple radar networks where the distribution of radar stations is dense with
respect to the individual areas of coverage, an incoming target may often be detected
by several radar sensors al.os, simultaneously. When the tracking facilities of 'he net-
work are autonomous and decentralized while the useful capacity of the processor, and of
the data channels between the stations is severely limited, track initiation and nanage-
ment cannot be performed effectively by conventional methods.

The system considered in the paper uses tracking facilities of equal authority collocat-
ed at every radar station. Redundant communication links between the stations provide
a failure tolerant data exchange capability. The paper describes the algorithms leading
to a unique system track for a target entered into the system by several radar sensors
while each of the collocated tracking facilities starts an individual track by pooling
radar information from its own sensor and from neighbouring sensors seeing the same
target. The functions of aut)matic multiradar track initiation and management for echo
t,-..ets are illustrated by some simulation results. Extension of the algorithms to

-e tracking anCi triangulation is outlined at the end of the paper.

- INTRODUCTION

Radar- and track-data prooessino is developed for application in a multiple radar net-
work with overlapping radar coverage (Fig. 1). All radar stations are interconnected by
uni- or bidirectional data links (Fig. 2).

The surveillance system has to cope with more than 100 targets of unknown identity, fly-
ing in the system surveillance coverage. Most of the targets are assumed to manoeuver

A extremely at very low altitudes. Aircraft at higher altitude are assumed to fly at maxi-
mum velocity (Fig. 3).
Tracking algorithms provide a unique track with an unambiguous track number at all sta-

tions for each target entering the system surveillance coverage even if it is detected
by several radars simultaneously. The system track number is kept unambiguous even if
target trajectories are crossing. Tracking of targets flying in formation is limited only

A• by the resolution capabilities of the radars.

Consideration is also given to tracking of jammers by triangulation of jammer bearings
measured by several radars.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

The most important components of the radar surveillance network are (Fig. 4)

A - Radar sensors with data extractors
- Datd links (tncluding receiver end transmitter equipment)
- Track data computers
- Coding/Decoding Equipment

2.1 Radar Stations

The radar stations have to accomplish

- t detection
- d.. %xtraction
- dat. correlation
- track computation
- data distribxition and
- display of air situation

A
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According to these tasks eac', station is equipped with (Fig. 4)

- one radar out of various types
- one track data computer (TDC)
- several receivers
- one transmitter and
- a display unit

To detect all targets, in low level flight and in the upper airspace, different types of
radars with different performances are interconnected by digital data links with medium
rate transmission capacity (Fig. 5),

Use of several receivers per station permits a meshed data link network and allows for
multiple redundant data trdnsmission. On the other hand redundant data distribution causes
a large amount of data feedbacks which are to be eliminated by each track data computer.
Furthermore, a timing procedure for data distribution is necessary to assure, that track
data of each track are distributed at nearly an equal rate (see chapter 4). To recognize
transmission errors, and to correct them, track information is channel coded.

To accomplish distributed track data processing, the TDC has to meet the following re-
quirements:

- Fixed and floating point arithmetic
- 16 bit word length
- Internal memory 128 K Byte, with provision for expansiin of memory
- Directly addressable 64 K Byte
- No auxiliary storage
- Sufficient number of 16-bit registers
- Operating speed of approximately 200,000 operations/see.
- Stored program: The operating system needs about 30 K Byte, the user program up to

80 K Bite and more, depending on the jammer tracking capabilities
- Program language: high level language for algorithms, assembler for I/O-procedures.

2.2 System Operatior

The radar network consists of 10 to 20 mobile radar stations with overlapping radar
coverages to attain a good system detection probability for extremely low flying aircraft
at terrain following flight profiles (Fig. 6). The radar/tracking stations are mobile,
both 2-D and 3-D radars. Their variable posiiions will be primarily chosen with the aim
of optimal radar coverage of the entire network with special regard to the lowest level
flight profiles /l/.

Data communication is realised by transmitting track data omnidirectional to every other
radar station within radio range. Depending on the number of its receivers, each station
is able to receive track data from several stations. Mostly, data links between two sta-
tions are bidirectional. A unidirectional data link is given, if in one of two communicat-
ing stations all operational receivers are tuned to other stations or if radio disturb-
ances of the received frequency are present. The design of the algorithms for track in-
itiation and tracking avoids a central track management. Conýequently, since the network
needs no central processing station, a wide range of possiblz system configurations can
be handled. In general a fully mesh-operated network will b-. installed (Fig. 2). On the
other hand no operational constraints during build up, changc or decomposition of the
tracking network are imposed. Net splitting and reformation, or connection of additional
compatible networks are practicaDle during system operation and do not cause any restrict-
ions such as a new system initiation.

If jammer tracking is initialized, high priority is provided to jammer data processing
and display.

2.3 System Output

Computed track information is transmitted and simultaneously displayed on a digizal
display unit. This information is to be updated in less than or equal to 4 seconds. This
enables the operator to check tracking results and, on demand, to classify the type of
target (friend, unknown, mass approach, jammer).

Transmitted and displayed information from and at every radar/tracking station has to
reflect the same air situation. Therefore, users of the track information may connect
themselves to that radar/traq~ing station whicn is most convenient to them.

Due to the requirement of target allocation to weapon systems, tracks must have maximum
life time and minimum data aging.

3. TRACKING ALGORITHMS

Tracking is realised simultaneously in each radar station, even if its own radar
doeL not detect the target. If a new target is detected, stations obtaining the corre-

-* sponding data form a preliminary track and distribute track information to all other sta-

J.



tions. They correlate all gathered information and join it to a common system track
with a unique track number. Track initiation is finished after a fixed time period which
is large enough to ensure that all stations know th1e system track number.

3.1 Plot Data Processing

Every target detection by radar is reported to the Track-Data-Computer (TDC) of the
radar station which tries to associate the target report to a suitable existing track
(Fig. 7). For positive association, it is necessary that the reported target is position-
ed within the expected window of the predicted registered track. Type of target informa-
tion is not used as an association criterion, for reason of its small xeliability /2/,
/3/.

If there is no association possible between the reported radar plot and and any register-
ed target track, the TDC tries to initiate a new track. It stores the reported plot data
into a System Track Memory (STM) as a potential track (Fig. 8) for possible association
with track data expected during the next rotation of the radar antenna. In absence of an
expected second plot report, the potential track is assumed to be a false target report,
and its data in the STM will be cancelled. (If the radars used have a small detection
probability, a third antenna rotation can be tolerated for a second detection of the
target.) If the radar does report a suitable plot in the next antenna period, both plots
will be joined to a preliminary track and a track message is externally distributed for
the first time. For each association check, the plot data derived from a 2D-radar will be
slant range corrected. Slant range error is the difference between the measured slant
range to the target and the lenght of the line of sight projection on to that horizontal
plane, which contains the radar's position (Fig. 9). At large elevation angles, the slant
range error may amount to 30 % of the slant range. In lack of height information, measur-
ed slant range must be interpreted as the horizontal range. This may result in shifts of
the computed target position and in bendings of the track. If the slant range error is
large enough to affect assouiation, a new track will be initiated, so that the same tar-
get is tracked twice.

Fcr slant range correction, height information from any 3D-radar or SSR-information can
be used.

3.2 Track Data Processing

Each station, which receives a track message checks whether that track is associable
to a track, which is already registered in its own STM (Fig. 10). First it looks for the
reported track number. If the station finds it in its TDM, it checks whether the report-
ed target fits to the registered track. If the station cannot find the same track number
in its STM, or if there is no correlation between the tracks with the same track number,
it checks all registered tracks to correlate the received track information with the most
suitable track. To enhance the survivability of final tracks, they are preferred to pre-
liminary tracks for association, If there is no correlation even to a preliminary track
the recei';ed track message is added to the other registered tracks and forwarded per datalink to all neighbouring stations. In case of an association of two track3 with differenttrack numbers, a track number harmonization procedure provides an unambiguous final track

number in all stations.

Associated track data will be used to update the appropriate track, provided that the re-
ceived target information is more actual than the last registered track information. Ol-
der messages will be disregarded. After updating, a track message containing the most
actual track data is cleared and transmitted to neighbouring stations in accordance with
the track reporting procedure (see chapter 4).

Tracks will be carried on in all stations as long as the target - d-tected by at least
one radar. After a target has been missed for a fixed time perit. the
track is terminated (see Fig. 8). This time period is determined LJ tne slowest-antennaturn rate among the radars used, in order to give the TDC a chance to continue trackingin spite of missing a target in one antenna period. There is no sense in waiting longer

for a radar plot because prediction quality decreases rapidly and the track-window for
the expected plot position would have to be enlarged accordingly. Furthermore, in a
dense air situation the probability of false association of other targets increases
simultaneously.

3.3 Data Filtering

Target data deliversd by radar and those which have been received from neighboring
stations via data link have qTite different character. Radar derived data are most
actual but contain less information (Fig. 12) and are less reliable than track messages
which have been filtered once. To evaluate both kinds of information in an optimum way,
two separate filters are exuployed (Fig. 11).

Radar derived data are, at first, associated with a suitable sensor track. sensor tracks
jr• contain exclusively information from the radar of its own station. The ensemble of sensor

tracks of one station constitutes the sc called sensor derived air situation of this sta-
_ tion.

n 4
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Sensor track data contain the same amount of information as track messages. The noet step
is to update the appropriate system track. The ensemble of system tracks constitutes the
system derived air situation which includes every target detected from any radar of the
system. All track data of the system derived air situation are stored in the STM for up-
dating and distribution according to the reporting procedure (see chapter 4). There are
many advantages in filtering rader-derired data separate fronr the other system track da-
ta received by data link /4/, /5/.

Firstly, all data derived from the own radac oi the station have a constant systematical
bias. By correlating only target data from th: same station the bias has no effect on
plot associations. This increases the probability of a correct association of successive
target reports.

Secondly, the constant bias and the adequate sampling time of the radar antenna improve
the computation of the target velocity. If track positions received by data link would
be utilized for the velocity computation instead, two problems would arise:

- different biases of detecting radars would run up,

- by utilization of messages one shortly after the other (e. g. the first two track
messages from channel 1 and channel 2 in Fig. 13), the radar measurement error
can be of the same magnitude or greater than the distance the target has flown in the
meantime.

Both problems result in an error of the computed target velocity followed pvobably by a
wrong association.

Both advantages, i. e. correct associations coupled with improved velocity computations
lead to a good smoothed track of high quality and high reliability.

The second filter correlates sensor track data, and system track data received via data
link, with stored system track data to update the system track. This can be realize! by
Kalman-filtering or using an oA2-filter, perhaps with dynamdt coefficients ",pending on
track quality. Criteria for track quality can be:

- the lifetime of a track
- the track status (preliminary or final)
- the amount of associated and zorrelated target ieports from the own radar of the sta-

tion
- the amount of correlated track messages received by data link
- the time elapsed since the last updating.

3.4 Track Number Management

Track number management provides identical track numbers for every target track in
each radar station. It i3 activated in two cases:

- For harmonizing different track numbers concerning the same reliainary track
- For rechanginq final track numbers in a predefined way in all stations if numbers of

different final tracks have been exchanged.

3.4.1 Harmonizing Preliminary Track NumbersIi Due to the overlapping coveraqe, many incomin$ targets are initially detected by
several radar sensors at almost the same time. Each radar station, which detects a tar-

S• get twice in subsequent detection cycles distributus a tra-k message with a preliminary
track number. Since each station has a specific prefixed pool of track numbersprelimi-
nary track numbers assigned by different stations are aluays different, even if they
apply to the same target.

If a station associates two tracks which are the same but have different preliminary
track numbers, t~e track management elects the small6r number to survive. The track mes-
sage which is forwarded on contAins the most actual track data but the smaller track
number.

Depending on the network constellation, a message needs a certain minimum time to reach
all stations. For the harmonization of different track numbers belated to the same tar-
get a period of twice of this time is suff-.cient (pre--hase period). At the end of this
period each message concerning this particular target contains the unique final track
number.
3.4.2 Rearranging Ambiguous Final Track Numbers

A puzzling situation arises in every tra ing mechanism when target& fly crossing
trajectories or when targets split utp after flying in close formation. Ccquently,
track-numbers tend to be swapped (trik A, number A and track B, nuagmer B &ange into
track A, number B and track B, number A res-pectaVely), or track nuMber5 ardoUbled (two
tracks with the same number) or tracks will be doubled (one target, two traks with two
numbers).

I
I.
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To iestore the unambiguity of final track numbers, each station induces a harmonizing

track management procedure, which rearranges track numbers in a predetermined way.

If the radar accuracy is less than the separation of the targets, neither the radar data
extractor nor a human operator can decide, which of the reported radar plots belongs to
which target. In view of this fact, targets flying close together or flying crossing
trajectories are tracked separately with different track numbers, but the unambiguity
cannot be guaranteed. This lack is not critical for system operation, since the over-
riding point for distributed track data processing is, that all stations have the same
number for a given track, even if targets are exchanged. Recognizing this, a very simple
changing procedure is chosen to save computing time. Examples of simple changing criteria
are as follows:

- the target flying the most southern track gets the smaller track number

- if both targets fly at the same latitude, the target which is flying the most western
track gets the smaller track number.

4. DATA DISTRIBUTION

The TDC distinguishes (Fig. 12':

- Target reports from the radar of its own station
- Track messages containing a preliminary track number
- Track messages containing a final track number.

Target reports themselves will not be distributed externally but they trigger the dis-
tribution of track messages. Track messages containing a preliminary track number are
distributed as quickly as possible to all radar stations of the network in order to
shorten the preliminary tracking phase. To reduce the quantity of messages circulating
in the network, a message received by a station is forwarded only, if the corresponding
registered track is being updated or if its track number is being changed by that mes-
sage. This way, feed back messages from the originating station are eliminated.

Regarding the data reduction task, we note that each station has n+1 data input channels
(Fig. 4), but only one output channel with a capacity equal to the input channels. There-
fore, on the average only the (n+l)th part of all reported messages can be relayed to the
next station.

Since transmitting capacity is limited by the specified hardware and transmission proce-Sdure It is eayto calculate the available net msaerate prtreFor exmlif
the message rate is one per k seconds, only those messages are forwarded, that prolong

a track by at least R seconds with respect to the last message. The new messaae transmitt-
4 ed contains the most actual smoothed track data.

To reduce aging of messages on their way through the network, radar returns get priority
above messages received per data link in triggering new messages (Fig. 13). Fortunately,
the turn rate of most of the radar antennas in the system is twice the message rate for
each target. Consequertly, each radar, which detects a target causes the station to trig-
ger its message clearance at every other antenna rotation. So, aging of messages occurs
almost exclusively at stations which do not see the target concerned. In case a target
return is missed, the next available message - from radar or per data link - will trig-
gee the transitission of the new message. Theoretically the maximu, aging rate is k s
per station, out in practice a slightly larger rate can be assumed.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ECHO TARGETS

Track initiation and maintenance has been simulated under a set of realistic assump-
tions in order to test the sensitivity of the above algorithms with respect to non-ideal
situations.

5.1 Real Radar World

The tracking facilities discussed above must operate in an environment with a vari-
ety of interferences and non-ideal radar inputs /6/.

Interferences by terrain are:

•.- - Blind sectors
- Shadow areas

•. - ill-conditioned data transmission

*/ Taking into account lower and lower levels of flight profiles, blind sectors and shadow
areas in raidr coverage expand rapidly (Fig. 14). Increasing undulation of terrain will
adversely affect both radar coverage and data links.

The measurements of ene rtar sensor are contaminated by

po
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- Radar noise
- Clutter
- Stochastic false or virtual echos
- Reduced detection probability
- Intelligent jammers

5.2 Effect of Failures

The following failures have been analysed with respect to their effect on system
operation:

- Receiver failure
- Radar failure (relay function remaining)
- Total failure of radar/tracking station

5.3 Examples

The following examples show some results of simulating the algorithms for echo
targets under the conditions given above.

5.3.1 Multisensor Tracking

Figure 15 shows the radar plots obtained by four radars looking at a simulated
flight of three targets. Each radar/tracking station has to process all radar plots from
its own radar and all track reports from the three other stations.

5.3.2 Crossing Trajectories

Figure 16 demonstrates tracking of two targets flying crossing trajectories at the
same flight level.The first intersection is rectangular, the second one is at an angle
of 45 degrees. Track numbers do not change after crossing. Due to a great number of sim-
ulated false radar echos, some isolated false preliminary tracks do appear but terminate
after one report, with one exception which is reported twice (track number 2073).

5.3.3 Formation Flight

Figure 17 shows an air situation with three formation flights of four targets each.
15 radar/tracking stations are operative.

After a certain time at least three tracks are established for each formation. Since tar-
get discrimination by the radars differs from rotation to rotation updating time of the
separate tracks varies.

6. STROBE TRACKING AND TRIANGULATION

Design cf effective radar networks should take into account the possibility of jam-
mer tracking by direction finding with several radars. The system described includes a
strategy for automatic track initiation of strobe tracking and strobe triangulation. The
procedure is applicable to stand-off jammers (SOJ) as well as to self screening jammers
(SSJ) and escort jammers (ESJ).

6.1 Parameters

Important parameters which have a strong influence on the quality of the discussed
triangulation and tracking method are

- Number of jammers a single radar is able to distinguish per antenna revolution
- Accuracy of bearing measurement
- Number of radars taking bearings of a distinct jammer
- Total number of interconnected radar stations
- Total number of jammers within system coverage
- Beam width of jammer (jammeu angle)
- Jammer position relative to the surveillance area
- Jammer positions relative to one another

6.2 Method

The strategy of strobe tracking and jammer triangulation uses a decentralized proce-"dure as in the case of echo target tracking.

The principle ot strobe evaluation in each radar station is shown in Figure 18.

The electromagnetic emission of a jammer (SOJ, SSJ, ESJ type) is used by the passive de-
tecting sensor to obtain bearing information of the target. After having initiated a sta-
tion referenced bearing or strobe track in a given station, this track and the in-
coming strobe tracks from the neighbouring stations are triangulated, respectively. These
correlations lead to individual jammer plots which are passed through a tracking filter [
logic in order to get jammer target tracks.

z,-.



The appropriate track number management yielding system tracks is performed in a simil-
ar manner as in the case of echo target tracking.

The tracking filter for strobe evaluation can be of the same type as in the case of re-
gular echo target tracking.

The problem of ghost targets resulting from the great number of possible points of in-
tersections has to be minimized by

- chosing the appropriate number of intersections in a limited area yielding one targetand by

- connecting the software modules "echo target tracking" and "strobe target tracking",

respectively.

7. CONCLUSION

For multiple radar networks with overlapping coverage areas and decentralized
tracking facilities, effective methods for simultaneous track initiation and management
are of high importance. The algorithms outlined in the paper have been shown to operate
with dissimilar radar sensors at mobile stations in all phases of system build up, re-
configuration and decomposition. Due to the inherent flexibility of the system architec-
ture, tracking capability is tolerant with respect to sensor and communication degrada-
tion or failure.

Automatic track initiation is performed in three stages: potential track based solely on
the first radar plots of the radar facility collocated with the tracking computer in
question, preliminary track pooling information from the own and neighbouring sensors
and final system track having a common unique track number in all stations of the system.
Special harmonization procedures ensure track establishment and maintenance alsu in am-
biguous air situations such as maneuvering targets, crossing trajectories and formation
fl ights.

It has finally been shown that the algorithms for echo targets can be modified and ex-
tended to handle jammer targets as well.
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DISCUSSION

• G.Binias, FRG
Is the track initiation procedure dependent on the clutter environment?

Author's Reply
No, the track initiation procedure is fixed The parameters are variable.

G.Binias, FRG

Which method of plot-to-track associatior do you use for formation tracking?

Author's Reply
We don't try to track formation flights. We track targets flying in formation separately, as you can see from
Figure 17.
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A NETTING APPROACH TO AUTOMATIC RADAR TRACK INITIATION,
ASSOCIATION, AND TRACKING IN AIR SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Gary W. Deley
General Research Corporation

5383 Hollister Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

SUMMARY

This paper describes one of several promising concepts for netting radars in a tactical air surveillance
system. This concept employs t:ack-while-scan radars having scan periods of from 4 to 12 seconds. Such
scan periods are too long to yield an acceptably iigh probability of automatic association of measure-
ments with tracks when the surveillance region contairs many highly maneuverable targets. As presented,
the rada:s overcome this limitation by being connected into a non-hierarchical net over which measurement
data is pooled. In the system concept described, must targets will be seen by twenty or more radars. If
all radars able to see a target shared the resulting data with the entire system, the communications band-
uidth required would be excessive. To avoid this problem, an algorithm was devised that dynamiLAlly
selects a "best" subset of the system's radars to track each target, thus simultaneously ichieving a high
probability of correct association (and hence of maintuining trazk) while requiring reasonable communica-
tions bandwidths. This performance is achieved without centralized control. The concept was verified
using a dezailed computer simulation called TACRAN (Tactical Air Control Radar Net); some simulation
results are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The internerting of radars in a tactical air surveillance system offers a number of advantages
over non-netted or hierarchically netted radars. Besides increasing the system's ability to survive the
loss of individual radars and communication links, internetting can be used to improve track initiation,
association (or correlation), and track.

This paper presents some results of a study [Delay and Ba..lntine, 1978] whose objective was
"to determine the functional and data processing requi.ements for improving certain e'ements such as
track initiation, tracking, track correlation and me'sage processing related te future tactical forward
area iurveillance concepts." The study was performed by General Research Corporation for tha Air Force
Systems Command's Electronic Systems Division.

Basic System Concept. The basic system concept invostigated was conceived at ESD and the

HITRE Corporation. In it all sensor elements are netted to providr' for more system survivability and
effectiye low-altitude surveillance coverage. To the extent possible, each node in the network (a radar
and its data prccessor) is connected by line-of-sight communications to its three or four nearest neigh-
bors (where possible), as shown in Figure 1, thus ptoviding a non-hierarchical network.

The hasih output of the system is a file of System Tracks, which are representations of the
flight paths of all the aircraft in the surveillance volume. A System Track File is maintained at each
node and (suitably displayed) is used in planning and carrying out air operations. This file need not
be very accurate, a fact used to advantage in the system concept considered.

Radar Types Considered. The study considered a variety of radar types, data processing algo-
rithms, and system concepts. Much of the study (and most of this paper) concerned track-while-scan radars
with antennas mechanically steered in azimuth and with a relatively long (4-12 seconds) scan period. Ele..
vation information is obtained either from separate feed horns or, ior phased arrays, electronic steering.
A principal problem with this typ2 of radar is that the data rate is too low to achieve reliable associa-
tion of measurements with tracks when there are many h.ghly maneuverable targets. Thus, some method of
combining data from several radars is required.

Other radar types considered in the study (but not here) included fast-scan (1-2 seconds)

track-while-scan radars and fixed phased arrays with single faces as well as arrays with hemispherical
coverage. Both fast mechanically scanned reflectors and stationary phased arrays can be operated in a
"scan-while-track" mode, whereby track is maintained by specific radar measurements directed by the radar
data processor, and surveillance is a slower background function.

Algorithms. The primary algorithms investigated include automatic track initiation, Lssocia-
tion of measurements with tracks, and track update, with the e.nphasis on the last two. Other a!gorit) ,s,. includetd track file maintenance and message processing.i

Netting Concepts. While there are many possib'e netting concepts, this study considered only

the direct interdettIng of radars in a nonstruLtured (lattice) network. This netting type is highly resil-
ient to failures of nodes and links. Possible alternative netting structures include ones with such
descriptive names as tree, star, ring, and others. In the simplest network, radars do not interchanSe
dat , but rather forward it upward in a hierarchical. or tree, network. In more complex systoms, data is
irterchanged between radars to enhance overall system performance. This interchange of data an range
from the simple handover of a target from one radar to another to the full interchpnge of measurerents
between radars. Networks are also differentiated by their control structure. Control can be centralizet,
with a single node controlling the network at any given time, or it cin be distributed, with control deci-

sions made indep':ndently by each node, hopefully in a coordinated fashion. As distributed control has
some potential advantages in system survivability, this ntudy concentrated on distributed techiiiques.

System Concepts. The study emphasized system concepts with reasonable communications bane-
widths and high system survivability--that is, systems that degrade slowly in the event of component loss.
While the emphasis on systems having a System Track File at each node, other concepts in which the
location of the System Track File is more limited and in ohich only local Track Files exist at the radars
were also investigated. The results of the entire study are given in the Final Report.



kk This paper considers mechanically scanned track-while-scan radars having scan periods of 4-12
seconds, too lnng for reliable association of measuremeuts by a single radar. It is concerned with a
system concept in which selected radars are used for tracking. The paper describes the syst.n concept and
the major aigorithms used in the system, and presents vome simulated results indicative of the performance
of thf system.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The specific system concept descrited in this paper consists of a network of mechanically
scanned radars as depicted in Figure 2. The netted radars are deployed approximately 30 km apart on an
irregular grid to provide low altitude coverage and line-of-sight communications.

The radars have a range considerably longer than 30 km, and thus provide a high degree of over-
lap. To size the problem, it is assumed that the radar range is 80 kem, that up to 25 radars can see most
sj~rcraft (i~,those that are not at very low altitudes!, and that each radar sees as many as 350 targets
at a time.

Because of the considerable maneuier capability attributed to the targets to be tracked (as
muczh as 8-10 g's), it was determined that the Lrack data rate should be az least 0.5 Hz to reliably main-
tair track, corresponding to a measurement interval of 2 seconds or leeq. The association errors due to
maxicum aircraft acceleration over such a time interval are comparable in magnitude to the measurement
errors of radars likely to Le used ýn this application. As the 4-12-second scan pLriods of the radars con-
3idered are too long to permit a high probability of association of measurements with tracks, the measure-
ments from several radars must be combined to achieve a higher effective data rate.

Conceptually, the simplest way of combining data is for all radars to send all measurements to
all other radars. While this imposes a large computational load, it should be feasible with the data pro-
cessing technology of the future. The principal problem with this straitghtforward approach is that the
load imposed on the communication links by many tracks is undesirably large--on th,Ž order of a megabi. per
second for the maximum aircraft densities considered.

Thus a concise statement of the problem considered in this paper is as follows: For a network
of slow-scan track-while-bran radat~s, define and analyze a system concept that

1. Provide. a System Track File at every node
2. Has a high probability of correct association
3. Requires a low comsmunication bandwidth
4. Has e high probability of system survivability

3. A SYSTEM CONCEPT

The system concept described in the rest of this paper was designed to satisfy the four objec-
tive3 given above. The purpose of defining this concept in detail is to demonstrate that it is possible
to satisfy the somewhat conflitting objectives. It should be considered as a "proof of concept," not a
fully defined, optimizel, system.

The elements ef the concept are as follows: The principal output of the system is a System
Track File (STF) whose required accuracy, a system parameter, is assumed to be low, perhaps on the order
of a kilometer or so. AlY nodes have a copy of th, STF. To reduce the communication bandwidth, the STF
is updated as infrequently as possible consistent with the required accuracy.

Each aircraft is tracked cooperatively by a few selected radars. The resulting measurements are
pooled to yield a single track on each aircraft at an effective data rate that is higher than the scan rate
of the individual radars. Each tracking radar has a copy of this track, which is called the "Distributed
Local Track."

The number of radars tracking each aircraft is kept to a minimum to minimize communication band-
width. The set o[ tracking radars is carefully selected to ensure that the pooled measurements are reason- v
ably evenly spaced in time, since it does not help association if all of the radars make a measurament at
the same time causing an entire scan period to elapse between measurements. Other factors described later
are also considered in selecting the set of tracking radars for each aircraft.

"The set of tracking radars for each target dynamically changes with time based on criteria which
are evaluated whenever a measurement is made. The determination and control of which radars track which
targets is totally distributed with no centralized controller.

Thus, for each target there are three-types of nodes (radar/data processors): (1) thosc that
are actively tracking the target, pooling their measurements to accomplish this task, (2) those that can
l-ee the target but are not presently trackiug it, and (3) those that cannot presently see the target. [
Nodes can change type at any time.

4. ALGORITHMS

ýg .Before deucribing the system concept in mare detail (in Sec. 5 below), some of the basic algo-
rithms used -.ill be discussed.

I • : Track Initiation. This function is performed by individual radars after determining that a new
measurement does not associate with a track in the System Track File. Measurements from three consecutive

• -• scans are required to initiate track, Association of the second miasurement with the first is based
simply on their separation relative to the distance an aircraft could fly at its assumed maximum speed; the

• I • :third measurement must then credibly associate with the tentative track established by the first two meas-
urements. The maximum speed used in the algorithm can depend on altitude and whL.ther it is verLical or

L1 1W__



horizontal. The thresholds are set to give a very high probability of initiating a track on a trae air-

craft trajectory. The false trajectories generated eventually die due to lack of association with future
measurements.

Association. In the dense target environment, associating measurements with tracks is a parti-
cularly serious problem, especially for a fully automated system. Given that 8g-10g maneuvers are possible

!• in a tactical environment, it is imperative that the track rate be reasonably high (on the order of a mcab-urement every one or two seconds). Otherwise the targets may deviate a considerable distance from the pre-

dicted track, increasing the possibility that they may be mixed up in the association process.

Since the track-while-scan radars considered dc not achieve this rate, measurements from several
radars must be combined, but not from a randomly s',lected set of radars--two measuremoents that are close
in tiwe (separated by less than about a second) do not materially help the associated problem since the
measurement errors exceed the displacement due to maneuvers over short time intervals. Rather, the set of
radars selected should produce meacurements that are reasonably evenly spaced in time.

Association Is performed by considering all sets of measurements in a givon zegion s~iultane-
ously, rather than by considering measurement-track pairs individually. The algorithm creates a matrix of
measurements versus tracks, with the squared distance between them as the elements of the matri:. The
unique pairings of measurements with tracks is then accomplished in L manner that minimizes the sum of the
squared distances. This Is the well-known assignment problem in network theory and efficient algorithms
are available to flind the minimum.

Another technique for improving the probability of correct association involves more precisely
defining the region a maneuvering aircraft can reach since the last track updat2. The maximum maneuver
capability for each aircraft type depends on (1) whether the aircraft's acceleration is tangential or nor-
mal, vertical or horizontal, (2) its velczity, and (3) its altitude. The exact shape of the association
region, which includes track (model) and measurement errors as well as maneuvers, is complex and difficult

to model in a computer. Approximations to the region, which is not even convex, are required.

Tracking. Several types of track filters (Kalman, a-8, etc.) were investigated for use in the
system concept. In general, with highly maneuverable targets, it can be shown that Kalman filteritig does
not improve the quality of the track. Thus, it was decided to use a simple, weighted least-squares fit of
the last few measurement points to a quadratic polynomial. The namber of points chosen should be enough
to prov4de some smoothing, but not xo many that old and irrelevant data ia used.

"The System TraciA differs from the Distributed Local Track (DLT) In that it isn't updated every
measurement time. It is identical to the DLT ihen updated, but it is updated only when it deviates from
the DLT by a system-specified distance. Thn tecond-degree polynomial is used for tracking to help reduce
the frequency with which the System Track is updated.

5. DETAILED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Track File Structure. As shown in Fig. 3, at each node (radar/data processor) the System Track
File (STF) ie partitioLed Into two parts: (1) those tracks being actively tracked by this node [this par-
tition is called the "Distributed Local Track File" (DLTF)], and (2) those tracks not being tracked by
this node. The latter fiie is called the "Non-Track File" (NTF). All of the tracks in the entire system
are in the System Track File; however, membership in the two partitions will be different at different
nodes. Regardless of which partition a particular track is In, the system track data will be identical
throughout the system to the extent permitted by cymmunication delays.

The first partition, the Distributed Local Track File, has, in addition to the system track
date, other data called the Distributed Local Track data. The latter data contains the up-to-date track
on a target and is identical at each of the tracking nodes.

Logic Flow. The (simplified) system flow diagram is shown in Fig. 4 as it is simulated on a"digital computer. The figure depicts a number of radars connected to data processors. Each radar makes
measurements on aircraft whose positions are determined by the Aircraft Flight Simulation. Each data
processor is connected to the network, represented by the Communications Network Simulation. The data
processing logic implemented at each node of the system is shown in the box labeled "Dota Processor #1."

Association Logic. At each radar/data processor node a new raturn (measurement) obtained from
the radar is first associated with the Distributed Local Track File. If it doesn't successfully asso-
ciate, it is next associated with toe Non-Track File. This two-part association, designed to save both
data prucessing and communication resources, assumes that association with the DLTF, which is more accu-
rate than the NTF, will be correct with a high probability. Association with the NTF is more difficult
since the NTF track is sometimes not sufficiently accurate to provide a high association probabi.lity. If
more than one track associatas wit.s the measuremenc (a situation which should occur relatively lafre-
quently), then this node doea not have sufficient information to resolve the conflict. In this case the
node sends a message to one of the trackers of each track within the association volume asking lor a more
accurate computation of the distance between the measurement and the track. (An integral part of the
syatem concept is that each System Track includes an up-to-date list of the radars that are participating
In the track, thus this information Is known to all nodes In the system.) Using this mt.e accurate dis-
tance, an unambiguous association decision is then made using the association algorithm dest-ibed In the
previous sectic.t.

Track Initiation Logic. If the measurement doesn't associate with either the DLTF or the Nit,
then Track Initiation is performed. First the measurement is checked against the tentative two-measýre-
ment tracks in the Track Initiation File. If it associates, a new track is initiated in the DLTF. If it
doesn't, the measurement is used in an attempt to start a track with a measurement saved from tha last
scan. If an association is made (based on maximum speed) a new tentative track is pat into the (two-
scan) Track Initiation File. In either case, the measurement is saved for association with measurementts
on the next scan.

A - , - - - . .-
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Tracker Selection Logic. If the measurement associates with the DLTF (Fig. 4, top) this radar
is a tracker of the target. In this case a part of the logic is entered that deals with dynamically
selecting the best set of trackers without using centralized control. This part perfoims the computations
and makes the decisions needed to answer the question "Should I continue to be a tracker?" In answering
this logic considers (1) the present number of trackers, (2) the next expected reception times of the
other trackers, (3) the time spacing of the returns, (4) the relative ranges and range rates of the target
as seen by all trackers, and (5) expeccation that the target will soon be out of range or in the blind
cone over the tracking radar. All of these factors are evaluated without any communications with other
nodes. If the answer to the question is "No, I shouldn't continue to be a tracker," a message is sent to
all other nodes advising tl.at this radar is no longer a tracker of this target. If the answer is "Yes, I
should continue to be a tracker," then the measurement is used Lo update the Distributed Local Track and
the measurement is sent to the other trackers to updace their DLTs. The nod, can also send a special
"Help" message if it would like for some reason to be replaced by another noie.

If the measurement associates with the Non-Track File, the node asks the question "Should I be-
come a tracker?" This logic is similar to the logic used by a present t:acker to determine if it should
continue to be a tracker. The node may decide to add itself as a tracker, or to replace a present tracker.
In either case, it sends a message to every node advising of this decision.

If the node decides to become a tracker, it sends a message to one of the preaent trackers ark-
ing for a copy of the Distributed Local Track cn the target. Or receiving the DLT it uses the same logic
as if it were already a tracker.

Track Update Logic. The Distributed Local Track is updated by the weighted least-squares algc-
rithms previously desrribed. Next, it is determined if the System Track should be updated based on two
criteria: (1) the System Track has deviatci from the Distributed Local Track by a given distance, or (2)
a maximum time (a minute or so) has elapsed. If either of theie criteria are met, the System Track is
made identical to the Distributed Local Track and the update iýi sent to the entire system.

Communications. The system concept just described requires two different classes of messages:
(1) System Messages, which are messages deltvered to all nodes in a system, and (2) Di-ected Messages,
which are delivered to one or more specific nodes. As described, the concept requires four distinct Sys-
tem Messages sad five distincc Directed Messages. The average bandwidth of each link -equired to transmit
all of these messages is giver, int Table 1 as a function of a number of parameters. As an example, the
average bandwidth of each link in a 70-node system with 110 two-way links tracking 1,000 aircraft is about
35 kbits/second, which is reasonable consioeriug the large number of aircraft being tracked. The largest
contributcrs to bandwidth are the System Track File (STF) updates. The other message types are required
to increase the efficiency of the overall systems. The bandwidth added by these ether messages is far
less than the bandwidth saved by reducing the number cf STF updates to the minimum possible.

6. SIMULATION RESUIIS

The logic described in tht last section was programmed into a digital computer simulation called
TACRAN (Tactical M.r Control Radar Net). The simulation geometry for one set of runs is shown in Fig. 5.
These runs incl,.ded four radar/data processor nodes, three aircraft, and the four two-way communication
links shown. Iwo of the radars (1 and 3) are near their maximum range from the targets, Radar 4 is at a

TABLE 1

COM•1NICATION BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS

______ Me ~ s~sae Length, Bit pers/ pesrg pe ssg e agt ___________ xmLenLinks Bits/Link Message/s kbits/s per Linkhtass~e Header Text Total per Message per Message por Target Eauotion Example

Distance Request 10 85 95 2 190/L F(Ns-NT )/T• O.19,AF(NS-NT)/LTS 3.2

Ditne10 3? 42 2 84/L F(N S-N T)!TS 004NF( _ L 1.4

DLT Request 52 24 76 2 1521L lI/Tc O.152NAILT 0

',DLT 52 4 39 491 2 932/L lITc 0.982NA/ LTC 0.2

M- ' easurement 60 77 137 3 411/L N I/T S G.11 NA NT/LTS ] .9
- STF Update 96* 206 302 N-1 302(N-I)IL lIT U 0.302N Ak -;I)/LTU 23.7

SDrop Tracker 96* 24 120 N-1 12O(N~I)/L lIC0.l2NA•N-1)/LTC 1.5

Ad • ' d Tracker 47 143 N-1 I4!(N-I)/L './Tc O.143NA(N-l)/LTC 1.8

I 
IT

HP1 9"6, *He* 40 136 N-1 136(N-I)/L lITH O.136NA(N-1)/LTH 0.9

S -, [ ~~~TOTAL 3. bt/

symbol Deacrmptpon Example Values Sb I Description Example Values

Number of noci (radars) 70 Average scan time 6 a

N 3 Number of radars that can see 25 Til Average time between STP updates 8 5
Y a target

Ri Number of radars tracking a 3 T7 Averagr time between change of 50 s
threat trackl a radars

L Number of linkz 110 TH Average time between help messages 100 s

Number of aircraft (targets) 1,000 F Fraction of masuuements for which 0.5
a distance must be obtained

Assumes that an average of 5 requusts are combined In each message.
AvetAge number of receiver addresses per message - 6.5.
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i omedi range. and Radar 2, is at close range. The ranges, of course, effect the signal-to-noise ratios
and hence the trackit,g accuracies.

As an example of the performance of the system, one comp*-ter xz~n is briefly described. Three
tracking "zadars each having a scan period of 6 seconds are required to act.teve a desired effective meas-
urement interval of 2 seconds. Track was initiated on Aircraft I by Radar 4 at 19.2 seronds. During the
next 4 seconds Radars 1 and 2 added themselves as trackers. At 35.9 seconds, Aircraft 1 was approaching
the maximum range of Radar 1, and Radar 3 added itself as a tracker and dropped Radar 1. Aircraft 3 was
acquired by Radar 2 at 22.4 seconds. Shortly thereafter, Radars 3 and 4 added themsalve• as trackers, and
this set of three radars continued tracking during the rest of the r.t,,

The circular path of .. ircraft 2 caused a more interesting history. Acquisition was by Radar 4
at 19.8 seconds, with Redar 2 adding itself as a tracker at 22.0 seconds and Radar 3 at .3.9 seconds. At
63.4 seconds Radar 1 notice& that the aircraft is flying nut of Radar 3's range so it replaces Radar 3 as
a tracker. At 77.9 seconds th'ý reverse occurs, and Radar 3 replaces Radar 1.

The Distributed Local Track performance obtained is shown in Figure 6 for part of the trajectory
of Aircraft 3. The measurement standard deviations given in the figure show that the measurements from
Radar 3 are much noisier theta the others, as expected from its greater range. Five messuremenLs qpinning
the last 8 seconds were used in the filter.

The corresponding System Track is shown in Figure 7. This track is updated whenever it deviatee
from the Distributed Local Track by more than a kilometer.

7. SicaeaARY

Netting can be used to increase the effective data rate of slow-scan track-while scan radars.
The resulting increase in data rate increases the probability of correct association of measurements with

tracks and thus improves the track performance of the system. This paper has presented a concept for
achieving the desired effective higher data rate while at the same time maintaining a reasonable communi-
cations bandvidth.
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DISCUSSION

H.Kaltschinidt, FRG
Ha'e you considered the use of a satellite communication system instead of line of sight netting?

Author's Reply
Yes, but we are concerned with ease of jamming this link.

H.Kaltschmidt, FRG
What bit error probability is allowed?

Author's Reply
This was not investigated.

H.Kaltschmidt, FRG
Would the delay time in a satellite link be a serious problem?

Author's Reply
The delay time is a small fraction of the track update period, so it is probably not a sefious problem, but this was
not investigated in any detail.

H.B.Driessen, Netherlands
Is the system t-ack update time of 3 seconds (Figure 7) compatible with the required update time of 1 -3 seconds
(Section 2)?

Author's Reply
Tracking is performed with the distributed local track, and it is here that the 1 3 second requirement exists. The
system track is updated from the distributed local track (rather than from the measurements) and the accuracy

requirements of the system track are independent of those for the distributed local track.

S
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POURSUITE AUTOMATIQUE RADAR PRIMAIRE
DANS UN CENTR~E D'APPROCHE ET DE RECUEIL

MILITAIRE

CedeProjet

France

L~a poursuite autcinat*Ique radar primaire dans un centre d'approcha et de recueji militaire eat confrontea
A des problames trla Rp~tifiques Iigs A V'environneinent et A l'exploitation opfirationnelle. Ceci ionduit A
d~velopper des alaorithines particuliers et A un temps de mise en ceuvre extr~imement court adaptfis au traite-
ment des ciblis fivoluant en zones denses et A basae altitude.

Ces algorithines traitent en particulier lea fonctiona principales suivantes

- constitution d'une "carte mouvante" entretenue an tainp3 r~el des plots reconnus dc la couverture, ceci
perinettant une accgl6ration de l'initialisatio'n, un accroissement- de Is probabilir'. au suivi, et une
Elimination des fausses piatas,

- initialisation automatique vapide sur plots A partir dte critLeres auto-edaptatifa eni tonction de la
zone de crkation dana la couverture radar :zone de r.-,:ueil, :cne d'atterrissage/d~collage, zones
de surveillance,

- association plots-pistes tenant compte des conditions propres A l'approcha : echos fixes, clutters
atmosplifrinues, vitessea, performances at situations des cibles tr~s disparates,

- adaptation automatique en tampa rdel des parapItres de lissage en fonction les fvolutiorts des ciblas
(acc~lgrations. d~c41i-rations, virages, inanque de detection radar).

L'ansamble de ces traiteinenta cnrtstitue un programmee compact qui a it iinpiant6 dasn un minicalculateur
at a perinis de realisar l'automatisation de l'exploitation radar d'un centre d'approcba at de recueil en
FRAICE avec le soutien des Services Techniques des Tlkfioimmunications de I'Air.

I - PRESENTATION DU CYCLE T)E POIIRSUITE

La inodile de poursuite a pour but essential lz' constitution des table~s des Pistes a partir des plots
requs de l'extracteur.

Apr~s one p~riode V'initialisaricn (autoinatique ou manuelle), les pistes sont 6tablies.

Le prograrsee doic alors esseaitielleinent av cours d'un nouveau tour d'antenne:

- dana Is meauce do possible, associer A chaque piste le riot qui a at fourni par l'avion repr6Gent6
par cette piste,

- 5 lVaide de ce nouveau plot, donner une nouvelle estimatiorn de Ia position at de la vitesse de l'avion,
ceci conatitue 1'avanf-ament de la piste,

- avec las plots qui nWont pas 6t associfis A una piste, d&.ns cei zaines conditions, crfiar de nouvalles
pistes, caci constitue l'initialisation autontstique des pistes.

Vspare 2drien eat divisg en 16 sectaurs de 22@5.

Lmouede poursuita eat d~crit dana lea chapitres 8uivants.

2 RA1NGEf4ENT DES PISTES

Rangainent an donnfes locales dea pistas (en cr~ation extrapolie ou farina) qui risqueut d'itre concernies
par leas plots du sectaur "'n", ce, compte tew, de leur position pr~idite.

Dfitermination pour chaque piste rangge en donnfie locale d'une fen~tre de prediction (zone dfifinie autour
du point pr~dit dana laquelle doit se trouver le plot qx-alle que soft 1'6volution de l'avion).

.M.M
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1'FENETRE D'EVOLUTION e 0

V

b b

Les dimensons de +a sentr d'Vo to p0sn

I - max [a, (b COB V - a sin V)]

~ ICes dimensions, apr~s un ou plusieurs manques, deviennent

• " •o• - Ap+ + VTf (I - coB V) NM-i11 A0- * 'IP- + VT (1 + COB V) NM-i

_•" AO+ = AB' + VT (1 - sir, V) NM-I

a- AGB- + VT (I + sin V) NM-I

% 3 - RANGEMFNT DlES PLOTS
* Deux t~ches dist~nctes

oa

4Le dimensions de la (3 outs d'antenpe).

.1p- - b sin V plots.IP -___+V_( CsV)N-

Ap- - ýO- VT I + os V NM-

•-e+- i 0 T 0 -Sr ) N-

Ae A- + VT ( +snV).-

3 P.NGMFT ESPiDextce ds4ce



FENETRE D'EVOLUTIONJ

a
Aire d'gvolution

dernidre orrection etu vise

b V - Vitesse

Ht HI T - Pgriode de rotation

R V - Accfilaration

transverse maxi

TV

FENETRE DE PREDICTION EN p e

/Point pr~dit

SLes bornes de !a fen~tre de pr~diction sont

mnin 
0pr~it - -A 2,5 VI - ro

0 mx 0 + Ap+ + 2,5 VI +F TP

Omi 0 - Lo- - 2,5 F T~e

0 0 ~ + A6+ + 2, 5 VI +F ~e

maI



4 - ASSOCIATION PLOT-PISTE

RHalser l'association plot-piste iptimum.

Pour cela, il faut pondgrer en pr..babilitg la validit6 de l'affectation d'un plot A vne piste.

Calcul de 1'6cart r&Iuit '*4cart norm6 par l'6cart type de !a precisio'n de pr~iiction) pour chaque
couple plot-piste.

Ap (tie) - Pplot - Pprddit

TP2, T02 sont les variances de la m~sure du plot.

F :Facteur mnultiplicatif de ces variances pour la prEvision d~pendant du liss-ge.

4.1 - Attzribution des ;)lots aux pistes

Pour chaque piste fermie ou prolong~e dIu secteur n - 1, recherche des plnts des secteurs vois~ns
(4 secteurs) qui sont A l'intgrieur de la fen~tre de pr~diction.

Pour cbaque plot d l'intgrieur de la fenatre, m~morisation de

- adre3se du plot dans la table de la piste,

- anresse de l~a iste dans l~a table du plot,

- 1'6cart riduit v Ju plot aui point pr~vu.

Pour chaque piste en creation du secteur n-1, recherche des plots qui- sont a V'ntfrieur de l~a fenitre
de bruit.

A ]a fin de l'attribution, les pistes du secteur u-1 se ?oient attribuer 0, 1 ou "p' plots.

4.2 - CO~RRELATION DES PLOTS AUX PISTES

La ccrr~lation se fait pour les pistes du secteur n-2.

Deux cycles de corr6lat--on

CORRELATION I:

Associationi plot-piste qui ne pr~sente aucure arsbigult6.

4 rrcis 6tapes

- Eta Pistes ayant I plot monopiste situg dans la fen~tre de bruit,

Pistes ayant "p plots nionopistes situgs dans la fenktre de bruit,

- Eta Pistes ayant I plot monopiste situ6 dans la fenktre d'6volution.

CORRELATION 2

Association plot-piste qui pr~sente une ambigult6.

Sept fitapes

-B---pe Pistes fermes syant "p" plots monopistes situgs dans la fen~tre d'6volution,

- I~a~e2 Pistes fermes n'ayant pas de plot attribu6,i i - Eta Pistes prolong~es I fois ayant "p" plots monopistes situ~s dans la fenatre d'6volution aux

- Eta Pistes prolongfies I fois ayant eu "p" plots inonopistes dana la fenktre sp~cifique au tour
d'antenne n-I et aucun plot au tour n,

4 -Ea~e5 Pistes pr.-ongfies 2 fois n'ayanL pas eu de plot attribu6 aux tours n-2, n-i et n,

- Eta Pistes prolong~es 3 fois n'ayant pas eu de plot attribug au tour n,

- Eta Pistes ayant "p" plots multipistes situ~s dens la fenatre de prediction.

'4
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5 -AVANCEMENT DES PISTES

De type a, 8

P a P + (0 (P~e~- + TV )
e,n m ne,n- e,n-1

Ve,n T Pm ,n Pe,n-I +0 Ve,n-1

P ,~- V ,~- p e * V en Positions et vitesses estim~es aux pas n--I et n,

P mn Positiin mesurge au pas n (cest-5-dire le plot),

-40.
T:P~riode d'ojtsntion des dilverf 6chantillons (PQ

LOGIqUE D'AVANCEWNT

Pp

a, ~,PL

PL .~F

6 -INITIALISATION AMMO~ATIQtIE

PISTES PRIMAIRES

Ler pistes en creation sont obtenues A par tir de 3 plots compatibles r~partis sur 3 ou 4 tours

d'antenne successifs

- piste lingaire,

- piste en virage.

14C.-1:,
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ANALYSIS OF SECOND AND THIRD ORDER STEADY-STATE TRACKING FILTERS

A.W. Bridgewater
Department of Communications,

Communications Research Centre,
P.O. Box 13490, Station "H',

Ottawa, Ontario. K2H 8S2
CANADA

SUMMARY

"n a multi-target environment, the heavy processing load on even the most powerful radar tracking
statems makes it necessary to sacrifice theoretical optimality for practical feasibility in the tracking
process. One approach is to adopt sub-optimal methods for track estimation using steady-state adaptive
a-8 and a-8-y filters, which are derived from the Kalman filter and which combine 8ood track-following
ability, ease of adaptation to changes in the tracking conditions, and low computational cost.

A theoretically-derived funLtional relationship between the set of gain coefficients and a system
parameter which quaitifies the cutrent tr&cking conditions (viz., tar3et maneuver uncertainty, radar
measurement error and track update interval) permits a rapid and near-optimal response to any changes in
those conditions. An econominal means is developed to incorporate this adaptive feature in a tracking
system.

In the zS-(-y) type of filter, the tracking coordinates are assumed to be decoupled, and are treat-
ed separately. In a track-while-scan system, fixed Cartesian coordinates are most often used, fzr which
this assumption is not strictly valid. Coordinate-transformation techniques are described which may be
used to compensate for this simplifying approximation. Other aspects of practical implementation of this
type of tracking filter are also examined.

The use of steady-state adaptive filters in ulti-tawget air-surveillance tracking systems permits
a larger proportion of the available computing time per sensor scan to be allotted :o automatic initiat-

4 ion and association tasks. Preliminary simulation results indicate that these filters perform as well as
the fully-coupled recursive Kalman filter in cases where the primary requirement is to support the track-
assoctation task, that is, to provide dependable automatic coverage rather than very precise estimation
of individual tracks. Steady-state, adaptive filters provide the system designer with a practical option
in the cost/performance trade-off.

1. INTRODUCTION

In an automatic track-while-scan (TWS) air-surveillance system, the radar sensor reports measure-
ments of target positions (plots) at regular intervals of time to a computer, which then assembles the
plots from successive icans into tracks. The computer program must correctly associate new plots with
existing tracks and .nitiate new tracks from reports received on air targets within range of the radar.
The association task is aided by tracking filters which combine noisy measurements with track predictions
to obtain smoothed updated track estimates. The predicted position of the target for the next radar
scan, based on the smoothed estimate of the current position of the target, is used together with the
estimated standard deviation of the prediction to determine the location and size of the region of
acceptability of new observations on that target. The tracking filter thus plays an essential role in
the function of plot-to-track association, in addition to its role of providing accurate estimates o.
the position and motion of the target.

The literature on the techniques of track filtering (smoothing and prediction) is very large and
diverse. One aim of this paper is to attempt to construct a simple framework in which the majorivy of
techniques could be placed and thereby more easily analyzed and compared.

An operational air-surveillance system must be capable of tracking many targets siut~ltaneously, in
an environment that may provide large numbers of false target indications due to fixed and moving clutter
as well as system noise. The premise of this paper is that the primary task of the tracking computer in
such a system is that of track initiation and association, and that these functions should be allotted
most of the computational time available. In a system involving a network of sensors, the related task
of track registration should also be included in this preferrad allotment. The measurement accuracy ob-
tained and the tracking precision required by such systems do not d-mand the most computationally complex
filtering operations. It is essential that the filtering operations give sufficient support to the
association procedures; any complexity beyond that necessary for this task is of diminishing value. It
ts important however that the filter be suffIciently flexible to adjust quickly to cha-tes in the track-
ing environment. A second aim of this paper, then, is to derive simple, easily implemented, and compo-
tationaily inexpensive filters which nevertheless retain as far as possible the features of optimality
and flexibility which the most general and expensive forms ewbody.

The analyses which follow do nor attempt to be exhaustive. The class of filters examIned is re-stricted to those which operate on position measurements only. The general Kalman filter provides the
starting point fo: the analyses. The discrete form of the filter is presented, without derivation, and
from it are derived the general forms of -ecursive and fixed-parameter (steady-state) filters which are
all included in the class of m-8(-y) filters. The use of fixed-parameter filters eliminates the necessity
of iteratively calculating new coefficients at e-ery scan and thus greatly reduces the computational load
of the filter portion of the aut-matic tracking system. The adaptation of the filter to changes in the
tracking conditions (viz., maneuvern, mearurement error, update interval) is discussed, and the means
by which the steady-state filter may adjust to su.h changes is described. Some questions of practical
filter design are treated and comments are offered on the cost/performance trade-ofts of various basic
forms of filter. It
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2. TRACK ESTIMATION

The role of an automatic tracking system is to provide a sequence of besc estimates of the target's
position and velocity, based on the available measurements and an assumed model of the target's behaviour,
without operator intervention. Powerful mathematt.eal procedures exist with which to carry out the track-
estimation operations. The Kalman filter is the most general solution of the recursive, linear, mean-
square estimation problem. It can be expressed in matrix notation, in a form vihich is very convenient for
computer implementation.

2.1 Kalman Filter

The general form of the filter is described by the fol'.owing equations:

Target Model k+l " $kk + rkUk (1)

Measurement Model Yk - M + (2)

Fore.cast X " 4k-l•kI "-)

F' t (4
k- 4 k-l k-l4' -l + rk-lQk-lrkl

Estimation t - Rl

' X k Kk(opt) (%kc - k (6)

-k k'c< (opt)Mki'~

The sampling instants at which measurements are taken and to which computed quantities apply are indicated
by the k-subscripts. Forecasts and estimates are denoted by (') and (C) resrectively. The superscript
(t) denotes matrix transposition and the superscript (-1) denotes matrix inversion.

is the state vector of the target in track, at the kth instant; P is its covariance matrix.

Uk is a noise vector representing zero-mean random activity (model uncerta..nty); covariance Qk"

Vk is a noise vector representing zero-mean tandom activity (measurement uncertainty); covariance1•.

rk is the excitation or maneuver matrix which specifie3 the effect of Uk on X.

4tk is the state transition matrix derived from the assumed model of the dynamical behaviour of
the target.

Yk is the observation vector of the target in track.

M is the iseasurement or selection matrix which relates Yk to X.

Kk(opt) is the optimum gain matrix ftr the determination of the estimates ' and Ph Kalman filtering (equations (3)-(7) inclusive) combines a track forecast, which is derived from the pre-
vious best estimate in accordance with the equations oZ motion, with the most recent physical measurement
to produce a weighted mean, the weighting factor K being chosen to minimize the variance. ?or strict
optimality, th-, noise statistics must be Gaussian, and the noise terms must be unzorrelated from one samp-
ling instant to the next. Because it provides for the inclusion of all possible couplings of covariance

* terms in its matrix formulation, the Kalman filter is independent of tht coordinate system in which the
state variables and measurement variables are expressed.

The drawbaclr of the Kalman filter is its computational cost. The recursive procedures require, at
each aampling instant and for each target, the multiplication of matrices of order nxn and the inversion
of a matrix of order mxm (see equattons (4) and (5); a is the length of the state vector X and m is the
length of the ob.%ervation vector Y). For a track-while-scan surveillance radar system, which may be re-
quired to track many targets simultanrously, this computational load could become prohibitive, parti-:ular-ly when one must take into account the additional load of the automatic track-associatliun procedures. By.

dispensing with various components of the full apparatus of the Kalman filter, one can produce simpler
Ri approximations to the solution of the estimarion problem, with corresponding reductions in computer load-

ing. This must be accomplished, of course, without degrading the overall tracking performance of the
I sysU~mto an unacceptable degree.

wn m k o n a i o t t c a ip2.2r Simplificationed s B

d. There are two approaches to the simplification of the filtering procedures. The first is to break
down the general matrix formulation to such an extent that it may be replaced by a small number of alge-
braic recursion relation3. The necessary s'iplifying assumptions include the el:.mination of coordinate
interaction terms in the covariance expressions, the reduction in the size of the state and measurement

4 I vectors with a corresponding reduction in the dimensions of the associated matrices, and the adoption of
simple linear equations of motion derived from the transition matrix 0 (assumed in ariant with 10 and
based on a constant sampling interval T. This results in a sub-optimal form of solution to the estimation
problem often called the cc-$ filter. The scalar weights a* and 8 replace the gain matrix K as coefficients
in the position =d velocity estimation procedure for each orthogonal coordinate of the target's motion.

4 Because of this decoupling, the choice of coordinate system in which to express the state and measurement
variables can affect the filter performance. The filter does not propagate all possible covariance tezta.,
as does the Kalman filter.

r •The second approach ts to adopt a constant gain K. in place of the recursively computed Kk(opt) in
the Kalman filter, using invariant forms for ', r, and H. This eliminates the need for iteratively com-

° - puting the covariance matrix during track updating. K is the steady-state gain or limiting value of
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Sk(ogt),, with known or assumed values for the noise covariances Q and R. It is precomputed by iteration
of t a quations (4), (5) and (7) with an initial value for Po and is subsequently applied to the sequence
of target observations using only equations (3) and (6) of the traeking filter. This form of solution to
the estimation problem is sometimes called the Wiener filter.

These two approaches may be combined to form a constant-gain a-0 filter. This type oi filter will
be examined in detail in the subsequent sections.

2.3 Adaptive Filtering

Whatever method is adopted for track filtering, it is usually necessary to combine it with some
form of adaptation. An adaptive system is one which continually adjusts its own paraneters in the course
of time to meet a certain performance criterion. By this definition neither the recursive nor the steady-
state filters outlined above can be termed adaptive. For the former, the sequence of values for the gain
Kk could be computed off-line and stored prior to being applied to a sequence of target observations,
given a'set of initial values for the covariance terms.

;i.-line adaptation ;s required when significant changes occur in the target motion (maneuvers),
measuremcnt accuracy or frequency of detection. The excitation noise covariance Q is a statistical quan-
tity intended to cover uncertainties in Lhe model of t&rget motion described by 4 and r. Measurement
accuracy is described statistically by the noise covariance R,and the interval between filter updates is
given by the time T (which appears in t and 6). Changes in the tracking environment must be reflected
in the appropriate adjustment of these three filter parameters during the track-estimation process.
Adaptive tracking requires the on-line computation of a figure-of-merit term, or track-performance indi-
cator, which typically involves a weighted combination of the terms in the residual MX'-Y (see equation
(6)). It also requires a practical procedure for determining what quantitative adjustment should be made
in the filter parameters. These requirements are considered in the analyses that follow.

3. STEADY-STATE FILTERS

In this section we analyze the one-dimensional a-0 and a-0-y fiiters, ac derived from the general
form of the Kalman filter, and we present closed-form functional relationships which describe completely
their steady-state characteristics.

3.1 a-$ Filter

The standard equations for the a-$ filter are obtained by substituting

Xk - t k - t LKlj 'k(opt) 'k];j Tk - [y] M1k - H - [1 0]

in equations (3) and (6). This is a constant-velocity model for target motion, with only position measure-
ments available. It is assumed that each pottition coordinate x in the tarfet state vector is decoupled
from tht others and can be treated separately. Thus, for each cocrdinate, the tracking filLer reduces to
the following algebraic equations:

Forecast X kl kl;-(8)

Estimation xk - xi + (yk - xj); xk xi +k (Yk -

where x.-is the target position, at the kth instant, 'k is the target velocity, Yk is the observed
(measur~d) target position, T is the sampling interval and ak,Ok are the gain coefficients.

It is not necessary to propagate explicitly the state covariance terms in order to calculate the
- - -filter gain at each iteration. The decoupling of the state coordinates and the use of only position

measurements simplify the Kalmar. recursion relations (equations (3), (4) and (7)) to the extent that the
gain coefficients at the kth insta.t may be calculated directly from the following algebraic relation.;:

D-lj
D - + l+ 26 + (10a) - k (10b)

k " kl k-1 -l k-1c 6k D 8O k-1 + 6 k-i s

k Dk (100 6k - k- l -k Dk (lOd)

These assume that Q, in equation (4), is zero and that R and T are constant. We note that, for each co-
ordinate, a state covariance matrIA may be written

F 1 P2 1
2ll(k) - E{xk}, (E{.} denotes statistical expectation

(kxk-xk 2

E~xkiEk x E

jP22(k) E Exic) -T-y E{ (xk-xk-1)21 7 (E{x} i+ E{{ 1 l}) Ty E{xi}, assuming that xk,

xkl are statistically uncorrelated.

An explicit value for R for each target coordinate is not required. Since R is the variance in a measure-
cent of target position (R - E{y•} - r, a scalar quantity) we may also define it to be the a priori uncer-



tainty of the target position at the initiation of the tracking filter (i.-.1, plo - r). This assign-
ment leads to a eet of initial values for the filter gain coefficients, Ao - 1, 80 1, and 1 o " 2. From
equation (10), the coefficients ak, Ok both approach zero asymptotica]Ly with increasing k, as the filter
relies more and more on its own forecast and subsequer.c measurements receive progressively less weight in
the estimation.

4 •It is possible to simplify equation (.&) still further and obtain explicit expressions for ak, 
8

k
as functions of the iteration number k. Feo instance, with a , 8 and 6 taaing on the numerical values
quoted above we find that

Q 2(2k+3) 8k 6 12

k (k+2)(k+3)' (k+2)(k+3)' and 6 k = (k+1)(k+2)(k+3) (.2)

(Equation (12c) is unnecessary for the actual operation of the filter.)

3.1.1 Random-velocity models
In radar target tracking one would not permit a and 0 to decrease to zero, recognizing the need to

provide for some uncertainty ir. the target model. An alternative form of a-a filter includes this model
uncertainty directly by providing for a non-zero Q. In equation (1) let Uk be a zero-mean random variable
in velocity and Qk, its covariance, be a scalar quantity qv for each coordinate. The effect of this ran-
dom velocity is iniluded in the track-estimation process by means of thc excitation matrix r - :0 1)t,
and serves to allow for target maneuvers. The only change in the recursion relations (10) ip the follow-
ing: ig6 ' k- + 2 8kDk (lOd')

where 01 - qvT2!r.

The filter achieves a steady state with non-zero values for a. e Lnd 6 which are independent of the init-
ial state of the filter (ao, 0o,60 ) and depend only on the system parameter 1. The transient behaviour
of the filter does depend on the initial state.

As a modification to this form of filter, a different excitation matrix r - (T I)t allows the ran-
doia velocity variable to influence target position as well. The recursion relations must be rewritten
as follows:

Dk-I
Dk - + ak 4 20 + l + 01 (3a) a - k (13b)-(lOb)
Bk • k-I + k-i k- 1 iD

AOl k-l 01 (13c) 6 k 6 6k-l + € 2 - 8Dk (13d)-(lOd')

The transient behaviour differs slightly from that ot the preceding filter, but the final values for the
coefficients again depend only on ann

3.1.2 Adaptation

Equations (10) and (13) retain all the features of the original matrix formulation of the Kalman
filter (equations (3)-(4)) with the restrictions that (i) only target position is measured, (ii) only
position and velocity are estimated, and with the assumption that target coordinates can be decoupled aLl

treated sepnrately. When changes in Q, R or T occur, the Kalman filter incorporates them directly, from
one iteration to the next, in its iecursion equations. Normal operation of an a-I filter assumes constant
values for qv, r and T, but on-line adaptation to changes in these terms can be accommodated nevertheless.
If filter adaptation is required between iterations (k-l) and (k), the coefficients ak.l, Ok-l, 6k-I in
equations (10) or (13) are replaced by the coefficients

akl- ~ra~, [7{~) [ -V8l 6k-.l r'

and the system parameter is recomputed: *j q,(T') 2/r'. The coefficients ak, 8 k and 6 k are then ob-
tained from the equations as usual. The superscript (') denotes the new or adapted values of the terms
in vuestion.

3.1.3 Steady-state analysis

To simplify this a-$ filter still further, one can eliminate the iterative computation of the filter
coefficients by using the steady-state (S.S.) values appropriate to the current value of the system para-
meter ýj. Only when 01 changes during the course of the tracking operation are the filter coefficients
recalculated, and then once only, for all subsequent sampling instants, or until *1 changes again. The
analysis leading to the closed-form solution for (c,.)s. as functions of 0, is outlined below.

For the recursive filter, it has been shown (Casti, 1975) that the number n(n+l)/2 of simultaneous
equations that must generally be solved to obtain the steady-state gan matrix (where n is the size of the
state vector), can be reduced to (np) simultaaeous equations (where p is the size of the measurement
vector), when p < (n+l)/2. For the a-8 filter described by equation (13), with a state vector of length
2 (position and velocity), we expect initially to have to solve three simultaneous, quadratically nonlinear
equations. These equations aze obtained by imposing the steady-state conditions ak " -1 a, etc. and

, ,' substituting in equation (13). Then

"a(a + 2++ 6+ ) 0 28+ 6 +€l (15a)

- I 8(a+ 286+ ) - + 01 (15b)
Sa ( a+ 20 + 6 + 1 ) - (8+ 6 + 01) (15c)

These can be reduced to two simultaneous equations, since r-1 (position), with the following result:

~*h 4-M



82 - Oi(1-'5 (16) a (a+$) = 20 (17)

Equations (16) and (17) forn the reduced set of simultaneous quadratically nonlinear cquations.
Equations (17), first obtained by Benedict and Bordner (1962) and usually appearing in its alternative
forn as 8 - a2 /(2--a), has often been quoted as an optimal design criterion for steady-state a-S filters.
It specifies how the "optimal damping factor" S depends on the "system bandwidth" a, for all values of a.
The original analysis left open the specification of a, a free parameter to be selected depending on the
application, Equation (16) eAtends this andlysis to provide the optimal specification of a as well, in
terms of the global parameter 4l" The same equations would result from an analysis commencing with
equations (10).

Cuabining equations (16) and (17) we obtain a linear quartic equation

84_y 12 - - o (18)

which may be solved by standard algebraic techniques. With the constraints that C. and 0 must always be
>O0, and that a < 1, the following unique solution is obtained:

E16~+~ [1  16~2  8= 1 1. L 77+~ 2j(19)

In the limit, as l . 0, a and 8 - 0 jointly. Also, as o ÷, a and a - 1.

These expressions determine the optimal filtering coefficients of a steady-state a-B tracking filter
for a system specified by the dtmensionless parameter 41 - qvT 2 /r, where target maneuvers are described
statistically by an additive zero-mean random velocity with covariance qv. These expressions enable the
steady-state filter to &dapt immediately to any change in the parameters q%, r, or T. Values of a and 8
are computed using equation (19) only at track initiation, or when *j changes during track life. Other-
wise, only equations (8) and (,) are needed for tiack updating at each observation interval.

3.1.4 Random-acceleration model

An alternative to the velocity model is one which assumes Uk in equation (1) to be a zero-mean
random acceleration with a covariance Q -a (a scalar quantity), which is coupled into the filter equa-
tions by means of the excitation matrix r ; (T2/2,T)t. The following recursion relations for this a-8
filter are obtained, for each coordinate of the target:

D -l

D + 1+ -1 + 2 k-1 + Sk-1 + 2 (20a) --k (20b)
= k-l + 6 k-l + 20 'k 6

(200 6 k-i .2 - kk (20d)

where 42 - qaT4/4r, with T and r as defined prcviously. The closed-form solution to the corxesponding
steady-state filter is obtained in similar fashion as before. First we write the three simultaneous
nonlinear equations:

a(a + 26 + 6 + 02) 20 + 6 + 2 (21a)

a(a + 2 + 6 + 2) 2 - + 22 (21b)

4ý 42 (1 + a + 2B + 6 + 02) -(B + 6 + 2ý 2) 2 (210)

Then we reduce tbese to a set of two simultaneous nonlinear equations:

2 - 4 2 (1-a) (22) and (a + 0/2)2 = 2B )

Eq.ation (23) has appeared in the literature (e.g., Wold et al, 1972) in the form .- = - 8/2, defining
the optimal a-6 relationship for this filter model. Again the specification of one of the coefficients
was left open. With the addition of equation (22) the optimal specification of both coefficients is ob-
tainable in te-ms of the system paramater $2" Solving (22) and (23) we first obtain the quartic equation:

84 - 44l68 + (402_802)02 - 16026 + 1602 - 0 124)

which "y be solved by standard procedures, With the saue- syatem corstraints ae before (a,$ > 0, a < 1)
the following unioue solutio' Is obtained:

=4 8 2 (25)

In the limit, as *2 0, a and 8 - 0 jointly. A13o as *2 * ®' a - 1 and 0 * 2.

This result (equation (25)) is equivalent Lo one obtained previously by Friedland (1973), which was
cast in a different form.

It is possible to extend these analyses to a filter model in wlich target maneuvers ere covered
statistically by an additive zero-mean random "Jerk" (rate of change .f acceleration) with covariance qj.
Similar results are obtained, but their description will be omitted here.

3.1.5 Sumnary

This completes the theoretical treatment of a-$ tracking filters. The relationship to th; more

4 .......... c "4J•. • •• •"•. '".
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general Kalmin filter has been shown and the general recursive behaviour has been described. Two
different models for target maneuver were treated. The recursion relationships have led to analyses of

the steady-state filter and closed-form solutions for the optimal filtering coefficients were obtained
for each cast, These studies in steady-state tracking filtern have brought together earlier results
hitherto unconnected. They have also damonstrated the possibility of using steady-state adaptive
filters, which avoid the necessity of computing updated coefficients at every observation Interval, whileS~approaching near-optimal performance.

3.2 The a-B•-y Filter

The natural extenso. of the r -e filter is one which includes target acceleration as an explicit
termin he tat vcto. Te rsulingo-6y flte moelsa cons tant-accelerat ion target, with measure-

ments made only on target position. Again it is assumed that each coordinate can be treated separately.
We substitute in equations (3) and (4):

' Ik] 1 T TJ"

Xk= ] ; k O Tk ; K(opt)k =8T,/TT k [Yk]; HMk M (1 0 0]

1 0 1k/T2

to obtain the fcllowing algebraic equations:

Fcorcast ikl + +XKL4 T'xkl/ 2 ; j + n .~ (26)
Y- kk-l Nk

Eastima'ion , ,
- k~ikyk) k k+ (ykY' X k (27)k Xi' + (k (Yk-'); *' xk - xi + T xi•) ; xk % + T2 (Yk-Nk (7

wherex.' is the target acceleratiou, Yk is the acceleration coefficient of the tracking f.i.lter, and all
other tNrms are as defined in Sectioti 3.1.

Under the assumption of an accurate model foi target motion (Q-0), the filter coefficients are obtained
at each observation instant, for constant T, by means of the following ast of recursion equations:

Dkl (k.-1 + Yk-1 + 6 k-1 + ( 3 ek-1 + nk-1)/2 (28b)
k ---- (28s) Dk D

iY k - I + C k - i + n Jk - 1I / 2( 2 056 + 2+ lO( 8 dYk= k k (28c) Dk - ak-i + 2 tk- + 'k-l - BDk (28d)

k - k-1 + nk-1 -
8kykDk (28e) Tk " .- yk (28f)

where

Dkk + 'k-1 + 2B1_1 + Yk-1 + 6k-1 + Ck- + n k- 1/4. (28g)

For given values of (ao,*oBo% o,oF.o,n,) explicit formulae in k for each of the filter coefficients have
been obtained by the author from a lengthy numerical analysis resulting in very cumbersome expressions
(ratios of polynomials up to 9th order). These formulae are not useful for practical filter design and
are omitted here.

3.2.1 Random-acceleration model

Analogous to the development of the a-$ filter, 'he simplest means of introducing a target maneuver
compensation would be by means of i zero-mean random acceleration term Uk with cuvariance Qk coupled into
the general filter equations (1) and (4) via the excitation matrix - (0 0 1 )t. This would result in a
set of equations (28') identical to the se. (28) except fur

-q "kl 4- +3 - Y2.Dk (28f')

where qaT /r, and qa' r and T are as defined ir Section 3.1.4. Alternativeiy, the encitation matrix
r P);, T, 1)t may be U3ed, whirb yields the simi.ar set of equations, differing slightly in aetail.
These two models procrce very similar cc-B-y filters whica display slightly different transient behaviour
but which reach identical steady-state values. The six coeffi-ients indicsaed are derived from the inde-
pendent terms of the covariunce matrix P (see th. general Kalman equations (3) through (7)).

3.2.2 Adaptation

The inclusion of adaptive features in this recursive cs-.-y filter, when qa. c and T are subject to
change during the life of the track, is exactly analogous to the case for the ct-B filter (see Suctiou

[j~e3.2.3 Steady-state analysis

The steady-state values of the filter cuefficients a, B, and y, can be calculated in closed form as
a function .,f the system parameter $3. Since the length -)f the state vector is n--3, tie expect n(n+l)/2*6

_ • -simultaneous equations to solve for the steady-state coefficients. These correspond to the six unknowns,
represented by the c.oefficients a, 8, y, 6, t. n. However, since the length of the observation vector is

4 "•.. .: p-1, it is sufficient, to solve a reduced set of np-3 equations, which correspond to the three essential
coefficients of the a-0-y tracking filter. Setting ak+l ak - , etc. in equation. (28'), the resulting

A six sisI-taneous, quadratically nonlinear equations are reduced to tVe following set of three equations:

,Y 2 3 (l-c) (29) B2 = 2ory (30) a(c+B4'-/2) = 28 (31)

IN 1~:'.-',3 , II



Equations (29), (30), and (31) forni the reduced set of simultaneous quadratically nonlinear equations
which fully characterize the steady-state a-B-y filter. Equation (31) was first obtained by Simpson
(1963) as A resul. of numerical analyses extending the original work of Benedict and 3ordner on ac-
filters. Equation %20) was later presented along with equation (31) by Neal (1967) as a result of an
analysis of a Kalman fitter model with a Gauss-Markov random-acceleration model. Neal's result leaves
one free parameter to be specified by the specitic application. The analysis presented here derives
equation (29) as well, and completes the specification of the filter as a iunctJon of a single system
parameter "

The closed-form solution of the reduced set is less straightforward than in the cases described in
Section 2. The reduced set of three simultaneous equations produces one sextic *polynomial equation which
is not generally soluble. Without a specific factorization to render it soluble, a more circuitous
method must be used. By combining equations (30) and (31) the relationship (a+6!2) 2 

- 20 is obtained
(Neal also noted this relationship in the equivalent form (2C+8) 2 

= 88)), identical to that for the
random-acceleration model for the a-8 filter (equation (23). The closed-form solution of equation (25)
-ay now be used by determining the correspondence between 43 and 02. From equations (25), (29) and (30),
this corresponeence may be expressed by

13 2 (32)

02&44-

Rewriting this equation as a cubic polynomial and solving for 02 explicitly yields

S F "
8 6 4  432;

- --- fo03432; 6 3~ j o cos 1g -- - 1]11, for 93 432. (33)

For a given value of system parameter 43, a corresponding value of 02 is computed by means of equation
(33). Explicit values of a, 0 and y are then computed from equations (25) and (30).

The solution for the steady-state filter waa obtained through the happy occurrence of an identical
functional relationship between the coefficients a and 6 for both the cecond-order (a-$) filter and third-
order (ct-B-y) filter wh-n the same model for a random- ccelera.tion perturbation on the target is included.
This does not mean that the two filters are identical in other respects, in spite of the fact that their
respective global parameters 02 and 03 have similar strucLures. For matching values of qa, r and T(identical system specifications) the resulting value for 03 - qaT4/r in the case of the third-order

filter will in turn produce a corresponding value of 02 which is not the same as that which would be ob-
tained for the second-order filter from 02 - qaT4/4r. Therefore, the respective coefficients a and
in the two cases would not correspond, and the filters would differ in behaviour.

The use of the third-order steady-state filter in an adaptive fashion follows analogously from the
description given at the end of Section 3.1.3, and the new closed-form solution for the optimal steady-
state condition can contribute tc its implementition. However, tneir close interrelationship suggests

the possibility that in a practical system, the track-estimation operation could be switched back and
fotth between a second-order and a third-order filter depending on the current behaviour of the target.
The second-order filter is better suited to producing suoothed estimates of a constant-velocity (straight-
line) target track while the third-order filter can better handle a constant*-acceleration (turning) target.

4. FILTER DESIGN

We now look at various approaches to the implementatici of tracking filters. No attempt is made at
"LI completz, designs bet some of the implications of the for-going analyses are examined from the point of"-iew of a designer of an alr-surveillanco radar-tracking systef.

4.1 Filter Categories

Tracking filters may be classifiae under a number of headings, the most common being:

(a) Recursive and steady-state .fixed-parameter);

(b) Adaptive and non-adaptive;

(c) Coupled and decoupled coordinates (a chird category: "combined" cocrdinates should be included);

(d) Third and second order (the two most often adopted, although first order or higher-than-third
order filters are possible);

(e) Three-dimensional and two-dimensional (depending on the radar sensors).

The category mentioned first in each listed item in the more computationally complex.

4.2 Filter Initialization

• : When a new target track is icquired, a smoothing and prediction filter is initialized for that track.
• AAn estimaLe of the state of the target is made - position and velocity (for a recond-order fOlter), andacceleration (added, for a third-order filterl. From a knowledge of tce characteristics of the radar

r =':',. sensor and the signal-processing and plot-detection operations, a suitable estimate for the measurement
- covariance R is determined. With thi -assumption of a particular model for target dynamics to be employed
4M by the filter and an estimation of the maneuvering abilities of the class of targets to be tracked, an

a priori specification of the model uncertainty covariance Q is made. Finally, with the inclusion of the
2 •update interval T, the tracking filter is initialized to carry out smooching and prediction on subsequent

i.,• measurements of track position.

•. •



In the recursive, coupled (i.e., Kalman) filter we use the full matrix specification for R and Q.
In the decoupled (i.e., c-4(-y) filter, both recuraive and steady-state, we select specific elements of
R and Q to compute the appropriate system parameter foe each coordinate. In the combined filter, we ex-
tract a single scalar value from each of R and Q (i.e., a combination of the separate elements of each)
to compute a single system ;arameter applicable to all coordinates of target position.

4.3 Coordinate Transformations

The radar sensor measures target position in a line-of-sight coordinate frame (i.e., the polar co-
ordinates of range, azimuth, and possibly eleva.ion angle). ilowever, the filtering of track data in these
coordinates can lead to large dynamic errors when a linear model for target motion is used, as in the
formulations described in the preceding sections. Simple constant-velocity target tracks appear nonlinear
in these coordinates, and artificial acceleration components are generated. This problem does not arise
if track filtering is done in a fixed Cartesian reference frame. It is generally desirable to use fixed
(earth-referenced) Cartesian coordinates for TWS filtering, particularly when one must consider distri-
buted multi-sensor surveillance systems and the problem of track registration. However, the use of de-
coupled coordinates, as required by the recursive or steady-state forms of the n-B(-y) filter, is only
strictly valid in a line-of-sight coordinate system, for which the component measurement-errors are inde-
pendent. The fully-coupled Falman filter, operating in fixed Cartesian coordinates, abso-bs the resulting
cross-terms in the measurement covariance matUx R directly. A decoupled filter ignores them from the
outset. The difficulty can be overcome, if desired, by the inclusion of suitable coordinate trans'ormations
in the filter operation. The required procedures are reviewed below.

4.3.1 Measurement covariance

Consider a simple two-dimensional tracking Fituation. The target position is measured in terms
ot range p and azimith e, and may be expressed in fixed Cartesian coordinates x3 - pcos3, x - psinO.

ThE measurement covariance in polar coordinates is R(p,O) P 20 o[ " I Pr/ expressed in matrix form.0o a 0o ro
Then in Cartesian coordinates the covariance is

R(x1 ,x 2 ) - F(P,e)R(P,e)Ft(p,O) (34)

where

F(PO) = a x 1x/30 I cose ..sinO I cosO -sinO A(A)*S(p) (3S)
re. x2 p / x2 /J sn pcosx t /sin0 cose 1 0 p

(ref. Spingarn and Weidemann (1972)). It is useful to note that: i) A(e) is orthogonal and A - A-. and
ii) S(p) Ii diagonal and the computation of S-1 is trivial. The matrix A defin-s a clo:kwise rotational
transformation between two systems of orthogonal coordinates. A counter-clockwise rotation would be de-
fined by At.

For the Kalman filter, t-acking in fixed Cartesian coordinates is most common and equation (34)
would be employed. Suppose instead that Cartesipn coordinates (ul,u 2 ) are oriented along the line-of-
sight from sensor to target. The errors in oositiot. measurement in this frame are then independent, with
covarianee

R(u1 ,u 2 ) 1 0 (pr )2 i (36)

For the decoupled filter each diagonal element in equation (36) would be used in the calculaticn of the
svqtem parameter corresponding to its coordinate. For the combined filter, a single term r would be used,ditermined by, say, the maximal or average value of rul and ru 2.

In three dimensions, analogous expcessions are obtained.

4.3.2 Model uncertainty covariance

14f there is no specific directiona'.ity associated with unmndelled target maneuvers (represented by
zere-nean random velocity or acceleration), a simple assumption is to let Q be a diagonal matrix qI 2 , for
the imnle of a two-dimensional filter. Here, q is a scalar variance in velocity or acceleration, and
12 unit matrix of order 2.

.inement of this specification is possible. The target direction (velocity) is known, approxi-
mate , ý:or the track initialization, and the angle 01 between the track-oriented coordinaLes defined by
it at d the coordinates of the filter may be calculatad. Since it is more likely that target maneuvers

t ~will take the fora of turns than of changes in velocity along the current line of travel, an empirical
~ vweighting nay be assigned to "across-track" (Wac) and "along track" (Wal) random maneuvers. This weight-
S ; ing may then be transformed into line-of-sight coordinates (ul,u2 ) by means of the rotationi A(01 ) in

equation (37), from which the specification for Q in equation (38) is obtained.

u Me all[W (37) - +1 0 1 ]q-18u I ull2

The diagonal element specification of Q could apply to the Kalman filter (in fixed coordindtes) as[ well as to the decoupled o-8 filter. In the latter, each diagonal element contributes to the determina-
tion. or the system parameter corresponding to its coordinate. For the combined a-$ filter, only the
quantity q would be used.

N",-~
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4.3.3 Filter gain

In lire-of-sight coordinate,, the computation of the gain coefficients produces the same result in
both the fully-coupled Kalman filter and the decoupled a-B(-,) filter. The following array of terms
appears (equation (39)):

U 1

The terms represent either the recursive values, u/T 0

to be recomputed at each iteration of the filter, 1
or steady-state values obtained as function" of the (u/T 2 )system Parameters of each coordinate, 'n av.rordsnce K(L.O.S.) = 0a(39)

with the formulae presented in Sectiors 2 and 3. u2

0 t, /T

0 (ru21T2)

The rotation of this gain matrix through an angle 0 into the fixed Cartesian coordinate frame is
carried out by means of the equation

K(V.C.) [A(6)®•)IN]-K(L.0.S.).A t (0) (40)

where IN is the unit matrix of order N, the order of the kilter, and G reresents the Kronecker-product
operation, which is non-commutative and of higher precedence than the irner-product operation. Equation
(40) is a re-statement, in a aotationally compact form, of a result presented and numerically verified by
Caotella and Dunnebacke (1974). The ratrix K(F.C.) would then be used in equation (6) to produce track
smoothing.

This technique is an alternative to the computation of the gain matrix directly in fixed coordin-
ates using the fully-couplad matrix formulation of the Kalman filter. It allows the decoupled form of
filter to be used without loss of generality. It may be applieO to both recursive and steady-state
versions of the tracking filter. The extension to three-dimensional trackirg is straightforward (see
Ramachandra and Srinivasan (1977)).

In the case of the combined-coordinate filter, of course, the technique does not apply, since the
computation of gain coefficients is intentionally collapsed into one dimension.

4.4 Filter Adaptation
The adaptation of recursive tracking filters to changes in the environmental parameters Q, R and T

has been discussed in Section 3.1.2. For the class of optimal steady-state filzers developed in this
paper, it is only requ'red to recalculate the relevant global system pa.7ameter, which in turn determines
the new gain coefficients to be applied. Changes in R (brought about by a significant change in the
position of the t-rget-in-track with respect to the oriCin of the tracking coordinates) and T (brought
about by missed plots on individual scans, or by asynchronous combining of reports op one target from
several sensors) will occur as a matter of course during the life of the track and are easily identified.
To determine whether a change in Q is necessary, some form of maneuver detector is required.

Referring to equations (5) and (6). the track residual (MX'-Y) has a covariance Z - (HP'Mt+R).
fhe normalized squared residual, a scalar quantity, NSR - (MX'-Y)t(Z-i)(MX'-Y), is often used as an on-

-linemeasure of track quality. When this figure is found to be co.sistently (that is, for two or three
cons.ecutive updates) greater than some upper threshold or less than some lower threshold, it indicates
that an alteration in the size of the elements of Q should be made. Otherwise, the filter is well adapted
to the maneuver characteri3tics of the target. The cho-ce of the threshold values is a matter of designer's
judgement. Note that if the residual may be assumed multi.-variate-normal-distributed, then NSR will be
X2-dis:ributed. The rescaling of Q typically would be ptoportional to the current value of NSR. At the
same time, the terms of Q could be re-weighted in accordance with the current track directlon, using
equations (37) and (38).

For the decoupled-coordinste filter, the ccvariaLuce Z of the residual is expressed by the diagonal
matrix

""Z(Ulu2 ) i I r/- (41)

as cLmputed In asqv-ed line-uf-sight coordinates. Then the NSR of the track residual determined with re-
spect to fixed coordi.ates 4t an angle 8 to the ins:antaneous L.O.S. coordinates is

NSR [HX'-Y]tZ-l(xlx )[HX'-YJ [MX'-Y]tA(e)Z-(ulu )At(0)[MX'-Y] (42)
2 '2

For the combined-coordinate filter, the covariance is a scalar quantity r/(l-ca) and no transformat-
ion is required.

The covariance of the residual may also be used in the track association process in the establish-
ment of optimal "gate" sizes in the measurement space, centred on the next predicted position of the target,
within which valid plots for updating the track gill most likely be found.

4.5 Computation of Coefficients

In the case of constant-gain filters, when the computation of the optimal steady-state coefficients
need be done only once or a small number of times over the life of the track, it would be satisfctory to
carry out explicitl), &; required, the rather involved cnlculations implied by equations (19) or (25) in

I - 1. z.. .
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the case of secnnd-order filters, with the addition of equation (33) when a third-order filter is used.
The elimination of the need for recursive gain calculations at each update interval over all cracks re-
sults in a considerable saving of computing time.

However, with the inclusion of the adaptive feature, such filters can show a rather volatile be-
haviour in responqe to changing track conditions. A more practical and efficient approach would be to ube
a table-look-up procedure, reducing the computational load still further. A list of about 100 entries of
a-8(-y) coefficients against the corresponding global system parameter ý would be more than sufficient,

* ~consider-a~g the precision of the estimates of Q and R. If the entries of 0 are uniformly distributed in
in the table according to the logarithm of their values, the largest deviation from the correct value of
gain coefficient resulting from the selection of neazast match in the list to the calculated value of 0
would be about 2%. The table could be contained in less than 1K word of computer memory. An even greater
speed advantage could be realized v'ith the use of a small content-addressable memory unit.

5. PRELIMINARY SIMULATION aXPERIMENTS

A computer simulation has reccntly been developed by the author as a tool for conducting experiments
in automatic tracking, including initiation, association, filtering, and man/machine interaction. The
different categories of tracking filters listed in Section 4.1 are currently being tested with this facil-
ity. Some initial results have been obtained, but the conclusions that may be drawn from them are necess-
arily tentative and subject to correction when the full results bacome availaole.

One experiment simulated a 2-D radar tracking a single target under TWS operation. The variable
pa-ameters included the false-alarm density and the probability of detection. The output was applied to a
2-D adaptive tracker using, in turn, a fully-coupled recursive (Kalman) filter, a decoupled fixed-
parameter filter and a combined-coordinate fixed-parameter filter. In each case, the same simple iuto-
matic acquisition (three consecutive "hits") and association (nearest-neighbour) procedures were used.

Under conditions of "ideal" tracking, which we define as those for which the variance of the predict-
ion error remains less than the variance of the measurement error (i.e., when a, the gain coefficient of
position, is less than 0.5), the Kalman filter gave more accurate estimates of the target motion. However,
the values of the parameters Q, R, and T encountered in operational systems suggest that "non-ideal"
tracking conditions ure not uncommon. The simulation results indicated that under such conditions the
steady-state filters provide equally good estimates and that they are therefoie sufficiently accurate for
surveillance applications. The number of times th- track was lost in a grour of trials indicated that
track association was performed equally well whichever type of filter was us, 1.

Third-order filters were found to perform better Lhan second-order filters against highly maneuver-
able targets. As expected, the direct estimation of terms through acceleration reduced the incidence of
track loss for such targets. The limited results so far available showed no apparent instability or ten-
dency to poor suoothing in the third-order filters.

The expected superiority of steady-state decoupled-coordinate filter (with transformations from
instantaneous L.O.S. coordinates to fixed coordinates) over the steady-state combined-coordinate filter
has so far appeared only under ideal tracking cohditions, when a slight impr vement in track estimates
was recorded. The track-oriented coefficient-weighting scheme o: Sectiov 4.1.2 has not yet been assessed.

The work per2ormed to date leads tc the conclusion that the adaptive, third-order, steady-state
filter, operating in either the decoupled- or the combined-coordinate mode, is a practical option in the
cost/performance trade-off for surveillance-radar trackers.
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DISCUSSION

J.R.Moon, UK
Do yo'r geiera! forms of steady state ct, 1, -. conform to the well-known stability limits of such filters derived
from the requirement for the filter poles to lie within the unit circle of the z-domain?

Author's Reply
Yes. The ,Ieriva.ions in the paper conform to the classical stability requirements for these forms of filter.

P.R.Walywyn. UK
Has the author studied an ct, 13 y filter defined by E.J.Pollock (Kirkland AFB TN228, "In Loop Integration
Contro!")?

Author's Reply
I have not studied this particular technique. When choosing an empirical adaptive technique for the use with track
estimation. one should know exactly what it is meant to do, in what se: of conditions it is meant to operate.
Follock's technique appears to be very carefully tailored to deal with a tracking-radar task in which the data rate is
relatively high (of the order Gf 1 0/second). The adaptation procedures dis,;ussed in this paper are intended for Tra,.k-
While-Scan systems with search radars, for which data rates are at least an order of magnitude 'ower.
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Automatic Track Initiation

for a Phased Array Radar Usirg a Clutter Map

Wilhelm Fleskes

Furschungsinstitut fUr Funk und Mathematik
D-5307 Wachtberg-Werthhoven, F. R. Germany

SUMMARY

An automatic track initiation procesis will produce tracks not only from real target echos

but also tracks consisting of clutter plots. In a dense clutter environment, this con-

sumes computing power and may o-verload the radar data processing units. For computer con-
trolled phased array systems, these false tracks result in a poor management of the ra-
diated energy. In the ELRA system under construction at the FFM, a statistical method
for track validation has been introduced which uses a sequential likelihood ratio test
procedure. The test discriminates between tracks of the wanted objects &nd false tracks
on the basis of the target detection probability and the local false alarm probability.
The latter is estimated for each search plot in a clutter map which is a list of stored
clutter echos. The map is updated in real time and the list organization technique pro-
vides a set of converging volumina containing the estimation point so that ncnparametric
estimates can be obtained by testing on uniformity. Core memory and computing time Te-
quirements allow real time operation in a multipurpose computer programmed in higher
level language.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic radar data processing by computers has reached, under clutter free conditions,
the performance of a well trained and nonstressed human operator looking at the raw video
display. But with increasing false alarm probability, the discrimination between plots
from real targets and plots produced by noise and clutter is mcre problematic for
computer-supported sys'.ems. Under special conditions, the human capability for timeI dependent pattern recognition seems to be superior to the currently known algorithms of
target acquisition and tracking.

An automati-; track initiation procedure, taking each plot as a candidate to be a trite
target plot, wiil' produce not only tracks from real target echos but also tracks con-
sisting of falre alarms due to noise and clutter. If the false alarm probability is
sufficiently small, these false tracks can be cancelled. Normally tracks are t.erminated
if the consecutive number of missing plots (no correlating echos) becomes to high. In
that. case, the detection probability is too smLll for track continuation. But in more
dense clutter environments, they will be continued over longer perinds of time. Under
those conditions, more sophisticated techniques to detect false tracks have to be applied
(van Keu)., 19-1), for instance, lcoking into the statistics of plot-to-track correlations.
False %racks, of course, consume computing power and may overload the radar data process-
ing units. For a computer-controlled phased ariay system they result: furthermore, in
wasted power iue to poor management of the radiated energy.

Some radar applications - for instance 3D radar in military equipments against low
flying aircraft - do not allow emall false alarm rates without reduction of th.a detection
probability. Tn these cases, we can assume dense clutter environments te be the normal
operating conditions, especially if we take into account the various kinds of man madeinterference. •

If the number of plots from parts of the surveillance area significantly exceeds the
maximum expected number of targets, the data processing units should not attempt to build
up tracks from all data. If the plot set is ambiguous, the computer load will grow ex- •+V
ponentially with increasing false alarm rate because all combinations of plots to tracks .

have to be checked, and the number of possibi ties rises so fast that even additional
computing power will be overloaded. The data processing system should be able, to filter
out the false alarms by the use of additional information concerninq the spatial and tem-
poral context; it is the way a human operator would proceed. Such information can be
known a priori cr must be learned during operation. We can see it as a longer term accu-
mulatea decision aid in comparision to the methods applied for signal detection.

I N
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Clutter echos are often not very different from real targets in signal strength and phase
distortions which occur by low elevation scanning. Therefore raising the detection thres-
hold and further filtering will reduce the subclutter visibility of the system. A similar
effect is obtained if one ignores all plots from these regions which are assumed to de-
liver only clutter data. This method of blanking, done by software or sometimes by hard-
ware, can be seen as a decision with a (0,1) outcome saying which data are assumed to be
false alarms. In the following it is proposed to use for the clutter-target decision a
real number in the interval (0,1) defined as a probability. This allows more flexibility
by adapting to the local false alarm rate. In addition this estimate can be used to im-
prove the decision between true and false tracks (and track inttiation processes) in
areas of modest PF"

II. ELRA TRACK INITIATION

The ELRA computer controlled phased array system under construction at the FFM handles
tracking and searching as independent processes (van Keuk. 1975), scanning the objects
being tracked with individual sampling rates. Plots from the search activity are can-
didates for new tracks, after they have been zhecked not to correlate to objects under
track.

The data set of a search plot consists of spatial aid further infotmation:

r - Range *
u - Azimuth
v - Elevation from the detection units
k - Doppler
A - Amplitude
t - Time

N - Additional information, label etc.
P - False alarm probability

PF is the probability that a search plot under consideration is a false alarm. This
estimate Pp is delivered from a particular modul at the stage of data procesling and
comes not from the signal detection units, but is edded to all search plots by the cen-
tral computer before any further comprtaticns are executed. How to get this estimate for
P by the clutter map, which is stored in the ELRA central computer, is described below.
This map should be distinguished from, say, MTI maps (at the stage of signal processing)
which support the plot detection in contrast to the central processor map which supports
the track detection and the tracking procers.

The decision on the further processing of a search plot is dependent on the PF value; that
means that those plots are rejected whicl- are believed to be a false alarm with high pro-
bability, and that a track initiation process is started if a search plot has a low PF
value. In the latter case we have a great chance that tracking will be successful becaise
plots from nearly ncise-free and clutter-free regions are targets with high probability.
On the other hand, with increasing Pp, we can more and more exclude, that the plot data
refer to the position or doppler of a target. We must d.sune that above a certain P?
threshold a tracking algorithm will always get enough track plots, but we cannot exclude
that we are tracking a random walk. Therefore search plots with PF above the threshold
are excluded from the track iritiation, and regions of false alarm rates toý high for
tracking are blanked out.

Generally we should try to start a track initiation process if the estimated false alarm
probability at the target position is smaller than the above mentioned limit derived from
stability arguments. In addition oe may nee- a lower threshold to automaticadly exclude
compater time and energy consuning initiations during phases of high system load. This
produces a graceful degradation behavior and keeps the system working for those tasks
which just can be managed.

If a search plot has passed the Pp threshold, a track initiation is started and track
commands are given in order to builu up the track with further data. But these further
track plots are received only with a certnin probability. Therefore, more or less fre-

•! quently, missing plots will occur, and we jet a sequence of, say, m numbers relating a
"one" for echo and a "zero" for missing plot

•.•1, 0, 0O* 1, 0, 1 I, 1 , 0 , 0 , itof 1, 1,
with k ones, which i3 composed of target plots and/or clutter plotl according to the tar-
get detection probabilitj and the false alarm probability In the correlation gates. These

R correlation gates can be kept small in co)Iparision to conventional rotating radar with
,,-~- tracking by regular scanning. If we can :hoose the sampling time,then it is possible to

take into account the temporal growing of the correl;ation gates.

Since a phased array radar has the capability to send the next track command co the ex-
pected target porition, with oaly a very short time delay, we assume that the PF estimate

X':



will remain unchanged in the early tracking phase. With a prenpecified minimal detection
probability PD, for true target tracks# we can perform a test whether the mentioned plot/

2 rno plot or zero/one sequence must be explained by a real target or represents a false
track. In the ELRA system, a sequential likelihood ratio test is applied to decide between
the two hypothesps

HI: true track, a target is present,

Ho: :alse track, no target is present.

The test function

k= k1-PD)m-k M kP k n-P )m-k

is the ratio of the two probabilities, conditional on the two hypotheses, for the event
of k plots out of m track commands. The function is updated for each track command and
compared with two thresholds h1 ~m) and ho(m). If one of the thresholds is crossed over,
the corresponding hypothesis is accepted, otherwise the test is continued.

This statistical decision method needs on the average a minimal sample size for a prespe-
cified probability of error a, accepting HI if Ho is true, and B, rejecting HI if it is
true. The thresholds hi(m) and ho(m) are functions of a and 0, and for simpler calcula-
tion the logarithms are taken as for the test function. We have only to count the number
of succesful track commands and compare it with linear functions for Fl and E as is
shown in figure 1. In (Binias, 1975), t..ese tests for zero/one sequences are studied with
respect to the average Lest length and the track acceptance probability P(AC) which can
be derived from the operating characteristic function under various PF conditions. Fig. 2
shows the average sample size, conditioned on the a, B and PD1 parameter values given in
the figure, as function of the target detection probability PD. These parameters can be
changed to modify the curves in order to meet operational requirements. Figure 3 shows
the co.:renponding track acceptance probabilities for different PF which has to be derived
from the clutter map. We can see that the test enables initiation of true tracks fA spite
of small detection probabilities, if PF is small enough. But in cases of strong clutter
interference the proposed test mechanism excludes tracking of weak targets. That is
reasonable because the track plots are distorted by clutter and dont represent the target
motion.

After one has decided for a true track, the mentioned test function after some modifica-
tion, can be further usvd as a current track quality parameter or possibly as a sampling
time and track termination criterion.

All search plots which fail to produce a track by the described initiation procedure are
regarded as false alarms and may be used for updating the clutter map which has a data
basis accumulated durinq a learning phase. Updating also requires elimination of the old
data, but we must assume only rlowly changing clutter over periods, which are needed for
learning. By this map we have in the central computer an empirical frequency distribution
of the falce alarms in the surveillance area. Normalizing for the search cell volume, wecan estimate the false alarm probability for one search cell which in turn is the PF
value for a new search plot.

III. CLUTTER MAP

Clutter distributions cannot be assumed to belong to any prespecified parametric family
of distribuoion functions: and in this context nonparametric methods of point estimation
are appropriate. Theso mqthcis (e.g. histograms, Kernel furctions, orthogonal series,
k-nearest neighbor) define a certain environmental region around the estimation poi.nt
(Cover 72) in order to balance bias and variance of the estimates. These regions depe 4
not o:ly on t]tv sample size, but also on the underlying density itself, leading to biased
estimates Bids errors are dominant if the environment region is too large; if it is too
snall, the error is mainly given by the var.ance of estlmat3.on in consequence of the
random character of the sarle.

We can conclude that individLal estimation in a search cell not refering to the environ-
ment yields gzeat variances if we have a finite sample et much smaliqr than the number

• ' of cells in the surveillance area of a long range 3D radar. Averaging ray introduce bias

,,e and will be time consuming when computed in real time.

Thecoputngtime for updatin and etimation has to be 11ale than the time between
successive track coitumands for a certain target. For phased array radars this time may be
very short - in the millisecond range - in contrast to rotating track while scan systems.
Therefore the clutter map must be stored in the fast core memory ýhich is usually too
11I ited to provide onts address fox each s arch cell. Furthermore, it would take long times
to accmlate a sufficient n of false plots unless most of thu memory is wasted.
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Appropriate search-cel) associations have to be formed, but they must be very flexible
according to the complicated shapes of cluttered regions and the resolution of fixed
point clutter.

If wf would use external storing devices like disks, the data exchange to the tracking
processor requires waiting times, again in great contrast to track-while-scan systems,
where it is known in advance by the regular scanning which regions are be scanned for
search plots.

a.) List processing technique

Therefore list processing techniques must be applied which allow associative searching
in different neighborhood volumina. All nontrivial list-organisation techniques involve
some partitioning scheme of the data space, more precisely of the data key space which
in our case is the space of the range, azimuth and elevation coordinates. In the following,
a binary partition method is described forming subspaces for the data keys which are
appropriate for estimation under the mentioned computing time and memory restrictions. The
method is referred to as a TRIE (Knuth, 1973; from retrieval) list organisation and can be
described by the following staterent:

The data key space and further subspaces are subdivided if they contain more than one
datum.

Figure 4 shows a subdivision scheme for two dimensional data spaces in four equal parts.
The organisation used in our ELRA system, of course, is three dimensional and therefore
not very well suited for demonstration. Additional data in a subspace give rise to fur-
ther subdivision until all data have their own, ce:tainly smaller subspace allowing di-
rect access for retrieval. This procedure results in many possibilities to form associ&-
tions of data key spaces and, if there are clusters of data the subspaces can be as
•mall as a singular search cell. If we have in a lubspace only one datum, then there is
no reason to exclude a local uniform distribution, and more structure in the data distri-
bution can be detected if additional data form a set of subspaces of some irregularity.

This data organishtion can be implemented as a tree structure in the memory of the com-
puter if we represent the subspaces by nodes of the tree. Each node has four address
links which refer to further subspaces, or at the leaves of the tree ttey refer to the
data (fig. 5). For estimation described below, the data in the corresponding subspace areco.inted so that the root node counts all data in the list. By this technique the data
are organised to meet the requirements for further processing.

The memory space is used preferably for those parts of the data space where the data
appear and, therefore, the method is more economical than a radar-sort-box organisation
with a resolution capability of one search cell. The memory space nacessary for the list
processing technique grows linearily with the number of data to be stored as can be
computed from the expressions given in the appendix.

For real time systems, it is very important, that even under the worst case conditions,
the computing time of a process is bounded which is automatically fulfilled by the finite
number of bits for the radar data, because binary subdivision is limited by that number.
The computing Utne for updating or searchinr in the list grows logarithmically with the
data number as shown in figure 6. The number of nodes to be searched is slightly un-
dulating due to the fact that at certain abscissa values the data rather fill up sub-
"spaces than produce new subdivisions.

b.) P? estimation

For PF eatimation, we search for that subspace where the estivation point lies in. Running
.i through tne search tree, we have converging environmental columina beginning with the root

node representing the whole surv-illance area. Because we have counted the data in each
subspace, we can estimate the false alarm probability is the parameter of a binom.Lal distri-
bution. From this set of estimates, the false alarm probability for the search cell under
consideration should be derived, for instance by weighted linear combination. But to spe-
cify the weights, some model for clutter distributions has to be assumed. To circumvent
modell.ing, which seems problematic by the great variety of clutter distributions, only

G one subepace is chosen for estimation. The selected region has the property to be the
largest subspace containing the probing point in which no data structure can be detected.
Inside this region uniform distribution is assumed :esulting in piecewise constant appro-

,. . ximation of the three dimensional false alarm density function. Taking the estimation re-
gion as large as possible will reduce the variance of an estinator for binomial parameters
by t:he greater number of search cells while smaller regions reducing bias are only formed,

•, if there is more information by more data.
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The largest subspace, in which no deviation from uniform distribution can be assumed is
found by an hypothesis test on the data counts ni in the subnpaces. Under unifo.m distri-
bution, these ni are distrLbuted as

k
P(nj1n2 .... nk . n-ot a a(1"a)n(nk

n ik I (ni-1"ni)I

where a-I/M represents the ratio of successive volumina. A test on uniformity is equiva-
lent to a test on a, for which known nethods like Chi-square or Maximum likelihood can
be applied. We found that simple Tachebyscheff-Inequality discrimination works quite
satisfactory because the error probabilities for a test on discrete count numbers can be
stated only as inequalities.

IV. CONCLUSICNS

To summarize, the clutter map in the ELRA phased array system is a big data list in the
central computer with subroutines for updating and searching. The TRIE list organisation
preprocesses the data for subspace forming and estimation of PF at any search cell in
surveillance area can be done in less than one millisecand in a SIEMENS 7.748 computer.
Real time updating during changing clutter is also possible and the described method
acts as an adaptive three dimensional histogram. The discrimination between false alarms
and target echos and further between false and true tracks is done on the basis of the
estimated PF value. Figure 7 and figure 8 show some simulated clutter data with one re-
gion of concentrated false alarms and the resulting subdivision of the surveillance area.
Further studies for automatic detection of changing clutter distributions arc planned
after having analysed the stationarity of real clutter data in the ELRA phased array

system.

APPENDIX

The memory space necessary for the TRIE list organisation technique and the computing
time for updating or searching depend on the number K of nodes of the search trec. For
N*>2 uniform distributed data keys and subdivision in M equal subspaces, we get on the
average (Knuth, 1973)

No
K 1+M- " (M_1)NN-NI.KN

KN1 N3 u

where N, refers to the number of data in a subtree of the TRIM list organisation root
noee. This expression is not well suited for numerical analysis because of the binomial
coefficients. Substituting corresponding expressiors for further subtrees on the level i,i-1, ... h

NIi N N -N
N -Ni Ni+) (M-I) .KNi+I
Ni N i+1 2

and setting KhN 1 (data keys are all different and are represented by h-bit numbers),
h we get after multiplication and summation

h
K N =1+ Bi with
No M. N-

'i (-0-0"M- (I+M-t(NO-I))"

Bi is the average number of all nodes on level i. In a similar way the processing time

for searching a key can be obtained from the number of nodes to be visited

4~ ~
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DISLUSSION

H.B.Driessen. Netherlands
Can you please indicate what the accuracy is of your estimate of the false alarm rate?

Author's Reply
The accuracy depends on the number of data collected. In our ELRA system we c. .i store, due to core memory
restrictions, about 2000 uata sets, which r.sult in an estimator variance fcr the parameter of several percent.

A H.B.Driessen. Nuthcrlands
For your sequential detection proczdure, an estimate of both PF and PD is needed. How are they obtained?

Author's Reply
PD is not estimated, it is a fixed parameter of the detection unit. Remriember that PD is defined a,. the minimum
detection probability. It can always be achieved with a phased array radar by integrAting enough pulses.
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Software Structure and Sampling Strategy
for Automatic Target Tracking with a Phased Array Radar

G. van Keuk

Forschungsinstitut fUr Funk und Mathematik
D-5307 Wachtberg-Werthhoven, F. R. Germany

SUMEARY

Starting with a brief description of the software system used for multi-zarget tracking
in the experimental phased array system under construction at the FFM the paper intro-
duces into the application of Kalman Filters for tracking maneuverinL, targets. In con-
trast to the situation with conventional radars the additional degree of freedom to
adapt the scan period on the estimated lack of information with regard to each individual
trnck is analysed for the electronically steerable radar case. A sampling strategy isdev.iloped and analysed that minimizes the tracking frequency considering the shape of the

detection probability within a tracking beam nointing towards the predicted target posi-
tion. Adapting the scan interval a constant track accuracy in space can be achieved taking
the various dynamical and geometrical restrictions intc consideration. An optimal spatial
extension of this uncertainty volume can then be derived. As the sampling frequency of
course also depends on the assumed maneuvering capabilities of the target under track, the
extension of the optimal uncertainty volume depends only on the beam splitting ratio of
the used monopulse angle finding technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

Phased arrays are moving from the laboratory to development and tests, but the multi-
faceted area of signal processing, automatic multi-target tracking and system control
contains a variety of problems, which generally have not been solved. The trend towards
unconventional radars has been forced by increasing operational necessities and follows
from the enormous progress in digital and analog components in the last decade and from
the progress and availability of fast computers.

The electronically steered radar (ELRA) project (Wirth, W.D., 0977) conducted at the FFM
institute in Werthhoven (FRG) serves as an experimental system to identify and analyse
important problcms of phased array technology. The ELRA system itself is not designed for
any particular operational use, so our work is mainly research oriet.ted.

We artificia]ly split the whole phased array project into two - to some extent different -
areas: the radar oriented signal processing part and the processing and control of the
radar data in the central computer. The interface between both the fields of research can
be seen in the process computer (11anle, E., 1978).

Our system configuration is demonstrated in fig. 1. From the antenna down to the central
computer and display system we observe a data reduction, or reduction in bandwidth of
about I:105. The structure of the digital data fed into the central computer is of no
further interest here, but it should he explained what sort of information transfer in
both directions has been provided. Basing on the 3tored knowledge and a priori information
in the central computer a limited set of search cells can be created and transferred to the
process computer to concentrate on in the search mode of the phased array. When the search
routine has processed these cells, the central computer generally sends a different set to
continuc the process after havinS received a particular "end message". Results from this
search mode are digitized "echoes" containing time, distance, doppler, angles and signal
strength information, The jearch command organisation should not be detailed further.

~ Yi•n addition the central computer can generate track commands generally specifying only one
beam direction, range and doppler gate and expected signal strength of an object to be de-
tected and tracked. The track commands and zh- search activity are merged at the stage of
the process •omputer (Hanle, E., 19,8). As a result of a track command a record is formed
containing the above specified information and is transferred into the central computer
with a time delay not longer than some 50 ms. '14netimes a special message of course is
necessary to state that no target could be iound ý.n the characterized area.

t"N!



As can be seen from fig. I the system can be operated in a real-time real-data mode of F
operation and also under real-time conditions by simulated data and control facilities.
We simply have to load an appropriate simulator program into the process computer with-
out changing the real-time program of the central computer or the interfaces. The simu-
lator then replaces the process computer program normally used for experiments. This
technique has been of great importance, during the phase of software production for test
and detailed analysis under reproduciole conditions (Baltes, R. et al., 1977).

2. SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR MULTIPLE TARGET TRACKING

In contrast to a conventional rotating radar the full flexibility of the phased array
system should extend to the central 7omputer's software. This of course can only be
achieved approximately. However the well known structure of automatic tracking programs
in use for conventional. systems cannot be applied here. This mainly depends on the pro-
vided feedback from the central computer to the radar system to make use of the beam
agility. In our system the individual radar data gathered in specific eata pools of the
central computer do not start any kind of processing by their appearance but a scheduler
controls the various prucesses basing on the condition and resources of the whole system.
In addition the tracking program should not work in the so called tra=k while scan mode
but in a computer controlled one. Each track initiation process and each established
track is considered as an individual process coaducted by the scheduler. The following
modules of computer activities referring to an individual track have been provided (list
is not complete):

A) predict the present target position (sLate)
B) send a track command
C) check whether data referring to the track have been received
D) correlate the data with the track
E) decide on further track commnands if data have been identified

to be insufficJent
F) do the data filtering
C) calculate the time gate for the next track command

The logical ordering from A to G is obviou3. These activities conducted by the scheduler
form individual chaines or processea referring to each track initiation or tracking pro-
cess. Basing on the estimated lack of information for each individual trck (stored in
the general track file) individual track commands are generated according to a scanning
strategy that will be detailed later on. Therefore the elements of the stream of track
commands sent to the radar generally belong to different targets under track and track
initiation processes. In overload situations processes of higher priority (belonging to
targets of higher interest) may delay track commands and filtering jobs of lower priority
tracks a little, without unacceptable degradation of the whole system. Such an organisa-
tion has of course very good recover.y properties if we are mainly thinking of short
bursts of computer or radar overload. No artificial measure of load needs to be intro-
duced in order to control tho stream of processes. In cases, however, of severe overload
lasting over a longer period of time, some tracks of lower interest or'initiation pro-
cesses in areas of lower improtance will be cancelled automatically when the estimated
probability of a successful engagement is too small. By this means the maximum tiacking
range and activities in particular fields of minor interest can automatically be reduced
by an appropriate priority scheme to distinguish and order the various phased array
processes.

This org-nisation meets the requirement of computer controlled multi-target tracking
very well. The interference between search, track initiation and tracking functions can
easily be handled. The main advantages provided are:

- The main functions of track initiation and tracking
are decoupled (as fully as possible). i

- The scan time (data innovation interval) for all targets undertrack can be adapted individually to the estimated lack of in-formation or to meet operational requirements.

- By pointing the tzack command as exact as possible towards the
target direction the S/N ratio can be increased. Simultaneously
"the localization error in both angles can be reduced.

- The well known blow up of correlation gates of targets tracked
while scan during phases of lower detection probability can
drastically be reduced by increasing the sampling frequency•,•, adaptively.

- . - In computer controlled tracking it is of interest to predict the
doppler shift and the number of targets within the considered
range gate to improve the detection mechanism.

~ .......I. .



- Each target can he tracked uneer its individual priority.
Graceful degradation under overload conditions can be
programmed easily.

We learned that the whole program system should be written in higher language except for
a limited number of special routines which had to be written in asre•bler language after• we Identified that they in fact are critical. Except for the 1/O-organisation no furtherinterlacing with the operating system of thL computer has been found to be necessary.

3. TRACKING ALVORITHMS

Tracking algorithms for state estimation, prediction and data correlation are the back-
bone of each automatic tracking program although they normally do not consune the over-
whelming fraction of computer time. As can be seen from literature the today's trend
leads to a more or less compler Kalman Filter to solve the above mentioned problems in a
comprehensive way. For high accuracy tracking and to incorporate doppler information
(measured radial velocity) a stage three (position, speed, acceleration), fully coupled
Kalman Filter neems to be very well suited. This especially is true for small data inter-
vals. By carefully writing the mathematics in reasonable form and avoiding unnecessary
operations in the produced program code the computer load of the whole processing cycle
(not containing the plot to track correlation part) comes out to be about 5 ms/track for
a today's high speed machine. Depending on V2/r (target distance r, target velocity V)
the coupling of the three dimensional space coordinates is not necessary. This decoupling
saves a factor of about 4 of computer load; mainly because the covariance matrices are

smaller and geometry is easier.

Nevertheless the underlying .. suw•tions of the target dynamics are too general and simple
for many applications. Normal!y the acceleration process of the target under track is
modelled as a Gauss-Markoff procfss with vanishing w.tean and variance Z (Y./sec 2 ). In
addition a correlation time G tsec) can be introduced to describe the rate of change of
target maneuvers in the course of time. By selecting appropriate model parameters a
reasonable behaviour of the track will be found in many cases but there remain siqnifi-
cant discrepancies for target plants that are not similar to the Gauss-Markoff type.
Simple but important examples are straight line flights interrupted by short changes of
targct heading. In those cases adaptive processing algorithm.s are used. This point will
be regarded In :hapter 5.

The tracking algorithm has to be considered in context with & tracking strategy. For
instance the measures against unwanted false tracks created by false alarms or man made
corruptions of any kind are part of the tracking strategy. This question is of impor-
tance for track Initiatioi. in a cluttered environment (F1-skes, W., 1978) under dense
target situation (Binias, G., 19781, and also for conducting an established track of a
single target through a cluttered portion of space. In contrast to the situation in
multiple target environments we have identified that for a single target case the well
known technique of nearest neighbour plot to track correlp.tion or any procedure of
averaging many returns in the target's correlation gate leads to shorter true track
lengths than the following method: All situations of correlation conflicts (0ore than
one correlating echoe) should be bridged by neglecting all returns and pxoceeding as
having received no return at all. In those situations a new track command is generated
with only a short time delay. This method should be continued until we receive one andonly one return correlating to the track. In addition the set of not processed echoes
is used to estimate the false alarm probability PF in the environment of the track.
Basing on this we can decide whether tracking is possible or not. This of course can
lead to a cancellation of tracks in severe clutter if PF is estimated to be so high thatthe tracking process would become unstable and the estimated. success of tracking would
be too small. In those cases no resources should be wasted and the track should be
terminated.

Fig. 2 demonstrates theoretical results from one-d.rcnsional simulations verified by
simulations. The probability of track distortion during a 20 sec period of track is de-
monstrated depending on the false alarm probability Pp. P has been normalized to the
variance of position noise. There strateqy 1 refers to arithmetic mean of all received
returns while 3 refers to the above mentioned repetition strategy. The nearest neighbour
strategy has turned out to be worse than 1. As parameter the tracking interval in seconds
is given. We further conclude from these results that the tracking mechanisms can to a

. great extent be stabilized by increasing the tracking frequency. This of course is only
necessary in areas of pconounced distortion which should be known before the track enters
into. Further techniques to automatically detect and cancel false tracks should not be
detailed here (van Keuk, G., 1977).

ZA. -
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4. A SAMPLING STRATEGY

In this chapter some arithmetics can not be avoided. Let Z(N) denote the state vector of
a target under track at an instant of time labelled by N. ror the sake of simplicity we
assume a one dimensional target state

) - (x(N), ý(N), R(N)).

We assume the following plant model of the target motion

R(N+l) - E.-(N)+Z/.'T-u(N)

ZIN+I) = 0 1 T ZIN)+wlN); E - k-T/0

(0 0 EwZ(N) +I:2)L)E

Z(N) models a target motion driven by a Gauss-Markoff process of acceleration. Hence
u(N) is a sequence of uncorrelated (3,1)-normal distributed randoml variables.

The measuring equation connecting tne state and the measurement Y has the form

Y(N) = Z(N)+s(N).

In the error covariance matrix S(N) of s we have to consider that only a part of the
state generally can be measured. The rest o; the not measured quantIties is represented
in S by infinite numbers. This scheme is very well suited for the application of a Kal-
man Filter. This should not ke explained here down into details. The Kalman Filtcr pro-
duces conditional estimates Z(NIN) for the state at a time labelled by N (after process-
ing of all available data up to N) and gives also tthe related error covariance matrix
V(NIN) in a recursive way. Starting from the filtered state this can also be propagated
to obtain a predicted state related to a covariance matrix P accordingly. The whole pro-
cessing algorithm forms a linear filter in the state space of the target. The set of
parameters normally includes:

S: variance of position noise at the target position
Z : variance of the target acceleration
e : correlation time of maneuvern
T : scan interval (data innovation interval).

All these quantities may (and generally will) change during target flight. The error co-
variance matrix P tells us the uncertainty of the predicted state of the target under
track. Especially the 11-element refers to the look ahead position accuracy. If the above
quoted parameters are constant (finite and not vanishing) the sequence P(N+1IN) converges
as N increases to the so called local stationary tracking covariance. For application
these limiting values are not of interest because the target moves in space and therefore
the tracking is not stAtionary. But the limits are of interest for any theoretical in-
vestigation. No closed expression for these quantities are available, but we Lound an
appealing approximative formula of the following form (P :- P,,(N+1jN)/U0)

T - 0.4

which is valid for O(10-500 m), F(2.5-30 m/sec 2), 0>20 sec, T(O.1-5 see) within anaccuracy of about 5 %

Now the question is: 1'ow should we select the datE interval T. If we select too large an
interval we are risking the loss of track, because the area to predict a track naturally
increases with growing T. If on the other hand we use too small a T the track may be
oversampled in some sense. We introduce the following sampling strategy:

• IIFind TN+l from P (N+1IN) a2 Vo.N+ 0

This reads in simple words that the target nnrmally will be tracked when the look ahead
prediction accuracy P crosses Vo0 a. Hence V0.a is the tracking uncertainty in space.!11

SV is a scalar quantity relating *he uncertainty to the local position noise variance a.
0

If VO is taken to be much smaller than I there sometimes may not exist a solution of the

above equation. In those cases select the lowest possible data innovation interval. For

Lb_ __
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constant parameters (a,E,G,V finite and non vanishing) the sequence TN converges to the

3tationaiy trackir.g interval T. Again these stationary quantities are nore or less only
of theoretical interert to analyse the sampling strategy. In practice the scan intervals

Ih!iave to be calculated f.om the above equation.

From our approxima-Aive formula we have

T - 0.4 tano., .o"

Understanding Pl 1 (N+1IN) as a measure of the lack of information concerning the track,
we can say that by applying our strategy we simply adapt the scan period T to the present
estimated lack of informal-ion. This leads to a constanL track accuracy in space. Especially
in the phase of track initiation when there is a pronounced lack of information regardingIpeed and acceleration this automatically leads to as. increasing sampling frequency
settling in the course of tj'e to T" depending on th# increasing knowledg3 stored in the
filter. This can be seen from fg. 5.

The question remains how to fix the parameter V0 describing the spatial extension of the

target's predicted position, if V4 *s not defined by additional operational requirements.

If we do not point our ti.ck command tcwards the true target position we are risking a
reduction of detection prnbability. Let us assume

PD(x) W PDO " f (--i/B )

for instance

PD(x) = PDO " C-2k/B2

with the deviati.. # betweer, 'he true and the predicted target position and B relatinq to
the width of the trackiisg pE:;cil-beamn. while we observe the detection probability PDO by
pointing towards the target (x-O) we ere modelling the reduction of PD by incorrect pcint-

ing (x+O). If we could not detect the target we of course have to iterate our track
command immediately following our sampling strategy. This is a source of additional load
for the whole Rystem. The mean number of iterations necessary to find the target can
simply be calculated from

E [n] - E [IX)

[XPDTX2]

- • , dx, dxx, X a V-' / B)

= gCVo- ,2/B2)•p/D
for a two dimensional example where x1 ,x2 mean both the angles of th6 tracking device.

For the special case of our example we have

Er. !- (1-4V2•r,•v . > for vo :

Calculating the overall load the data innovation interval T between two successful target
localizations has also to be considered, leading to the following mean lad L

• • T

Making use of the structure of the approximative formula Zor the stationary scan interval T:

,u ~: ~ ehave

•,"

; !
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It is of zourse reasonable to minimize thr mean lcad by looking for an optimal parameter
"V. It can easily be seen that this optimal V. pLrameter does not depend on PDOE,a,, but

only on tho "beam-splitting ratio" a/B. Here o/B depends on the used mor.cpulse device and
of course on S/N too. To find V. for our example we have to minimize

(1-4V20'7)' -v-- - Mi.

Having fixed V, - VoPt(a/B) we of couzse can calculate the corresponding scan interval
from our formula. T '-hen depends on the rest of pacameters in form of (Cav-/E)0' as stated
above.

Fig. A shows the optimal parameter V0 eepending on the beam splitting ratio a/B.

As has been mentioned the s'can period T not only depends on the relative tracking
accuracy V0 but also on the cinematicAl pazameters E,0 of the target model and the-local
position noise variance a. We generally hAve a denendence of a of the form (target
dixtance r)

a - r • f(S/N).

in our ELRA syatem a will be derived from the estimated S/N ratio of the individual tar-
get under track. The exact form of a will ba very complex, hence fig. 5 shows two curves
of possible a values. The corresponding typical scan periods referring to an optimal

chosen V0 and jinematical parametcys E=20 m/sec2 ; 0=30 sec are shown in fUg. 6.

From our formula f.: T we can also see how the knbwledge about the maneuvering capability
of the target under track will influenCL the local stationary scan period (system load).
To detail this let us compare two types of aircraft A, a highly (L=30 m/sec,; 0-20 sec)
and B a modest r.aneuvering one (E-5 m/seC2 ; 0=300 sec). Then we find from our foziaula a
quotient of the related stationary scan periods TB/TA of about 3.5.

5. ADAPTIVE TtR•iT TRACKING

The above explained adaptation of the scan period T on the estimated lack of information
has not disturbed the linearity of the tracking filter. This mainly ,depends on liLearity
again considering that the error covariance matrix P does not depend on the echoes pro-cessed. Therefore the tuned scac interval does not depend on the data and the filter

algorithm remains to be linear. In practice there is of course a very small dependence
because the faioget position enters through the po3ition noise variance. But this non-•I linear effect is in fact very small and can be neglected in the sense of an extended
IKalman filt-r.

If we try to estimate the cinematical target parameters E,O during track to identify
different phases of motion of the target, then we have to calculate them from the datar processed and the whole processing scheme becomes nonlinear. Nevertheless the scanning

strategy introduced in chapter 4 remains valid. By adaptation Lf Z,G two different pheno-
mena will oicur. We obtain better filtering performance in phases of more correlated
target motion and in addition the scarning frequency will be reduced applying our scann-
ing strategy. The theorctical limit of saving of radar and computer resources by adapting
T can be calculated assuming an ideal nonlinear tracking device that without any error
nor time delay adapts our cinematical parameters to the present target state. The
example of chapter 4. for instance showed a saving of about 3.5.

In practice this factor cannot be achieved because the ideal feedback device to tune Z,0
is not realizible and moreover our model of the target dynamics is not correct. The crux
is that the different phases of target motion can suddenly change. Hence we need a san-
sitive and therefore noisy feedback organisation to controe the filter parameters during
track. So we only shall have pronounced differences in the adapted scan interval if we
select very different models of target dynamics as has been explained above. In addition
we need a very sensitive filter design.

~W-
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S• F,-ing this we decided to have two parallel filters for target tracking one of which

assumes a straight line unaccelerated target plant while the other one assumes worst
case target maneuvers all over the time. A special test setup observing the innovation
processes decides whether the one or the other filter is correct. This leads to a very
robust concept of adaptive filtering that meets the above mentioned requirements very
well. Moreover the beam agility of the phased array can be used to ovetcome critical
phases of uncertain target motion by temporarily increasing the sampling frequency. This
has been realized by making use of r sequential mismatch detection device that automati-
cally calls for additional data in phases when no hypotheses can be accepted. Here we
should emphasize that in cases of precisely measured doppler information the sensitivity
of the mismatch detection device can be increasad considerably by simply looking into
the r innovation process too. This sc'uld not be detailed here because it has been
published (van Yeuk, G., 1975).

Fig. 7 demonstrates a typical Lxample of a maneuvering target under track. You can see
the TURN and NOTURN detection points, the varying accuracy of heading estinates reflect-
ing the filtur-p-formance and the adaptively controlled scan intervals during flight.

Fig. 6,9 demonst- ;e recent experimental results from our ELRA system. In fig. 8 you can
see a section of a low level (500 m above ELRA, 50 m/seu speed, about 1.5 sec scan inter-
val) track crossina the Rhine river at a distance of about 15 km from the ELRA site.
Fig. 9 gives a detail of the track showing the estimated target positions (+) and the
speed vectors. The histograms of plot-to-track differences and estimated track detection
probability correspond to the demonstrated section of the track. The symmetry of the
histograms (especially that for the azimuth u) confirms a satisfying behaviour of the
tracking device and a good tracking accuracy. False alarms in the environment of the
trae track have automatically been removed by the false track suppression capability of
the program system.
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DISCUSSION

l S.J.Rabinowitz. USA
What is the reduction in radar power which results from the use of an adaptive versus a fixed tracking strategy.

Author's Reply
The scan interval per target varies from about 0.1 seconds to about 5.0 seconds. In track initiation we aeed a higher
tracking frequency that in track maintenance. Therefore, the system load per target varies by one order of
magnitude and there is a considerable saving by using an adaptive sampling -trategy.
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The Formation Tracking Procedure for
Tracking in Dense Target Environment

G. Binias

Forschungsinstitut ZUr Funk und Mathematik
D-5307 Wachtberg-Werthhoven, F. R. Germany

SUMMARY

The basic principle of &utomatic target tracking is plot-to-track correlation. In case
of dense target environment plot-to-track correlation is often disturbed k-" .ncorrect
plots whtch cause a correlation-conflict. Well-known measures against the correlation-
conflict are the Nearest-Neighbour-Rule and Branching-Procedures. But there are airspace
situations, e.g. target formations, where these measures fail to solve the conflict or
necessitate great demands of computer-time and computer-storage.

We, therefore, developed an alternative strategy of tracking in dense target environment.
The strategy of Formation Tracking is characterized by the substitution of raid tracks
for single target tracks. The raid tracks are correlated and updated by plot-clusters.
The formation track consists of one central track and several marginal tracks containing
the whole information about the mean cinematical behaviour and the spatial extension of
the tracked formation.

Special investigations w;ere directed to the following rroblems: Formation track initiation,
formation track evolutiion, decision- and control-procedures with regard to formation track
splitting, and formation track junction.

The efficiency of formation tracking will be demonstrated by a few one-dimensional
examples of appropriate airspace situations.

INTRODUCTION

The principal steps of computer controlled single target tracking in connection with a
phased array antenna are

state prediction of the tracked target,
scanning of the expectation volume,
plot-to-track correlation,
processing of correlating plots.

Under real environment conditions plot-to-track correlation is often disturbed by falar
plots (clutter, noise) and incorrect plots originating from targets which are in close
proximity of the target under track (formation).

Because of different aims in dealing with single target tracking in dense clutter en-
vironment and the tracking of formation targets (tracking in dense target environment)
we carried out distinct investigations of these two problems (van Keuk, G., 1977;

j Binias, G., 1977); and, in opposition to some other authors (e.g. Jaffer, P.G., et al.,
1972; Singer, R.A., et al., 1973), we developed different methods to solve these two
problems.

According to this distinction the "dense target"-situation is described by

a group of closely spaced single targets (distances about 100 m or less), which
move on nearly parallel target trajectories (i.e. parallcl with small random
disturbances).

"This situation is of significant importance especially in the military application of
target tracking. Formation flights are nowadays normal military aircraft operations

A ~



(e.g. for attaoks on distributed target areas and for penetration). Beyono that, the
"dense target"-situation occurs in the observation of multiple weapon systems (e.g. air-
craft-missile systems and multiple missile systems).

PROBLEMS OF SINGLE TARGET TRACKING TN DENSE TARGET ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1 demonstrates the correlation conflict. This conflict arises in computer con-
trolled single target tracking as soon as neighbouring members of the formation produce
track plots T which appear in the intersection of the two expectation gates. Then the
automatic tracking procedure will have to decide which track plot T should be associated
with the appropriate search plot S (track initiation). The probability of this correla-
tion-contlict is a function of target distance d and scanning time interval T. We assumed
decoupled tracking in cartesian coordinates and calculated the minimum target distances
dmir, which are necessary in case of track initiation in order to push the conflict pro-
bability below a certain limit of P c 4 0.001. In Figure 2 these minimum target distances
dmin can be compared with one half of the one-dimensional extension of the expectation

gate DIFA.

The various meas'-res proposed to avoid the correlation conflict can be reduced to two
substantial principles:

Application of the Nearest-Neighbour-Rule,
Apoli-ation of Branching Procedures.

The Nearest-Neighbour-Rule (Jaffer, A.G., et al., 1972; Singer, R.A., et al., 1973) pre-
scribes correlation of the track plot, which is nearest to the center of the expectation
gate. In case of dense target environment this rule may produce miscorrelations, i.e.
association of search- and track plots originating fron different targets. Miscorrelations
generally produce deviations of track and target trajectory which finally lead to target
loss. We assumed three targets on parallel trajectories and calculated the minims• target
distances dmin which are necessary to keep the miscorrelation-probability during track
initiation below Pmc z 0.001. Figure 3 shows that these minimum target distatces dmin
exceed the assumed target distances within formations (ca. 100 m) by a factor of 3.5 even
in case of very small scanning time intervals.

A detailed description of Branching Procedures (Singer, R.A., et al., 1974; Smith, P.,
et al., 1975) develaped to handle the correlation-conflict qn's beyond the scope of this
presentation. Branching, however, is generally characterized by an unavoidable increase
of the number of branch-tracks in czmparison to the number of real targets. Branching,
therefore, demands increased expense with regard to processing time and computer storage.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FORMATION TRACKING PROCEDURE

The various attempts of solving the correlation c.nilict in dense target environment by
means of single target tracking generelly fail in working with small target distances.
We, therefore, looked for an alternative strategy substituting single target tracking in
case of dense target environment. We approached this strategy by an examination of the
requirements which have to be fulfilled by a computer controlled tracking procedure in
the presence of formation flights. These requirements are in our opinion:

control of the mean cinematical behaviour of the entire formation,

detection of target movements deviating from the mean cinematical behaviour
of the formation.

In order to fulfill these requirements we considered it unnecessary to control each in-
dividual target movemert within the formation. We tried, therefore, to track the forma-
tion targets jointly instead of individually. Similar considerations can be found in
(Flad, E., 1977; Taenzer, E., 1977), but both authors do not renounce single target
tracking with the inner formation targets. Our approach, called Formation Tracking, is
based on two control principles:

%•, • Central track control,•

marginal trac: control.
The central track's state variables describe the mean cinematical behaviour of the

tracked formation. In case of almost parallel target trajectories (see definition of the
"dense-target"-situation) the correspondence between the formation targets' motion cha-
racteristics and central track description is quite exact. The correspondence becomesSweaker if single targets or a group of targets accomplish deterministic deviations from



the parallel movement. We ere especially irterested in the detection of targets which
are on missions different to the rest of the formation.

Marginal track control serves the maintenance of target tracks manoeuvring away from the
formation (divergence) dnd tracks joininj the formation (convergence). Marginal tracks
represent targets which are situated at the flanks of the formation (with regard to a
given cartesian tracking coordinate system; see, for instance, Figure 4). Relevant
variations of the marginal tracks in relation to the central track and variations of the
target numbers indicate divergent or convergent target movements which demand suitable

FORMATION TRACK INITIATION

One of the problems we were confronted with in course of the realization of the formation
tracking procedure was the problem of formation track initiation. Formation track initia-
tion has to decide upon which targets should be tracked individually and which targets
should be tracked as a formation. Furthermore, formation track initiation should supply
"the system with initial information about position and spatial extension of the formation.

If we take only search plots into consideration the first problem can be solved by com-
paring the distances of successively arriving search plots with the minimum target
distances dmin which result from a given small probability of miscorrelation Pmc (Fig.3).

Within a fixed scanning time interval T this distance test decides whether a search plot
should initiate an individual track or should be combined with other search plots in
order to build up a formation track germ. The time difference T between the arrival of
the search plot and the start of an initiation process depends on the time necessary to
scan a certain environment of the search plot and the time the expectation gate is per-
mitted to grow without going beyond a reasonable limit of size. This limit shoulu not be
exceeded in order to avoid disturbances of the initiation process. A formation track germ
is built up by the arithmetic mean (central position indicator) and the extreme values of
the position coordinates (e.g. xmin, XmIx) of the integrated search plots (Figure 4).

Additionally, the number of the integrated search plots should be determined for later
application.

Tne distances between an established formation track germ and neighbouring search plots
should be large enough to allow near•.y conflict-free initiation (Figure 2). So - in this
case - the distance-criteria have to be changed.

The distance test is quite similar to the search-plot identity-test which has in any case
to be executed in computer controlled tracking. The identity-test decides whether an in-
coming search plot belongs to a known track or is the beginning of a new track. Because
of this similarity the problems of identity and dense neighbourhood can be solved in the
same way (radar sort box etc.). Figure 5 shows a flow-diagram of the identity-test and
the neighbourhood-test both of which have to be executed after the arrival of a new
search plot. The tests have to take into account the position information of all existing
search plots, tracks, and formation tracks.

FORMATION TRACK EVOLUTION

According to the principles of computer controlled tracking the formation trazk germ
established within formation track initiation will be scanned individually by track
orders. The formation track germ is represented by a rectangular parallelepiped with
faces parallel to the given cartesian tracking coordinate system. The description of the
formation track as parallelepiped will be maintained throughout the life time of the for-
mation track. There may be weaker and stronger possibilities of the mathematical descrip-
tion of the structure of the tracked formation, but in our opinion the parallelepiped has
especially in connection with the cartesian tracking coordinate system the advantage of
simple mathematical tractability. The extension of the parallelepiped eventually exceeds
the beam-width of a single track beam. In this case the formation track germ has to be
scanned by a sequence of track beams which are ordered nearly simultaneously and cover
the parallelepiped completely. The resulting pattern of track beams (Figure 6) looks
like the search pattern of the phased array antenna system and allows to minimize the
number of undetected targets with a given small number of multiple detections of the

sar e targt

The resulting track plot cluster has to be correlated with the formation track germ. The
arithmetic mean of the position values and extreme values in each coordinate have to be
determined.
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These cluster values will be filtered with the appropriate track germ values in order to
get the actual filtered position values of the formation track parallelepiped (i.e. cen-
tral position indicator, marginal positions Xmin, Xnax a.s.o.). The application of Kalman
filters (independent in each coordinate of the cartesian tracking coordinate system)
supplies the 7ystem with estir 'ed position-, velocity-, ind acceleration-values of the
central track _%rd the rarginal tracks. The estimation of position, velocity, and accele-
ration allows to predict the future position of the formation track parallelepiped and,
therefore, forms the basis of the next scan.

Marginal target tracking in decoupled cartesian coordinates is quite reasonable, because
generally only one coordinate per marginal target is processed and different targets may
be situated at each face of the parallelepiped. The statistical and cinematical parameters
of the applied Kalman filters are similar to those used in single target tracking; slight
modification may be necessary due to the special error distribution of the mean position
data and an abnormal cinematical behaviour of marginal tracks. Such an abnormal behaviour
may appear, when marginal targets are replaced by inner targets.

DIVERGENCE- AND CONVERGENCE CONTROL

In order to detect diveigent (Figure 7) and convergent (Figure 8) target movements the
permanent control of plot distances and target numbers within the formation would be
necessary. This control process would involve a lot of computer time and -storage. We,
therefore, restrict our attention to those divergence- and convergence-processes which
directly influence the marginal targets of the formation.

By controlling only the spatial extension and the target numbers of the formation the
most relevant cases of divergence and convergence (formation track splitting, formation
track junction) will be detected. But the control of the formation size in an antenna
fixed cartesian tracking coordinate system does not allow an unambiguous distinction
between manoeuvres of the entire formation and real divergence- and convergence-processes.
In both cases the size of one or more faces of the formation parallelepiped will change.
The control of formation size should be executed, therefore, in a central track orientated
cartesian coordinate system (i.e. The x'-y'-system in Figure 9).

The fVrst step in the control process is the estimation of the formation size, i.e. the
mean distances of the extreme position values of correlating plots in each coordinate of
the central track orientated system. The target number within the formation, given by the
mean number of correlating plots, is determined simultaneously. Then the sample values of
formation size and plot numbers appearing at eech scan are permanently compared with the
estimated values. In case of disagreement statistical decision procedures are applied in
order to separate statistical (false alarms, missing plots) and determiniatic variations
of the control variables.

The outcoi'e of these decision procedures decides upon further activities, which will have
to be accomplished with the tracked ferm.ation; e.g. assimilation of other tracks (con-
vergence), complete or partial splitting into single tracks or smaller formitions
(divergence).

The splitting activity uses the target distances (represented by track plot distances)
and given distance criteria .n order to determine the substructures (single targets,
smaller formations) which afterwards will independently be tracked. The splitting activity,
therefore, has great similazity to the formation track initiation procedure. In order to
relieve the continuation of the tracking process the generated substructures should be
supplied with initial state information derived from the motion characteristics of the
dissolved formation.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed procedure of Formation Tracking is intended to be an alternative to single
target tracking in case of extremely close spaced targets.

V, It is to our knowledge the first completely automatic procedure which gives up single
target tracking in case of formation targets and prefers a more collective method of
target data processing. The separation of the problems "tracking in dense clutter environ-
ment" and "tracking in dense target environment" necessitates the systems's ability of
recognizing, whether a search plot cluster eventually originates from dense clutter
instead of a target formation (Fleskes, W., 1978).

AT-.



The tracking- and control-procedures of Formation Tracking were first developed and
tested within a one-dimensioial simulation of the appropriate airspace situations. Examples
of the tests are demonstrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8: target divergence aud target con-
vergence resp. Five targets are simulated (close curves in position-time representation),
the appropriate tracks are rerresented by vectors (head 9 filtered position, arrow 2 fil-
tered velocity). Formation tracks are represented by three vectors appearing simultaneously
(central track and marginal tracks). Single target tracks are generally tracked at diffe-
rent points of time.

These tracking- and control procedures will be transfered with small modifications to our
three-dimensional racar data processing system (ELRA). We expect that Formation Tracking
especially for target numbers n>3 will require less computational effort than any attempt
of single carget tracking in case of formation targets.
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DISCUSSION

D.B.Reid, USA
What is yot:r fundamental reason for cr-iting formation tracks? Is it because of (a) sensor resolution; (b) an
inaoility to associate tracks with returns; or (c) merely a desire to save computer space?

Author's Reply
It is the inability to associate tracks with returns and, of coua',-, in order to save storage and computer time as well.

F.Herzmsnn, FRG
For what number of targets flying in formation is your tracking procedure more efficient than seFdrate target
tracving?

Author's Raply
For three targets.

E.Taenzer, USA
What d,, you do about rcdundant tracks that come about by the merger of tracks that approach each other, so that
their targets fly in formation?

Author's Reply
We try to avoid redundant tracks by testing the identity of tracks before initiating them.
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PERFORYA4C'E OF AUTOMATIC TRACK INITIATION LOGIC
IN SPECIFIC TARGET ENVIRONMN~TS

G. E. LINDEDFRG, A. S. MARGULIES, P. A. SMYTON

The MITRE Corporation
P.O. Box 208

Bedford. Massachusetts 01730 U.S.A.

.• SU'4uRY

Two generalized analytical computer models were developed to provide data for a parametric assessment of

various ATI algorithms which attempt to replicate the surveillance operator's judgmental processes. One
model was used to investigate the initiation of tracks on actual *argets and the other was used to deter-
mine the track initiation performance based only upon false reports. It has been determined that this
perfcrmance dichotomy is valid for the anticipated NAEW target environment.

The results of the investigation indirate that there are several ATI algorithms which would yield s-tis-
iaccory periormance. Even within this set of acceptable algorithms, however, some criteria pro-ide
enhanced performance in initiation of true targets at the e:wcense of a relatively larger number of false
track initiations and there are others for which the converse is true. Furthermore, the level of false
target reports per scan, the expected target speeds, and t*&e speed with which real targets are initiated
are all significant factors in the construction of the ATI feature and their rand fications are discussed
in detail.

S1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The inherent physical limitation of the number of 3urveillance operators available for any command and
control system can result in significant operator workload and stress as the number of radar target
reports increases due to better radar coverage and increased target densities. Some of this burden can
be redu-ed by effective computer processing to relieve th,- operators of as many repetitive tasks as pos-'I sible. In particular, for systems in wb.ch a computer cracks targets and presents the operator with a
display of the track characteristics, the automated surveillance functiono can be extended by having the
computer detect the existence of an untracked aircraft and establish a track on that target.

j This implies than an automatic track initiation (ATI) capability is desirable if it reluces the oper2tor
workload. This necessitates a surveillance rsdar with an adequately low false report rate and an A'I
implementetion which precludes off-setting prtblem in terms of establishing false track. on spurious
targets or low quality tracks on marginally detectable t.r6ers. Taking thee considerations into account,
the purpose of this study effort was to determine which initiation algorithms will provide ucc',ptable per-
formance for the NATO Airborne Early Warning (NAIW) aircraft under expected operational connitions. T7,
accomplish this goal, at, analytical technique was devised whereby insight could be gained regarding the
mensitivity of ATi algorithm performance as a function of the parameters of the tracking process, the
environmont, and the initiation criteria.

1.2 GENERALIZ.,. THE RESULTS

The computer models employed in this investigation werc purposely constructed to avoid effects related to
specific radsr characteristics or unique tracking ts.cniiques. The parametric results can therefore be
generalized ind extende to any track-while-scan - rveiilan-e system without regard to scan rat~s or other
systei. charac teristics.

Examitiation o' some of the complex ATI-rclated issues, such as might be encountered in certAin scenarios
with a particuiar juxtaposition of tarqets, would best be accomplished with a Monte Carlo simulation
approach. towever, the structure of the analytical moa is dev.loped in this study provides a mewas of

-rapidly evaluating initiation strategies and also provides a significant cost savings relative to the
simulation technique. The models also eliminate the effects of statietically annalous situations and
yield mean or expected performance values.
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2. COMPUTER MODELS

In a track-while-scan system, the process of automatically generating a track requires the association of
radar reports on sequential scans or observations. Therefore, the initiation strategies investigated
involve the rate of successful correlation of radar reports and possible tracks and a track is established
when It satisfies several criteria related to the correlation rate.

In order to derive the relationship of the performance of various initiation logics as a function of
system and environmental perameters, it was necessary to first define the meisure of performance. Two
figures of merit were postulated: one is the mean time to establish a track based entirely on true radar
riports and the other is the time required to establish a track based on radar false alarms. It was
determined that for a low density falsa. alarm environment these two factors can be considered independently;
thus it was possible to dc'.elop two separate analytical computer programs.

Both computer models have been generalized to eliminate the specific effec.a associated with the perfor-
mance of a particular tadar or the peculiarities 3f the (omp.tter tracking algorithms. In this manner the
target environment can be ipecified, the track Initiation criteria can be established, and the character-
istics of the system can be Aefined by means of parameters relevant only to the AT1 process. The delay in
establishing a valid track, once the target enters the surveillan e volume, and the rate of false track
initiations can then be determined as a iunction of all of these fact(rs.

The canonic form of the track initiation algorithm has three distinct phases in the process with each
track designated as either potential, tentative, or establi:hed depending upon its status. In each of
these phases each track progresses through a series of strtes as a function of it% radar history. A poten-
tial track is one which has only a single dftection by thc radar. Thus, there exists no information
regarding the target's speed or direction. A tentative track is one which has had more than one correla-
tion but for which there is not enough data to either ensure a high quality track or to have a high con-
tidence level of the track being a true track. An established track implies a track with a high confidence
of representing a true target.

Since the initiation criteria under consideration were all related to the sequential occurrence of radar
observations, it was possible to structure the models as tinlte state Markov processes. An uncorrelated
radar targ-t repcrt was considered to be a potential track and toe occurrence or absence of subsequent
correlating reports wo.ld determine whether cr not the track would advance to Pny other particular state.
A correlation of a track and a radar report was ter-med a "hit" while the lack of such a correlation was
termed a "miss". The track initiation criteria were then based on the hit/miss sequences and the track
moved from one state to another depending on whether n hit or miss occurred on each radar observation.

The system characteristics are accounted for in the state tranrion matrix (which defines the likelihood
of a track hit or miss) and the independent variables are relared to the target environment as specified
by the target probability of detection and by the false alarm density. The results of the investigation
are average values repres2ntative of general conditions rather than the results of a single spe•fi•c case
which might be obtained from a tracking simulation.

2.1 VALID TRACK MODEL

The form of the valid track model is shown in Figure 1-. with, in this illustration, each track being inone of seven possible statLa: targets in the null state (State I) are those undetected by radar ordropped by the ATI logic, the potential phase (State 2) represents a single detection, the tentative phase

(States 3, 4, 5, and 6) includes those targets which may either be promoted into the final established
phase (Ftate 7) as a system track or which will be dropped bac-. to the null state depending on the sequence
of radar observations. The solid lines in the diagram indicate a transition between states which occurs
if there is a radar "hit" and the dashed lines indicate the transition given a radar "miss". For the
particular model _llustrated. to establish a system track two coasacutive hits are requirce to reach
tentative status and then any combination of two hits in the next three observations will result in the
promotion to established status. A miss prior to attaining tentative status ,r two misses while in the
tentative pnase will be sufficient to drop the track back to null state, In any event, for this algorithm,
the track can only stcy in the ATI process for a maximum of kive scans before it is either established or
dropped.

The valid track model is not de endent upon the tracking progral, the correlation window size, or on any
other system charactristics. The major Independent variable is the probability that a track wiil corre-
late with a report and therefore all components are subsumed into the probability of detection (Pd) "alues
established in the transition matrix. The structurp of the :ransition matrix is determined by the number
of states in the system and the values in the matrix are established by the system characteristics. An
N state algorithm requires an NxN transition matrix, T, wherein the values

p; if a track in state i goes to state j upon a hit

t q - (1-p); if a track In state i goes to state j upon a miss

0; otherwise

Should the system characteristics be modifie, it would be equivalent to altering the Pd values in that
matrix. There is no dependence on the frequency of observations and consequently, if a scnnning radar is

_1k assumed, the radar scan rate is not a factor.
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A state vector representing the expected percentage of tracks in each state of the model following each
iteration, or scan, wau constructed along with a transition matrix which delimits the transitions between
states. The model is initialized with 100% of the tracks in the null state and the model is operated

71 until a desired number of tracks, e.g., 50%, 90%, 99%, etc., are in the established state.

The results plutted in Figure 2-2 depict the relationship between the target probability of detection and
the number of Rcans required to initiate system tracks on 90% of the targets as a function of four repre-
sentative initiation algorithms. The most rigorcus logic requires two consecutive correlations to become
tentative and then five hits in six scans during the tentative phase thereby taking an extremely large
number of scans to achieve the desired level of performance at the lower values of probability of detec-
tion. Conversely, for any given Pd, the logic which requires only one correlation in thrie scans to
achieve tentative status and then only one more hit in the next three scans to attain the established

status will provide the desired level much more quickly. The other two logics provide intermediate per-
formance: both require two consecutive hits to reach tentative status, then one requires two hits in six
scans in the tentative phase and the other is identical except that a track will revert to null state if
three consecutive misses occur.

These plots, in Figure 2-2, are normalized by eliminating the minimum number of scans required by each
algorithm. As an example, for the five hits in six scans logic it is not possible for a trzck to be
established for at least seven radar scans following its entry into the surveillance volume and therefore
the plot in Figure 2-2 represents the number of s~ans beyond the minimum of seven.

2.2 FALSE ALARM MODEL

The todel used to investigate false track initiations is illustrated in Figure 2-3. It is similar in form
and function to the valid track model but the initial state now represents a false alarm generator or
source. Since potential tracks consist of uncorrelated reports, a feedback loop is included to calculate
t he number of potential tracks in a scan. Specifically, the number of potential tracks equals the number
of false reports per scan less the number of correlations for that scan. However, since radar reports
tracks in this model are random and are not based on a detectable otject, when tracks are dropped, they
are not recycled into the model. Vor this study, the model is iterated until a single false track reaches
the established state and the number of iterations is then the expected number of scans between false
track initiations.

In the false track case the transitions between states, i.e., the hit/miss probabilities, are related to
the number of false alarms per radar scan, the total surveillance area, and the area of the correlation
window in the tracking algorithm. Assuming false alarms uniformly distributed in the surveillance volume,
the probability that a false alarm will correlate with a track in the system is equal to the ratio of the
correlation window area and the total surveillance area. The probability of any false alarm correlating
with a track is that area ratio multiplied by the number of false alarms.

Figure 2-4 illustrates the expected number of scans, or delay, between false track initiations as a func-
tion of the number of false alarms (NF) for four typical track initiation logics. The logarithmic rela-
tionships emphasize the sensitivity of this model to changes in false alarm density and the slope of the
lines is a function of the number of hits necessary to establish a track. These plots also indicate the
discrimination against false alarms which can be achie-,ed by requiring a larger number of correlating
reports to establish a track by requiring several consecutive hits.

Using other false alarw discrimination techniques in the system would be equivalent to reducing the false
alarm densities for this model. These techniques include:

(a) Using range rate information from the initial radar reports if available. This would provide a coarse
discriminatio.-i which could also exclude consideration of out-bound target& or low-speed targets or targets
moving tangentially with respect to the radar.

(b) Shaping the correlation vindow. A circular window for the first correlation provides no preference
towards or discrimination against targets moving in a particular direction. Shaping the window and
reducing its area to bias the correll:ion in favor of targets with a particular velocity will also reduce
the probability of correlation with a false alarm.

(c) Activating the ATI function in only a portion of the surveillance vulume. The probability of a false
track initiation is reduced linearly as a function of the fraction of the area in vhich it is active,

The analytical model can accommodate the incorporation of any such features by acccunting for their effect
in the probabilities of =orrelation.

3. INTERPRETING THE STUDY RESULTS

The automatic track initiation models have provided insight into the relatiox p of the variables involved
in the ATI process and they permit a rapid evaluation of the effect of mwdifyj.!g any of the several rele-
vant parameters. :he important factors must be balanced to achieve a proper lewal of performance of the
ATI feature in the anticipated operational environment. The existing specifications right therefore be
altered or an implementation may be selected which meets the current specifications but which emphasizes
one particular characteristic more than another. These alternatives are discussed in detail below,

3.) CONFIDENCE LEVEL

If a required percentage of t3rgets must have txacks initiated within a certain period of time after enter-
ing the surveillance volume, the specification of toat percentage (or confidence level) is a major consid-
eration in designing the ATI algorithm. 'he logarithmic nature of the process rtqvires that vwice as
many scans be allocated to achieve 99% confidence than are necessary to achieve 90% cnifidence for a given

---------------------------------------------------------



initiation logic. At a given Pd reducing the required confidetice level further would provide related
reductions in the number of scans to reach that lower level.

This situation is illustrated graphically in Fgure 3-1 where the expected initiation delay is plotted
for 90% and 99% confidence levels for a logic which requires two hits in three bcans to advance beyond
the tentative phase. The most significant effect is evident at the lower probabilities of detection
(Pd) because with a high Pd most targets will quickly become established. A corollary effect occurs when
the specified confidence level is high, but the specified initiation delay is low, such as with 99% of
all targets initiated within twenty scans and a Pd - .4; this specification necessarily imposes a less
stringerd: initiation criteria which is likely to allow the formation of more false tracks than would a
more rigorous algcrithm.

3.2 FALSE ALARM DENSITY ,ND FALSE TRACK RATES

The results of the false alarm density studies which were presented in Figure 2-4 ir.dicate the effect of
specifying a false alarm environment which is greater than th&t expected under operational conditions.
Although such a specification might provide some additional operational performance margin, it also
restricts the set of possible initiation criteria because of the non-linear effects. Depending on the
particular logic under consideration, specifying a false alarm density yive times as large is the nominal
expected value will result in a change of mean time between false tracks by a factor of between 500 to
several thousand.

Furthermore, restricting the rate at which ialse tracks are established to a value which is overly con-
servative in an operational sense will have an impact on the delay in valid track Initiations because
a more rigorous initiation logic will be required. Again referring to Figure 2-4 if a false alarm density
is specified as 100 false aiarms per scan and the specifieJ mean time betw,.en false track initiations is
reduced from 1000 scans to 100 s'cans then the selected logic can be changed from 2 hits in 3 scans to
2 hits in 6 scans. From Figure 2-3 it can then be seen that the delay in establishing 90% valid tracks
will drop from 55 scans to 29 s-ans at a probability of detection of .4.

3.3 CORRELATION WINDOW AREA AND TAaGET SPEED

A simple tracking logic will predict the expected position of a target and will accept a radar return
within some distance of that predicted position as the basis for the subsequent prediction. The area
within which a return is accepted as a valid target report is the correlation window and its size s a
function of the expected target characteristics, the sensor performance, and the tra~king logic
performance.

Because little, if any, information relating to target speed and direction is contained in the first
radar report, the correlation window is generally a circle with a radius determined by the specified max-
imum detectable target speed and the radar sc&nning rate. For a target speed of 1800 knots a'd a ten
second scan interval, the windou would have a five nautical mile radius while a target speed of 600 knots
would require a window of radius 1.7 nautical miles. In this example, specifying the greater target speed,
if it is not actually required in an operational circumstance, would have a secondary effect of increasing
the probability of a false alarm correlation by an order of magnitude with a concomitant increase in the
rate of false track initiations because the probability of a false alarm occurring within the window is a

function of the radius squared.

The relationship between the false track initiation rate and the correlation window r-dius is depicted In
Figure 3-3 for four initiation logics and a specific false alarm density. As an illustration, approxi-
mately 400,000 scans would be required to initiate a false track if a circular correlation window with a
two mile radius were used with the 2 of 6 logic, but a five mile window with that same logic would reduce
the interval to less than 7,000 scans.

A more complex tracker algorithm will use a variible or adaptive window which is modified 4s a function of
the correlation history. Thus the large window is necessary for the initial correlation due to the lack
of information, but as more reports correlate with the track the prediction of the target position is
refined more accurately and the window size can be reduced; however, should correlations be missed the
window size would increase. The variation in correlation window area can be accommodated in the false

track model by inserting the appropriate probability values in the transition matrix. Figure 3-3 illus-
trates the number of scans for three logics to establish a single false track as a functio. of correlation
window radius when the false alarm density and the surveillance voltime remain constapt. Figure 3-4 shows
the relative performance of two logics when a constant three mile w.ndow is used in comparicon to the sameinitiation algorithms when a six mile window is employed for the initial correlation and a two mile window

is used subsequently. From these plots it can be determined that the variable window tracker exhibits the
characereistic of an equivalent constant "effective" window of less than 3 mvilea.

The adaptability of the correlation window provides a compromise between the higher false track initiation1 •rate and the need for tracking high speed targets. However, if reports are missed on consecutive scans
it is likely that the window area will increase to account for prediction uncertainty and error. The

"effect of the growing window is shown in Figure 3-4 where the logic requires only one correlation it three
scans for a track to reach the tentative phase. Since no information on target velocity is contained in
the first (potential) report the correlation window radius increases from six miles co twelve miles to
eighteen miles on subsequent scans if there is no radar hit. Once into the tentative phase, the tracking
logic reverts to a two mile radius window.

The parameter of interest in all of these cases is the area of the correlation window (independent of its
geometrical sl,.,pe) so that if only radially entering targets are of operational concern, the windov shape
might be semi-circular and these plots would still be applicable.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation of the results from the computer models indicates that there is no single, optimal ATI
algorithm. Rather there are a number of alternatives which are more or less useful depending on the
operational requirements and contingencies. As an example of the situation-dependence, an environment
with slow targets having a high probability of detection and a high false alarm rate can use a more
stringent initivtion criteria in order to mitigate the effect cf the false alarms. On the other hand,an environment with fast targets having a low Pd and a low false alarm rate will necessitate quick track
initiation with little regard for false initiations. The logarithmic sensitivity of the scoring logic to
the target Pd and to the false alem density makes it diffirult to span a range of multiple requirements.

Given these considerations, ic would be appropriate t," have the initiation function implemented in a
manner which facilitates modification of the initiation criteria in response to changing operational
dewands. If the hit/miss characteristics or the transition matrix were coded into a computer program as
changeable variables, then such modifications could be accommodated.

The selectior of the actual algorithms to be employed can. be facilitated by using the models described in
this paper. Even though the models do not consider the interaction or reports from different sources in
the crcation of tracks, they do provide an economical mechanism for evaluating performance and for selec-
ting promising algorithms for further study.
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DISCUSSION

S.J.Rabinowitz, USA
Did you consider varying Pd versus range in choosing the optimum logic?

Author's Reply
No, because that variation is scenario dependent. It could be done by changing the values in the transition matrix.

S.J.Rabinowitz, USA
Did you consider using varying number of false alarms versus azimuth choosing the optimum logic?

Author's Reply
No, the deterministic model is based on a uniform distribittion.

R.M.O'Donnell, USA
The doppler response to the .2-3A is vaned due to its signal waveform. Do y,,li plan to take this into account in

Author's Reply
No, but it could be incorporated into the model as a modihication of the values in the transition matrix.
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INITIATION OF TRACKS IN A

DENSE DETECTION ENVIRONMENT

J.D. Wilson and G.V. Trunk
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSTRACT

In a dense detection environment present track-while-scan algorithms will inevitably introduce false
tracks when processing is performed on a scan-by-scan basis. The maximum likelihood solution involving
all detections on all scans is formulated and evaluated for the initiation problem. While the maximum
likelihood method cannot be implemented because of the enormous computational requirements, it provides a
standard to which more implemental algorithms (sucn as a raid detector, which is presently beinr studieol
can be compared.

I. INTRODUCTION

Track-while-scan systems were first proposed for surveillance radars during the 1950'n. If the probability
of detection per scan is high, if accurate measurements are made, if the target density is low, and if
there are few false detections, the design of the correlation logic and tracking filter is straightforward.
However in a realistic radar environment these assumptions are never valid, and the design problem lI
complicated. This paper will consider the problem of track initiation in a dense detection environment.
Since angle resolution is much poorer than range resolution, only range information will be utilized in
this study.

In Fig9. 1, there are three tracks and each track is detected five times. While it is obvious that there
are thrte tracks present, many tracking systems would initiate incorrect tracks because they only asso-
ciate the nearest detecticn uith the predicted position of a tentative track and the predicted position of
a tentative track with only 1 detection depends on a assumed velocity. Moreover, the situation in Fig. 1
rarely occurs; the situation 4n Fig. 2 being more common. Figure 2 is the same three tracks; howe% ir,
several detections have been merged (i.e., individual targets are not resolved), three detections are
missing, and two false alarms ha-e been introduced.

The optimal solution of such problems has been generated under ideal conditions. Specifically, the
maximum likelihood solution has been developed under the assumptions that the probability of detection,
the probability of false alarm, the probability of target resolution a- a function of target separation,
and measurement error characteristics are all known a priori and that all targets are moving in straight
lines. (A somewhat similar approach was used by Stein and Blackman [1975]; however, they did not consider
resolution problems.) Even if ill the above assumptions were true, the maximum likelihood method cannot
be implemented in the foreseeable future because of the enurmous computational load. However, it is still
useful because it provides a standard with which to compare algorithms that can be more readily implemented.

There are two basic problems with the maximuu, likelihood method. The first problem is fundamental and
concerns the tendency of the maximum likelihood method to indicate two tracks (with many unresolved
detections) when a single detection is close to a single tra.'k. This problem was solved by penalizing
tracks with unresolved targets or missing detections. A detailed description of the maximum liklihocd
method is viven in Section II.

The second problem is the computational load. Since search techniques cannot be Lsed to maximize the
likelihood functions because of the large number of local maxima, the concept of a "feasible track" wan
introduced where a feasible track consisted of a specified number of dete'ztions lying within a specified
distance of a straight line. Then the maximum likelihood of occurrence of each combination of the feasible
tracks was evaloated. If there were N feasible tracks and one is inte-ested in up to M track combinations,

likelihood functions would need to be evaluated. For instance, if N = 30 and M = 4, the number

of likelihoods calculated is 31930. This problem is discussed in Section III.

A brief description of how the radar data is generated is given in Section ,V, and the results of the
maximum likelihood method applied to various target geometries containing from I to 4 tracks and several
false alarms are given in Section V. Section VI suggests a practical solution which is presently being
investigated and Section VII summarizes the results.

II. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHOD

The maximum likelihood method involves calculating the tctal probability that a given set of detectionsS~correctly represents a specified set of tracks. The probability of detection, the probability of false
alarm, the probability of target resolution as a function of target sepatation, and the measurement error
characteristics are all taken into account in the calculation of the likelihood. To facilitate the mathe-
matical description of the likelihood method the following terms and definitions are usei:

• NS = the number of scans

• .T the number of tracks

Nil= the total number of detections

N = the number of false alarms

1V



NM = the number of missed detections associated with the NT tracks

- the number of detections involved in resolution r'.obl•ms (i.e., number of detections used
NDR in at least two tracks)

NTR ()0 the total number of tracks using the k-th detection which is used in at least two tracks

xij - the range of detection associated with i-th track on the J-th scan. If there is no
detection associated (i.e., track has a miss associated), xij - 0

Yij - the predicted range of the i-th track on i-th scan assuming a straight line trajectory.

All of the above variables are not independent. The following relationship holas:

N -N N- -Np I+N I ND T NS T- NM DR FA, (i)

NDR

where NTR = N TR(k).
k-1

The difference between predicted and measured position is assumed to be Gdussian distributed with zero
mean and a variance of a2. Thus,

1 2 2
P(-i i ( l e - (x ii-yij) /2a (2)plij-i)= (2nca~) 1/2

For later use, it will be convenient to introduce the expression

xii - 0 orx = 'tj

f(xij-Yie) (X -(xiyij )2a otherwise

Astuming the probability of detection PD is known, the probability of obtaining the speuified number of
detections is

sTi NST-NM £4P N4)(NM 
N

The probability of not resolving any NTlk) - Nk tracks which use a common detection xk is calculated by
first ordering the predicted positions, so that

y 2 .-- < yi<

where for notational convenience the subscript of the scan has been dropped. Letting Dj = y,- Yi_
the probability of not resolving any Nk tracks is given by

Nk
P - RlXk) f- -(Dt) (5)

where the probability of not resolving two tracks separated by distance 0 (discussed in Trunk (1977]) is
"k'. given by

'~ (D < 1.7R

P (• PID) = (2.5R-D)/(.9R) 1.7R < D < 2.6R, (6)

>D 2.6R

"N'
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where R is the 3-dB nulse width (range cell dimension). Furthermore, the position of xk is the sum of two
random variables: one uniformly distributed between Yi and yi , and the other Gaussian distributed
with mean zero and ,ariance a2 . It is shown in the Apiendix Nk that the likelihood of the position of
xk can be approximated by

F 2 /202 21/2

PE (Xk' (e k / )/M( i - (2l 2 Ora (7)
N 1k

where

Ck - Max (0, xk-Y , N 1 k-) (8)
k

4& the distance from xk to the nearest detection if x lies outside ot the interval defined by the predicted
positions; otherwise £k is iero. Finally, the n.m4e. and position of false alarms in the range intervel
of interest RI is given by the Poisson density

PNFA -AR I

P (NA) =
A A(N FAP (R1 )NFA

NAe- 1I (9)

(NrA)

wheru A is the false ala_' density per unit length and the (R ) FA factor in the denominator is due to
the fact that the false alarm3 ave uniformly distributed in range.

In terms of the previous expressions the likelihood of Sn NT track combination is giver by the following:

L(N) = P FA(NFA

T FAFA

jNSNTT( sHTNM N

N SNT-1. -N TR N T N
2/I2 IT f(Xi.-Yi)•

i=l j-l

N DR

f PR(xk) Pe(xk) (10)

k=l

The first line represents the false alarm probability, the second line represents the detection probability,
t-.e third gives the measuremenz error prabability, and the last gives the resolution probability. The
maximlm likelihood method involves assigning to each i-th track (yielding predicted positions yij) a
sequence of detections (xii) that maximize (10).

As presently formulated the maximum likelihond method would have trouble with the target geometry 3hown in
Fig. 3. Let the n-tuple (11, I 2 .. I ) represent a track, where I. is the detection associated
with J-th scan of thc track. In Fig. 3, there are two tracks, (1,1,1,1,1) and (2,2,2,2,M); M represents
a miss, and detection #3 on scan #1 is a false alarm. However, the maximum likelihooi method defined by
(10) wzll yield the solution involving the three tracks (iii,1,i), (2.2,2,2,m,), and (3,2,l,M,M). The
latter case is more likely (as defined by (10))for the following reasons: the false alarm likelihood has
been increased by 6 x 10 (by eliminating the false alarm), the detection likelihood has been decriased by
0.6 (12 out of 15 detections instead of 9 out of 1C detections), the measurement likelihood is increased
by removing a (1/21 )2l/2 factor (2 detections declared resolutions but one detectiois added) and by
6eliminating tw Gaussian errors,;ld the resolution likelihood is decreased by (1/2wr'). Thus, since
6 x l04 is greater than (1/2d 2 ) 7 , the likelihood for three tracks 4 s larger than the likelihood for
two tracks. As formulated by (10), the maximum likelihood method will always try to eliminate false
alarms by introducing false (extraneous) tracks.

To eliminate this problem, two factors have been introduced. One factor penalizes tracks that have
unresolved detections and the recond factor penalizes tracks that have missing detections. These factors
are an attempt to compensate for the fact that the a priori probabilities of the number of tracks and
separation of tracks is unknown. Thus, the modified likelihood is given by

~M
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N - NM
Y(NT) L (NT) (FR) TR DR(FM (11)

Usually, we take 1 F R> . The values presently being used are F - 0.2 and F 0.1. For the
"rest of thie paper, te maxL•u likelihood method will be irplemented by (11).

III. CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FUICTIONS

Search techniques cannot be used to maximize the likelihood function (11) because of the large number
of local maxima. To solve thii computational problem the concept of i feasible track was introduced.
Then the maximum likelihood of e&:h combination of feasible tracks was evaluated.

In this study, 5 scans were considered and a feasible track required at least 3 detections. Furtnermore,
all detections in a feasible track were required to be within 2.6 r.nge cells of the line joining the
first and last detections. If two feasible tracks differ only by misses, fox instance (1, I, 3I, 3 ,4 15}
a.d (?&, 12, 13, 14, M), the track with additional misses is only ieta,.ned if its velocity differs from
tle other track velocity Dy more than 30 ft/s where velocity is determined from the first and last
detections.

Neyt 0,e maximum likelihood is calculated for all single tracks. A direct search technique i3 used to
determine the taro.t's position or, the first and last scan. For each detection associated with the track
tt is determined whether it is more advantageous to label the detection as coming from the track (with its
associated Gaussian error) or whether to declare a false alarm and a missed detection*. At the end of this
process, if a track har a detection fo- each scan, it is called a "perfect" track.

Next, the likelihood is calculated for each possible two-track combination. That is, if there fre 30
feasiblo tracks, there are 30(29)/2 = 435 two-track combinations. If the two track. do nor have any
cons.on detections, ýhe two tracks are said to be "isolated" and the maximum likelihoods for the s-njle
tracks are used. On the other hand, if t-e two tracks do have common detections, each track is considered
to extend from its first to its last dete .-ion. For each detection associated with only ona track, it is
determined whether it is more advantAgeous to label the detection as coming from the track (with its
associat.,d Gaussian error) or whether to declare a false alarm and a missed detection. For detections
common to both tracks, cne of three actions is taken: 1) declare the tracks unresolved, 2) associate the
detection with the nearest track and declare one target miss, or 3) declare two missed detections and a
false alram. It should be noted that all of the previous calcilations proceed on a scan-to scan basis
Therefore, it is possible to obtain a slightly different likelihood if the scans were evaluated in a
different order (e.g., if one introduced a miss on scan 2, one may not want (o. be allowed) to i-troduce a
miss on scan 3).

After all two-trpck combinationc are evaluated, all three-track, 'our-track, etc., combinations .re
cvaluated. Usuaily, if the true ansuer is an n-track combination, all n+l-track combinations are evaluated.
Next, the best track combinations (usually the best 5 to 10 are saved) are maximized by the ý. of direct
search technicues in which each target's position on the first and last scan is varied. FliaI ,, the
track combination with the maximum likelihood is chosen as the correct set of tracks.

When a large number of tracks is present, the computational time on NRL's ASC computer can become exorbitant.
For instance, calculation of the likelihoods for a four-track combi..,tion of 45 feasible tracks requires
40 seconds. Thui, to 4.ncrease computation speed the method was modified to take advantage of "perfect"
tracks--those that have detcctiuns on each scan. Since it is very likely that the perfect track will be
in all the high likelihood track combinations, only track cmkLinations that include the perfect track (or
tracks) will be evaluated. For instance, if there are 10 feasible tracks and tracks 2 and 8 are perfect
tr.cks, only one two-track combination, 28 three-track combinations, and (28)(27)/2 four-track combinations
will be evaluated. Thus, for this example only 407 (1 + 28 + 28(27),'2) Lrack conbinations need be evalu-ated instead of all the 31900 possible track combinations: (30(29)/2 + 30(29) (28)/6 + 30(29) (28) (27)/24).

IV. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

Befoze the results of several simulations are given, the data generation technique will be described
briefly. The targets are assumed to be travelling in a straight live at a constant speed. The radar
detections are generated on a scan basis in the following manner: A decision is made on whether or not a
target is detected. If a target is detected, its position is calculated according to the straight line,
and a Gaussian wander is added to its position. Next, false alarms are generated according to a Poisson
density, and all the detections are ordered in range. The detections are examined, and it is decided,
whether adjacent detections should be merged. If a detection is not merged, a Caussian measurement error
is added. If several detections are rarged, all merged detectionG are replaced by a single detection
whose range is a Gaussian measurement error added to a dete.cion uniformly distributed between the nearest
and farthest merged detections.

A miss is never introduced if the miss lowcrs the number of detections below that required for a
- feasible track.

AJ



v. RESULTS

The pertinent simulation parameters are given in Table 1, and the target parameters are given in T7abl 2.SThe maximum likelihood ar:--oach was applied to 10 indepenaent realizations of the 5 cases given in Table
2; and the results are suvmarized in Table 3. Of the 50 cases run, 7 were incorrectly identified.

STABLE 1 - SYMULATT-N PARAMETERS

PARAMETER VALUE

Number of scans

'Number of misses allowed in track 2

Probability ot detection 0.85

* Average number of false alarms per scan 0.3

Gaussian wander, standard deviation 100 ft

Gaussian neasurement error, stn.irard deviation 100 ft

Range interval 2.0 nmi

Rang. cell dimension 500 ft

Scan time 5.0 s

Penalty factor for resolution (FR; 0.1

Penalty factor Tor misses (FM) 0.2

TABLE 2 - TRACK PARAMETERS

CASE I NO. OFT
NO. TARGETS INITIAL RANGES (nmi) VELOCITIES (ft/s)

IR 1 U(98,100)* G(1000,50)t

2 2 99.a and 98.7 925 and 1000

3R 3 U(98, l00)* G(±000, 50)T

3 99.1, 98.9, and 98.7 1000, 1000, and 1000

4 4 99.2, ?8.7. '•.¾C, and 98.1 950, 300,1000, and 900

* U(98,100) ,ndicates that the initial target positions are uniformly

distributed betwcen the two ranges given

t G(G-100,50) indicates that the velocities ere Gaussian distributed;
the first figure reprzsents the mean value, and the second gives the
standard deviation

TABLE 3 - SIMIILATION RESULTS: NUMBER OF TIMES VARIOUS
TRACK COMBINATIONS WERE SELECTED

NS O ONE TRACr, TWC TRACKS THREE TRACKS FOUR TRACIS
NO Correct Incor-ect Correct Incrr-ct Scrrect Incorrect Correct Incorrect

ik I 1

2 10

3R 3 6 1s.

3 1 9

, I 4I 1 8

, At least one track had a veloctty error gr, ,cer than 10%

However, it was jud~ed (by the authcrs) that all 7 incorrect .solutionas were the most reasonable
result. In mz-t cases wherp the nu.aber of tracks was underestimated, the truie track containea fewer than
three detectoi,s and trese wert in,.orrectly asumed f, Is, alarms. The two cases uncre the track'had a

- velocity -,rror greater than 10% occurred because the track either used a false alarm or stole a detection
from another track.

W .-
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The ten examples of the four-track situation will be reviewed to illust.ate the maximum lk-'lihood method.
The detections made on five scans on each repetition are shown in Fijs. 4(a) thxough 4(j). In each figure
the total range interval is 2 rni. Note that for presentation purposes the ranges have been normalized by
adding 5000 ft per scan, which corresponds to a velocity of 1000 ft/s. In the figures, dots represent
detections, M's represent missed detections, arcb re)resent unresolved detections, FA indicates a false
dalrm, and the dashed lines represent the true tracks. In Pach scan the detections are numbered from

i4,•At to left.

In Fig 4(a), the selection in accordance with the maximum likelihood is the following combination of four
tracks: (1,1,M,M,1), (2,2,M,1,1), (3,1,M,2,2), and (4,3,2,3,3). The nearest false likelihood
involving track (1,1,1,14,1) instead of (1,1,14,1,11 was only five times smaller.

In case 4(b), the three tracks ((,1,1,M,1), (2,2,2,1,2), and (3,M,3,2,3) wvere .elected, Although incor-
rect, this obviously is what a reasonable person would select. The closest likelihood to this solution
differs by a factor of 1000.

In case 4(c), the correct tracks (1,1,1,1),(M,2,2,2,M4), (2,M,3,3,2), and (3,3,4,4,3; are chosen. All
other track combinations considered are simple variations of the above tracks.

In case 4(d), tle correct tracks (1,1,1,1,1), (Me,,2,2,M), (2,3,3,3,2), and (M,4,4,4,3) are selected. The
closest likelihood, which is not a trival variation, differs by a factor of 10000.

In case 4(t), the correct track comoination 11,1,1,,), (2,2,2,^,m), (2,3,3,2,2), and (M,4,4,3,3) had the
largest likelihood. The largest l'kelihooC of a three-track combination, ignoring track 2, differed by
1000.

In case 4(f), the track combination (1,1,1,1), (2,2,2,M,M), (M,3,3,2,2), and (3,4,4,3,M) was selected.
"All otao: combinations considered aeze simple variations of this case.

I IIn case 4(g), the correct track combination (4,1,M1,I,), (M,2,I,M,1), (I,M,2,2,2), and (2,3,3,3,3) was
Nelected even though there were only five detections on the first two trrcks. The second largest likeli-
hood, which dropped track 2, was 25 times smaller than the maximum likelihood.

In ca-ae 4(h), the four track combination (1,1,1,1,1), 1M,2,2,2,2), (2,3,3,3,3), aad (3,4,M,4,4) was
selected. The second track selected two false alarms (detections 2) on scans 4 and 5 inctead of detections
1. 'The likelihood of the true track combinaticn differs from the maximum by a factor of five.

In case 4(1), the correct tracks (1,1,I,1,1), (2,2,2,h,l.), (3,3,3,2,2), and (4,M,4,3,3) were selected.
The likelihood of the three-track combination ignoring track 2 is 100000 times smaller.

In case 4(j), the correct trickg (i,1,1,1M), (2,M,2,1,1), (M,2,3,M,2), and (3,3,4,2,3) are selected and

the close.;t 3-tiack combination cAffers by a factor of 10000.

In wummary, in the 10 repe-itions, two falre track combinations were selected. Howevei, both of these
false track combinations were very reasonable solutions. That is, with the gqven detections these are the
tracks one would expect any operator or algorithm to deduce.

I Since the maxxmum likelihood solution assumes that the probability of detection (P,), probability of false
alar' (Pf ), and Gaussian measurement error (C) aru all known a priori, a sensitivity analysis of the
four-tracg combination was conducted. In the first case, the probab.lity of detection was assumed to be
0.95 instead of the true vdlue of 0.85; in the second case, the average number of false alarms per scan
was assumed to be 0.6 instead Df the trau value of 0.3; in the third case, the Gausiian error %..T assumed
to be 200 ft instead of the .ue value of 100 ft.; and in the last case, all the incorrect assumptions
were made. The results are shown in Table 4. The three repetitions that 2roduced differeŽnt results were
1, 7, and 10. In case I (referring to Fig. 4(a)) when a lrger Gaussian error was assumed, track (1,1,M,M,l)
was replaced by track (1,1,1,M,M). This had the effect of removing a false alarm. In case 7, different
tracks were prcduced when one assumed P = 0.95 and/or 0 = 200 ft. The resulting three tracks (see Fig,
4(g)) are (M,2,!,M,1),(I,M,2,2,2), and ý2,3,3,3,3); that is track (M,1,M,1,1) is no longer detected. In

i casae 10 when all the incorrect assumptions were made, track (2,M,2,1,1) was dropped, resulting in only the
.tree tracks (1,3,1,1), (2,2,3,M,2), and (3,3,4,2,3) being detected. In general, the maximum likelihood

method is rather insensitive to the assumed parameters. The parameter that it is most sensitive to is the
Gaussien error.

VI. RAID VETEC'OR

In general the maximum likelihood meth,,d of initiating tracxs works extremely well. However, since the
method cannot be implemented because of the cmaputational requirement, a modification of a raid detector
studied by Fled (1977) is presently being investigated. The basic idea is to declare a target raid and
estimate the raid vel-;ity and number of targets in the raid.

A raid is initiated wnen M4 uncorrelated detections on a previous scan correlate (associate) with the same
M M detections on the prenent scan. (While one would prefer to initiate M1I M tentativB tracks, the coripu-
tational time required grows exponentially). As shown in Fig. 5, raid tracking is performed by first

$. calculating the raid velocity, which is determined by the centroid of the raid detectPns on each scan,
and then tsing the raid velocity to predict new positions for each target detected on the present scan.
Flad uses a fixed 8 filter for velocity, uses the present detections as the smoothed positions, andr makes nc attempt to estimate the number of targets in the raid.

We are presently changing the value of 8 on a scan-to-scan bases; usir- a higher value for 8 if the
number of detections on the present and previous scans are the same. nurber of targets in the raid is
being estimated by two methods: maximum likelihooi estimate and Cinir n of a cost function. The

moximum likelihood estimate consists of finding the values of (the ,.r of targets) and PAT D



TABLE 4 -NUMBER Or TRACKS ESTIMATED~ FOR 4-TRACK CASE_._E_ INCORREC.T PARAMETERS ARE USED_

REPETITION CY"RECT ASSUMED ASSUMED ASSUMED ALL INCORRECT
NO. ASSUMPTIONS ? - 0.95 NO. FA - 0.6 0 - 200 ft. ASSUMPTIONS

iD

1 4 4 4 4*

2 3 3 3 3 3

3 4 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4 4 4

5 4 4 4 4 4
S6 4 4 4 4 4

7 4 3 3 3

8 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*

9 4 4 4 4 v

10 4 4 4 4 3

* At least one track had a velocity error greater than 101.

(probability of ietection) that maximize

NS N.

'L(N DPD) W P (Nj-i), (12)Hj E R FA J-

i-i i1e

where PB(i) is the binomial detection probability of i detections of NT targets
B B

P (i (p)i (P)NTi (13)

BA (NT) (D) )

P Wk) is the Poisson probability of k false alarms per scan

PFA (k) - ke-/k! , (14)

and N. is the number of detectirns in the raid on each of the N scans. In this formulation, the false
) Salarmldensity X is assumed to have been estimated via environm~ental map monitori,,g. Toe second mech~od

minimizes the cost function

C(N p + p0 _~ N P (1-P 3 ~I(15)
T' D i NTD T TD D

where pa' N are the average and variance of the number of detections on each scan. For a qiven NT'
the value of P that minimizes (35) is

PD - !21 -2A + l]/12N + 2] (16)

where the appropriate sign depe::'l on whether t1-* tt-rm wi-hin the absolute value is plus or minus.

The two methods were compared by using )00 repetitions of a casc where NS . 10, N * 3, Px 0.8. and
- 0.3. The results are summarized in T'able S.

TABLE 5 - COMPARISON OF MFTHQf S ZriR ESTIMATING
NUMBER OF TARGETS IN A RAIDA _____________ ___ ___________

ESTIMATION METHOD 1,t.4BER OF T" RGETS ESTIMATED

1 2 1• ' 3 . , 4 5

MhXIMLM. LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATE 0 72 25 3

j I COST MINIM17AT:0 I0 1 76 10 3

• " • 'J- " - - __. .. .." L •. _ • ''.•J ,• - -. . ., - ,
- ---.-. *-~vi"
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Comparing the two methods, both methods yield similar results except for the fact that the n-ximum
likelihood method tends to overestimate the number of targets. It should al3o be noted that the cost
minimization is about 5 times quicker to calculate, since the maximum likelihood method requires a search
to find the value of PD that maximizes (12).

VII SUhMARY

The maximum likelihood method of initiatinq tracks woiks extremely well. However, the method cannot be
implemented because of the enormous computational requirement. For instance, it took 40 seconds on the
NRL's ASC computer to evaluate all possible 4-track combinations of 45 feasible tracks when none of the
feasible tracks were "perfect". Thus, a more practical procedure must be considered. Presently, a
modification of a raid detector studied by Flad [19771 is being investigated. The basic idea is to
declare a target raid and estimate the raid velocity and number of targets in the raid.
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IX APPENDIX--!,I'EIHO0D OF MERGED TARGETS

If several targets are me'qed, the position of the unresolved detection is given by

x . y + z, (l)

where y is uniformly distributed between plus and minis A (the nearest and farthest predicted2 target
positions of merged targets) znd z is a Gaussian measurement error with mean 0 and variance 0 . The
density of x is given by tne convolution,

A A
2 2

PA I - e -(x-y) /20 dy (2)
_2A~~ (2a /2

-A

Equation (2) will now be evaluated for the two special cases when A >>a and when »>>A. If A>XO
and ixl<A (i.e., detection is betweer predicted positions), the integral of the Gauisian density is
approximately 1, and (2) reduces to

1
p(x) - . (3)

2A

If A>>o but ixi>A (i.e., detection outside predicted positions), p'x) is approximattly given by

41
P(x) -- -- (4)

2A

where jxj" A +6

and tý(T) T 1 e-u 2 /2 du (5)

IX Id be noted that the situation lxi> A will rarely occur when A>o.

When o>>A and ixl< A (which will be very rare), the exponential is essentially one, and p(x) reduces
to

,- .1()

(21ra 2)1/2

on the other hand, when 0>A and xl> A, the exponential is a -onstant and can be pulled outside the
integral resulting in

1/2 /dPW" e •x) (7) 1

2 'a 2
y-.

~'-~*7-



where IxI = A + 6. Co'bining (3) through (7), p(x) can be approximated by

-62/2o2
e (8)

pMax(2A, (2,0
2  2

where 6 = Max (0, x-A, -A-Y)

~zi
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Fig. 2 History of five scans in which detections were missed, detections

were merged, and false alarms occurred.
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Figure 4(a)

Fig. 4 The diagrams(a) through (j) making up this figure present 10

iterations of one simuvlated 4-target raid and the radar detections

that occurred. The variations in results are caused by random

false alarms that were introduced and by noise and clutter. Dots

represent detections, M's represent missed 'detections, arcs represent

unresolved detections, and FA indicates a false alarm. The dashed

lines show the true tracks., In each scan the detections are

numbered from right to left.
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DISCUSSION

H.B.Driessen, Netherlands
What is the criterion to decide if the track was correct or incorrect (Table 3)?

Auhor's Reply
A track is incorrect if either there are the wrong number of tracks or a track has a velocity error greater than 10%.
(See footnote on Table 3.)

G.Binias, FRG
Have you determined the prooability of losing tracks by using the raid tra.:ker's velocity (ac:celeration) estimation
instead of estimating values for individual targets?

Author's Rcply
Nc. However, since the raid tracker should only be used in a dense detection en-ironment (where individual tracks
will have either missed or false correlations) we would expect the raid tracker to have better performance.

D.B.Reid. USA
How does your work compare to Morefie!d?

Author's Reply
Moref.eld does not consider the probability of resolution in his formulation. We have tried to use his integer
programming method, although it cannot be applied diiectly since the probability coefficients will change if there
are unresolvtd detections. However, we are presentlv trying to modify his method.

PI
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AUTOMATIC RADAR TRACKINC IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FACILITIES

Hugh G. McEvoy
Federal Aviation Administration

Washington, D. C., U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The 62 busiest air traffic control terminal facilities in :he United States have been equipped with a
computer-aided radar detection system which has been called ARTS III. The acronym is derived 4rom Auto-
mattc Radar Terminal System. This system was deployed in the field during 1971 and 1972. The A0TS III

has been held up as an example of a succestful program since it was done on schedule and within badget
nnd was very well received by the operational work force.

Although the system is highly reliable, it is totally simplex and is very basic. Only transponder-equipped

aircraft are tracked within the basic ARTS III. The main tailure mode of the system is the use of analog
"-ideo which would still be available in the event of a digitizer or computer malfunction. One o the main
reasons which dictated beacon-only tracking was the difficulty in developing a digitizer to handle primary

radar in the termii.al environment. Site characteristics, antenna rotational rate, and pulse repetition
frequency of terminal air traffic control radars resulted in q high sampling rate not only of desired
targets but of ground ano weather clutter.

The FAA, together with Sperry UNIVAC, has developed a radar tracking system for use tn the terminal area.
The extractor is referred tc as a Sensor Rece- jar and Processor (SRAP). It detects both primary radar and
secondary tadar targets and correlates the two for transmission to the central computer. The primary radar
extractor portion of the SRAP employs a rank order quantizer as the first detector so Lhaý quantizing of

signals is done on a i n-porametric basis. The device also employs a dynamic corrLiation measurement
technique to produ.-e a tight clutter false alarm control. The ARTS III computer program has been modified
to accept data already azimuthally correlated between primary and secondary signals.

INTRODUCTION

Thirty-five years ago we were in the middle of World War II and the early applications of radar to the
problem of air defense were being followed. It had also become apparent by that time that radar could
also be used for the guidance and safe landing of friendly aircraft. Ever since thaL time developments
related to radar were influenced by both of these applications.

Twenty years ago the state of the a:: relative to real time command and Lotrol was the SAGE system. This
was the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment developed for North American Air Defense. It was obvious to

many, especially from the military, that thic system could also satisfy all the requirements of the FAA
for air traffic control surveillance. A close investigation of the SAGE system, however, led the FAA to
the conclusion that additional developments were necessary to produce a syster. wlic could satiafy the

specific requiirements for air traffic control although it was granted that the requirement of providing
surveillance of au aircraft was common between the air defense and the air tra-fic czntrcl mission.

r,•-ing 1.,.e 60s the FAA initiated the development of NAS E. Route Stage A. This system has now been deployed
.t all 20 of the air route traffic control centers in the 48 coterminous states and provides an autor.ctic
radar detection and processing capability on both primary and secondary radar. The same digitizers were
proposed for use in a terminal air traffic control enviionment but this was discarded in the late 60s
because of a number of constraints imposed by the more severe terminal environment. Among these factors
are the greater maneuvering aspect from aircraft in the terminal area, the fact that aircraft are,
generally speaking, closer together, the requirement that the environment be scanned at a higher rate, the
higher pulse repetition frequency resulting from the increased antenna rotational speed, and the fact that
there are less prerogatives available with respect to siting criteria since the radar antenna usually must
be sited on the airport. As a consequence of these difficulties in digitizing primary radar for use in
the terminal, it was decided to implement automation in a marner whereby only secondary radar was digitized
and utilized by the computer. The ARTS III system was developed and deployed on that basis and is now
operating in the 60 busiest terminal areas in the United States. This system was well received in the
field and has been very successful.

Even before the basic ARTS III systems were deployed the FAA launched an ARTS III Enhancement program.
Some of the products of this enhancement prcoram have already been deployed. One of these is the Minimum
Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW) program. This program compares the altitude being transmitted from a trans-
ponder and compares this with a computer stored map of safe altitudes and decirel heights along the approach
course. When the computer determines that the project2d course will result in an unsafe altitude condition,
an audio and visual alert is provided to the controller. Another product of the enhancement program which

p ~ has been deployed is the Conflict Alert program which compares trajectories of all aircraft pairs ,ithin
the surveillance capability of the system ard provides alerts to the controller when a potential conflict
is found to be imminent. The main thrust of the enhancement activity, however, has been related to system
reliability, system capacity and the addition of primary radar capability. Although the ARTS III system
has demonstrated good reliability the system is simplex and no redundancy has been provided for either
the computer or the secondary radar digitizer. Since the digitizer data has been superimposed on an analog
display the most (.bvious failure mode is one where the total analog picture is still available.

Since it is apparent that every additional functional capability which gets added to a system such as
ARTS III results in additional data being presented on the controller's display, it is believed necessary

-t tbat the problem of display clutter must be solved. The most obvious direction is to move toward a full
digital ARTS system. The elimination of the analog data could tidy up the display to the point where
additional data could be provided in such a manner as to be easily ingested by the controller. It is
obvious that a required condition necessary for the removal of the broaA band data is a significantly
increased system reliability. To this end the ARTS III ccmputer has been modified to provide a multi-
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processing capability. The computer program txecutive has been redesigned to make use of this multi-
processing capabilicy and operate in a tail safe/fail soft manner.

The basic ARTS III system provides beacon-only tracking. The tracker has been optimized with respect to
the probability of correlation of a track and a datum point on a scan basis. Some measurements have shown
this probability vc be in the order of 85 percent. A study has shown (Birkholz, Heidbrink, Wold, O,tober
1972) that the addition of primar, radar to help in the correlation process would improve the probability
of correlation to something In the order of 99 percent. This would indicate that in the high dersity
terminal environment even with a high ircidence of transponder equipped aircraft, the improved tracking
reliability provided by the addition of digitized primary radar is justified. At the lower density
facilities, it is obvious that the addition of digitized primary would Pllow for the tracking of non-
transponder equipped aircraft. This improvement to the ARTS III which includes the fail safe/fail soft
executive, the fail safe/fail soft program and the addition of primary radar tracking is referred to as
the ARTS IliA system and is rresentl," being deployed.

With a view tooard the eventual full digital ARTS system, the FAA's Research and Development Service has
deployed a system in the Tampa, Fla. area to demonstrate the feasibility of all digital operations using
the ARTS IliA system as a basf. An ASR-6 radar at Saiasota, Fla. has been digitized and digitally remoted
to the control faci ity at Tanpa some 35 miles away. The device that provides the digitizing is the Sensor
Receiver and Processor (SRAP) designed by the Defense Cystems Division of Sperry UNIVAC (Freeberg, Joyce,
Kemp and Saltsman, December 1975). The main thrust of this paper will be to describe the operation of the
SRAP. In addition to providing digiral-only data to the Tampa controllerq based on the Sarasota radar,
digital surveillance datk, from both tne Tampa ano Sarasota radars are transmitted in narrow band fashion
to four satellite towers and the information is presented on a Tower Cab Digital Display designed by
Magnavox.

SENSOR RECEIVER AND PROCESSOR (SRAP_

It is probably tzue tnt.- , description of ý radar digitizer or plot extractor starts out b" saying the
intent is to provide the maxlm'nm probability of dtereting targets and at the same time providii:g a minimum
false alarm rate. Trite as this might be, this is certainly the intent if the radar process qubsystem for
FAA's terminal air traffic control. The basic system consideration is the number of detection levels or
filters,designed so that interference is discririnated against as early in the processing chain as possible,
to limit the amount of processing required, and in addition, to opts zize the relationship between target
detection and false target.s. The first detector can be thought of as being on a microsecond to microsecond
basis. Its main function is -o determine along a sweep radial indications of a signal as distinguished f-om
receiver noise. The =.econd detector is the device wlere signals which have been quantizeL are correlated

- Iin azimuth to rroduce target reports. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the SRAP. This paper concentrates
on a description of the operation of the primary radar processing and, theref-re, is concerned with the two
boxes on top: the Radar Extractor (REX) and the Radar Microcontroller (RMC). The boxes below handle
secondary radar and (he CPS correlates radar targets with beacon targets.

Radar Extractor (REX)

The range of the radar is brcken down into range cells in the order of v pulqe length which is the basic
resolution capability of the system. One way to discriminate between signal and noise is on the basis of
a priori knowledge of the si3nal and noise characteristics. A discriminator designed on this basis would
be called a parasetric detector. The properties of radar signals and noise are such, however, that much
of their behavior is not predictable and a discriminator which is non-parametric is desirable. Among the
non-parameirie devices considered there are devices such as the multi-level quantizer and the rank sum
quantizer but the one chosen, ror the SRAP is the rank order quantizer.

Video signals from the radar receiver are presented to the SRAP inpuit. A range clock synchronized with the
radar triggers provides for the sampling of Zhe radar video every sixteenth of a mile in range correspond-
ing to a sample time of 722 manoseconds. This compares with a pulsewidth of 833 manoseronds for the
ASR-4, 5 and 6 systems. The video awplitude in each range cell is quantized by a ten-bit analog-to-cigital
converter comrensurate with a 60 db dynamic range. Since it is necessary to quantize both MTI and NORlMAL
video the converter is time-multiplexed between the Zwo videos and r ten-bit sample of each is prod.iced
for each range cell (See Figu-e 2).

Since the ASR-7 and ASR-8 cai, provide dibital video, the option is available to accept .en-bit video
samples, to compensate for operation in frequency diversity and provide time-multiplexed ten-bit samples
of normal and FTi signals each range cell interval. The alternative for these radars is to use the digital-
to-analog converters in the radar receivers Lo provide synthetic antalog to the analog-to-digital converters
in the SWI . The main problem with this alternacive is that in the digital-to-analog-to-digital conversion
some bits are lost which compromises the operation of the Rank Order Quantizer.

The Rank Order Quantizer (ROQ) consists of a shift register which is 27 range cells long by ten bits wide
(Figure 3). At a given time the ten bits in the center of the register represent the amplitude for the
range -:ell to be quantized. The surrounding locations hold the values for the 13 range cells preceding
and the 13 range cells following. The two range cell. immediately surrounding the candidate cell form a
guard ba.td and are not considered in the comparison operation. The contents of the center cell are compared
with the contents of the other 24 cells. For half of the comparisons the value of the center cell must be
greater than the oth-r cell to score a one while for the olher half a greater or equal comparison will
score a one. The score for these 24 comparisons is then tocaled yielding a count between 0 and 24. Since
both NORMAL and MTI signals must be quantized, the actual shirt register hea 53 range cell positions and
is clccked at half range-cell increments. The output Is a iive-bit rank twice per range cell - one for
NORMAL and one for Hill. The ROQ is a distribution-free detector and so it produces a constant bit rate
which can be predictcd on the basis of the threshold settings esseatially independent of the statistical
variations in the amplitude of the video. For example, at a threshold setting of 24 the p. lbability of
quantizing on noise would be 1/25 or 4%. At a setting of 23 the resulting proý,billty is 8%.
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Hit Processing

Referring to Figure 4, the nent obvious operation is the use of the rank numbers to determine "hits" for
the purpose of target declaration. For each range cell the ranr number is Lompared to a tareshold
provided by parameters stored in the radar microcontroller (RMC). If the rank is greater than or equal
to the threshold a "I" is generated for that range cell. This results in two serial bit streams, one for
NORMAL - one for MTI, wi.h each serial bit representing the presence or absence of a hir, in a particular
range cell. Selection between the NORMAL and MTIr serial bit stream for target detecti n is based on
feedback from the clutter map generated in the RMC.

In addition to processing hits f.r the purpose of target declaration, it is also necessary to estimate
the clutter situation for purposes of threshold setting, video selection and weather detection. The first
step in this ptocess is to produce clutter "hits" analogous to the target "hits described above. The orly
differences in the process are that a separate threshold from the RMC is utilized and there is no splection
betveen NORMAL and MTI so that a full range of clutter hits is provided for both.

Target Declaration

A range-oriented memory consisting of a 27-bit word for each range cell is the hasis for the ta'.6:t
detection logic. On the basis of the clutLer map generated in the RMC bits from either the NORMAL or MTI
serial streem are presented to the rcnge-ordered memory. The following information is accumulated tud
stored utilizing 23 of the 27 available bits:

MC Miss Count, number of successive misses after last hit

HC Hit Count, number of hits since start of che record

Sc Sweep Count, number of sweeps since the first hit

SW Sweep Moment, accumulated sum of sweep counts associated with hits

Target cnd is indicaeed by the Miss Count (MC) reaching a Miss Count Threshold (MTC) provided ly the RMC.
When this occurs .he hit count is examined to see if it i-as reached a Hit Count Thieshcld (H,-) also
provided by the RMC. Tf so, the record is sent to the REX FIFO buffer for processing by the -..MC.
Otherwise, the record is discarded.

Clutter Monitor

It has been shown (Lefferts, Robert E., May 1976) that for the purpose of discriminating agal~st clutter
and for deteoting weather returns a real time estimate of the -lutter azimuth correlat;on tactor is more
significant than a measure of total energI returned. The method cho3en for estimating the ocrrelation
factor is the counting of "isolated hits". An "isolated hit" is defined as ai. output of the ROQ meeting
or exceeding a threshold fhr a particulai range cell while being less than the threi3hold op both preceding
and succeeding pulse periods. Clutter monitor words each consisting of four fields hold the sum of the
isolated hits for NORMAL and MTI over two range incre.,ents of 32 range rells. These words are stored in
the REX FIFO buffer for processing by the RMC.

Radar Microcontroller

The Radar Microcontrciler (RMC) is G general puroose microprocessor which operates at a basic speed of 200
manoseconds per instruction. Information furnished from the REX i? st-red in the First In/Ftrst Out (FIFB)
buffer. The basic outputs from the rEX which are utilized by the RMC Ere primitivo target repoits from
the targeZ processing logic and isolated hit counts from the clutter racmntor logic, Thi main functions of
the RMC are the following: 1) Determination of target range azimuth and quality; 2) Filtering 'f target-
on the basis of quali.v and formatting for output; 3) The scan to scan to scan int-gration of the norms'
isolated hit counts and generation of a clutter map !or NGRMAL/MTI selection; 4) Computing of areas of
light and heavy weather and fo~matting for otput.

Clutter Monitor Wero Frocessing

For the purpose of procex Ing normal isolated hits, the cove-a,.e area of the radar is broken down iuto
zones which are 32 range cells by 32 azimutY ch-..ge pulses. 'ith a 64-mile range this provides 4096 clutter
zones in one scan of the antenna. Clutter moný,or words received from the FTFO contain ' -bit representations
of the nn'mbers of Is5idted hits over 32 rane cell in,rements of the iweep range ior both NORmaL and MTI
clutter hits. For each zone the numbe" ol normal is-lated hits is accumulated in the Normal Video Isolated
Hits Sector Sumnhary. These accumulated sums o, th- uormal isolated hits in a sector are integrated over a
number of scans to produ-e a clutter map. This map is utilized as feedback to the REX for the selection

d of either NORMAL or W-1 raiget hits for th-. target hit processing logic. In each sector the accumulated
value cf normal Isolated hit cot~ni is comjared againio two thresholds: one f-r light weather and one for

heavy weather. The result of this comparison is the cýmputaticn of a weather map which is fo-matted for
output.

The MTI isolated hits are Drocessed in a cliding window which consists of a wedge 32 azimuth changes pulses
in azimuty. During each -weep the current isolated hit cxunt is added into the sliding window and the
value which is 32 sweeps old is Eubtrqcted. 'his dynamic integrated value of MTI Isolated hits is utilized
for second threshold processing of targets within the radar microcortroller.

"T"rget Processing

The first task performed in target processing is to compare records from the REX for the purpose of
determining if there a-e any recoed. in adjacent range cells or at adjacent azimuths. 'The target range
and azimuth are then cimputed in a straightrorward fashion giving appropriate weighting to adjacent records.



Once the range and azimuth have been determined, a Jetermination is made as to whether NORMAL. or MTiE was
selected for that zone. In the case of MTI selection, a second threshold test is -pplied tc the record
hit count., A threshold is conputed on the bacis of the-isolated hits accumulatad in the MTI sliding
window. Anyreports which fall below this threshold are discarded; Target reports whose range-and
azimuth, have- been determined' to fall in- zones- where' normal- video- has. been, selected, are' not, subjected' to
second threshold processing. A report quality field of three bits is associated with each target report.
Basically this .dentifier is a wasure of how much the hit count excweds a specified threshold. Maximm
value for-quality is 7 and any hit count which exceeds this value is tagged with the value 7.

SUMMARY

The SRAP has proven to be a successful .development for the addition of primary radar tracking to the

ARiS III systems. .The Rank Order Quantizer provides a constant probability of quantizing on noise
essentially indapandent of the statistical variation of amplitude of the video input. The technique of
counting "isolated hits" was found to be a good method. of providing an on-line estimate of the self-
correlation property of the environment. The use cf this measure of the correlation as the basis forselecting Mrl or NORMAL and for the determinatlon of weather thresholds has been effective.

With reqard to reducing the~declaration of targets due to clutter, it has been found that the us bh
isolated W1 hit count to threshold the minimuL hit c.ount for target declaration in areas where 1l .4
selected is effective in-controlling the false alarm rate. In addition, the use of target quality to
control the dat& load allows effective tracking of all targets.
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DISCUSSION

D.V.Kyle, UK
Are any .-esolution problems created by the use of the Rank Order Quantizer?

Author's Reply
Theoretically, we would have a resolution problem with two targets in the rank using 4% PN or 3 in the Lank with

8%PN. In practice, however, this has not been a problem and resolution is as goud or better than with SSR,
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EXPERIENCE WITH AUTOMATIC TRACKING SYSTEMS

OF THE ROYAL NETHERLANDS NAVY

Leo Stigter,
Centre for Automation of Weapon
and Command Systems (CAWCS),

Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN),

Den Helder, the Netherlands.

SU:4r4ARY

This paper deals with the problens encountered and the experience gained with

automati. tracking systems for the modern frigates of the Royal Netherlands Navy.

The ,bjectives for introducing these systems are mentioned and compared to

the actual resu ts. At the moment we have several years experience with the 3D-

automatic tracking system aboard the "Tromp"-class frigates, while for the "Kortenaer"-
class frigates shore-based and initial seagoing trials have been carried out with its
2D automatic trackinr system for air targets and surface targess. A converted "Van
SDeyk"-class frigate carrying a syst.em similar to that of the Kortcnaer is undergoinC

intLgration tests now.

A brief description of some tools used during the design of these systems is
inserted to give an idea in which way CAWCS handles nroblems like thlis. Finally some
attention is paid to the direction of our actual develonment effcrt.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. 3bjectives.

The objectives to introduce the on board data handling system DAISY (Digital
Automated Information-processing System) on our frigates ar2:

i) bring the Command Information Center's workload down,

ii) supnly the command timely with a di-estable amou:!t of relevant and correct
information.

To achieve this in a cost-effective way straight-forward solutions are evaluated, and
in most occasions the degration with resnect to the theoretica, best solution is

neglectable. In our view the search for simnlicity is the best anproach in dealing with
the constraints imnosea by the available rremory size, processing tine and delivery

• ~date. Meanwhile the technical risks are surveyable, and if bottle-necks arise, timely
•°•i reaction is possible.

1.2. Aonroach.

Different DAISY's have been introduced on various types of frigates, but the
Ssimilarity in operator interface -for saving on onepator training- and the similarity

in software -for savin- in development costs- have been regarded conscientious. This

approach led to - DAISY-family of close related data-handlVng systems, only deviating in

areas, where necessary due to the characteristics of the tyoe of shin.

Vq Automatic tracking being a subsystem of these DAISY's should follow the

outlined directives. So the sa.'e set-up has been used for all automatic trackinC modules,
and deviations were only allowed, if otherwise the performance of the system would be

.degraded noticeably.
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1.3. Desipn considerations.

Automatic radar data processing can serve the prime objective. We distinguish

in this field operator initiated autompntic tracking and automatic initiation systems.

The latter is the most attractive, If the number of generated false tracks is small and

the track-duration long enough. Otherwise the rapid change of the tactical picture will

confuse the orerator. Furthermore the time to distinguish between true tracks and false

tracks must be linited, and the core .nu ,rocessing-time needed must be available.

Operator initiated automatic tracking is less complicated mainly because the spontaneous

generation of false tracks is absent.

As for both systems track-duration is relevant, some analysis was done in this

direction, revealing the sensitivity of the track-duration with respect to various

parameters like detection- and false alarm probabilities, measurement accuracies, data

rate, filters and target accelerations.

The development of a suitable filter was done in parallel, as the requirements

to the filter became apparent during this process.

2. TOOLS

2.1. Filter-development.

In the early development of tracking filters attempts were made to serve two

goals. The first is to realize prediction fojr the next association, and the second is to

adapt to the required smoothness for the data-handling system. However in systems with

modelling errors, as well as noise - e.g. second order filters fcr manoeuvring targets-

the optimal 3olution for association is not suitable for the data-handling system.

Therefore we created a loop-filter to be optimized for association, while the

association process will make available a plot-strinr for the data-handling filter.

As the .oop-filter a sen-or oriented a/4-filter adaptive to "missed looks" and

eanee is used. The Ddaptivity is similar to that of the Kalman filter. The reached

predicted position noise is comparable with the measurement noise, for the association

process takes into account the difference between predicted position and the actual

measurement, so the rolevant oarameter is the sum of thcae noises. The data-handling

filter selection depends on the use made of this information. In the present systems

Sthe position information is used in the same way as raw radar video, and the same

accuracy is acceptable. Only target velocities need further smoothi, g, accomplished

with a lirst order filter.

2.2. Track-duration model.

The unbranched tracking process can be considered as a Markov chain with state

`A variables bias and noise on the difference signals between predicted positions and

measurements. To reach the next stage one of the following events occurs:

i) correct association

ii) no Lssociation

iii) association with a "false Dlot"
The probabilities of these events depend amongst others on the present state, measurement

noise, gate dimensions, detection and false alarm probabilities and target behaviour-. if
for a specific case these parameters are selected, bias and noise on the difference

:Y., Zsignals after each of these events, which define the next state, and the transition

probabilities between the various states, can :,e calculated by means of fundamental

p " obabilty theory. -
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This chain has an innumerable amount of states. This amount can be reduced by
deciding that a track will reach the statc "lost" after M successive fades or after N
successive false associations. A further reduction of tho chain is effectuated by stating
that P successive correct associations will totally obscure the influence of the
preceeding measurements. Finally the Maikov chain is made recuraive by reintroducing

lost tracks (fig. 1).

In thie way an irreducible, aperiodical Markov chain with stationary trarsition
probabilities is created. In such a chain the probability of loosing a track is ealy to
calculate, and the reciproke value multiplied by rhe measurement interval is the .,ýan

track-duration. This track-duration has to be split in two parts: true track-duration
and false track-duration. The false track-duration is determined by calculating the
track-duration of a track with detection probability zero. In all applications it is
necessary to verify that the values of N and P are large enough to make their influence

insignificant. This model is oversimplified but it suits the enpineering purpose. The
objective to maximize the track-duration is reached in a heuristic way, by varying the
ý.oop filters, gate dimensions and lost criteria. This can be done for any given set of
radar- and target-parameters such as detection and false alarm vrobabilities, measurement
noise, measurement interval and target manoeuvres. For a given system only the
measurement interval is determined in a direct way. The other parameters arc not
constant and can be subject to sudden changes. For the time being estimation of these
parameters is not done, because no way was found for reliable turn detection, which
causes the severest parameter change. Therefore the systems are made capable of handling
a broad class of targets with for instance a detection probability of more than 50%,

moderate targets accelerations and a false alarm probability inside the gate ranging

from .1% to 20%.

2.3. Conclusions.

The sensitivity research for an unbranched tracking process as outlined above

brings out, that more sophistication in filtering does not pay because the optimum is

faded away by the broad class of targets. Furthermore it shows, that the false alarm

probability inside the gate is the more important factor that governs the track-duration.

As the gate dimensions in low data rate systems are dependent of the expected target

accelerations, the track-duration can be increased by reducing the capabilities to track

i accelerating targets au,%omatically. Taken into account that most targets do not turn

1 •,j sharply, and that targets that do make these turns need operator attention anyway, the

operator is assisted in the best way by optimising tne tracking of moderate accelerating

targets.

3. PROJECTS

3.1. 3D-automatic tracking.

About 15 years ago the development was started to create an advanced aitomatic

initiation and multitarget tracking 3D-radar for major ships. The rotating aerial system
(fig. 2,' of this radar consists of thrae surveillance antennas, which are capable-to
produce on a time sharing basis six pencil-beams providing sufficient elevation

coverage, and two frequency scanned arrays to serve 3D-tracking. The surveillance system

rs equipped with a full Prea plot extractor and the frequency scanned-arrays have a d

range-gated plot extractor.a The frequency scanned arrays can be programmed either toado

an elevation search scan resulting in an elevation and range measurement or, if the,

elevation is known, a position measurement scan resulting in an azimuth, elevation and

range measurement.

A I~
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One of the intended operational modes of this system was 2D automatic detection followed

by validation, and finally leading to 3D automatic tracking. It was expected that areas
with higher false alarm rates had to be excluded from this mode. The exclusion would be

an operator task. However during evaluation on a shore-based test site it appeared that
under adverHe conaitions a noticeable part of the coverage had to be excluded, and the
control of the exclusion feature would be a complicated operator task.

For the time being this mode is rejected because an operator misjudgement will

probably decrease the system performance in the area of main interest. Therefore it was
decided to create the better surveyable system of operator initiated automatic tracking
aboard the "Tromp"-olass frigates. Detection and validation ar3 done by the operator on
basis of the surveillance video, while 3D-tracking is done automatically with tLe

computer controlled tracking beams of the frequency scanned arrays.

3.2. 2D-automatic tracking of air targets.

Based on the experience with the complicated 3D-tracking system, the development
started to create an auitomatic tracking system for the "Kortenear"-class frigates,
equipped with modern 2D-radars. The data rate of the air warning radar is lower than tnat
of the 3D-radar, but it has a better range accuracy. Therefore the filter-parameters and
lost criteria have been adapted. As the control of this full-area extractor is far less

complicated, the result is a qu-ite comnAct tracking module. Shore-based and initial
seagoing trials show, that tue system performs satisfactory.

With a few changes this module fits to the radar-extractor chain of the converted
"Van .zpeyk"-class frigates. Results of the integration test of this system will be

available at the end of this year.

3.3. Automatic tracking of surface tarrets.

As high data rate is not of nrime importance for tracking of surface targets,

arid plot-extraction for this purpose leads to relative high false alarv rates, range

gated plot extraction is used to save computing newer. The loop-filter used is matched
to small modelling errors, but agile enough to follow target turns. For a good velocity

estimation a stale data-handling filter is needed. The performance of this system

on the "Kortenear"-class frigates is very satisfactory. The results of tne integration
of this system aboard the converted "Van Speyk"-class frigates will be available at the

end of this year.

3.4. Remarks.

Observations of the operational systems and comments of the users leads to the

"following remarks:
- The track-duratior. has to be 10 minutes at least to bring the onerator's workload

• -A down noticeably.

- The position accuracy of automatic tracking is generally better than that of rate

• I aided tracking.

- Attention should be paid to reach the required velocity accuracy, especially for slow
•;!-tracks.L. •i - The behaviour of automatic tracking systems should be as transperant as ?ossible for

the operator.

- The responsibility fo. a track should remain with the operator as long as the automatic
tracking-system is not no3itive, that it will nrobably succeed.

/ *
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- Attention should be drawn to lost tracks.

- Coreltio oflost tracks to live video should be facilitated.

j ComparinS the 3D-system with the 2D-systems leads to the statements:

- As the radiated energy in 3D-tracking (dedicated beams) is not used for search, the

3D-tracking system is rather considered a time shared tracking channel than a track

whi3 ,,earch system.

- The allocation of the 3D-tracking channel in a multi-target environment offers to

some extent the possibility to nay more 3ttention to a specific track.

- A time shared tracking channel is more vulnerable to -turation than a full area track

while search system.

3D-tracking is less affected by lobing.

- 3D-traccing usually han a smaller acquisition volume, leading to a better signal to

clutter ratio.

1!. ACTUAL DEVELOPM;•NTS

In the present systems the nerformance is mainly limited by the false alarm

rates and the detection probabilities. An improvement will be to leave the unbranched

prediction process and to adopt multiplot association. However an extr.eme rough

analysis shows, that this will result in an excessive increase in needad computing

power and relative .'ttle enhancement in performance. Research or experient'e in this

field indicating ways to proceed is very welcome.

flow our research is directed towards the following subjects:

i) Automatic "nitiation of fast closing targets with a 60 rpm search radar,

ii) Automatic initiation with a S-band nhased array radar.

Although these studies are in the initial phase we believe these directions are

pronising, because the nigher data rates will result in a faster validation procedure,

and will reduce the plot acceptance gates, which should result in a lower false

association rate arnd longer track-duration.

II
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Vectors indicating the transition probabilities in case of:

i) correct associating, (Ri),

ii) no association, (0),

I ~iii) association with a "false Dlot", (F.
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THE REMOTE RADAR TRACKING STATION

Frank P. Hiner III
Data Systems-Division

Litton Systems, Inc.
8000 Woodley Avenue

Van Nuys, California 91409

'SUMMARY

Compiete hands-off tracking requires a machine that will perform a fine grain mapping of the radar clutter, select Moving Target
Indicator (MTI) video in those regions containing clutter and observe targets in the MTI video over the MTI residue while main-
taining a constant and homogeneous false alarm rate. Moreoverj just as a human modifies his tracking criteria in noisy regions,
an automatic tracker may emulate the human by looking into the clutter maps and obtaining the "clutter state" of the neighbor-
hood of the track's predicted position. Radar plot extraction and tracking are thus seen as inextricably inturrelated processes.
The Remote Radar Tracking Station (RRTS) is a machine, designed and field tested, te solve this problem.

INTRODUCTION

Our notion of an ideal radar processor is essentially abstracted from our own performance in watching radar data on a Plan
Position Indicator (PPI). We can recognize clutter and noise and distinguish targets at an acceptable false alarm rate. We inte-
grate targets over several scans until we form a reasonable estimate that a track exists. When targets pass over cluttered regions,
we can use MTI video and, often, even in the presence of imperfect cancellation, make out the target and start or continue
tracks. Tracks passing through badly cluttered regions can receive special treatment since wetknow the clutter is there and can
wait for the target to reappear if we can see that the clutter is of limited extent.

While humans must limit their attention and superior processing ability to'a few targets and produce fairly noisy position estima-
tion, machines are envisioned that can apply humanlike techniques of detectioi. to the entire surveillance volume with Lccuracy.
If it were merely a matter of separating aircraft returns from receiver noise, the problem would be immensely more tractable.The principal problem is, however, recognizing and contending with cluttet. The radar picture contains quite irregular regions of
ground-clutter masses, point source clutter and distributed clutter. This clutter varies in amplitude and variance., not only spa-tially but temporally (Nathanson and Reilly, 1967). Radar sets typically provide an MTI video to eliminate and see through the

-clutter., This, MTI is effective inversely proportionally to the amplitude of the clutter, the degree to which the clutter velocity
is displaced from zero, and the clutter variance. Originally, MTI video was selected on a range-gated basik; later systems ised
positionable range-azimuth gates. The use of grossly sized gates for the selection of MTI video is undesirable since MTI circuitry.
at its best, introduces lossis, and all too often in the real world the MTI circuits are casually aligned. - Use of MTI in these
kinds of systems should therefore be restricted -to precisely those fine grained range-azimuth regions that require it. This, an
Automatic Clutter Mapper (ACM) is required to have the capability of partitioning the surveillance volume into tens of thousands
of range-azimuth cells and performing independent clutter tests within each cell.

Digital detection of radar targets is a several-step process. The first step compares the video returns against one or more threshold
levels in quantizers. The outputs of this step are input to an azimuth edge detection process whose output, ip turn, feeds an
azimuth width detector whose output subsequently feeds the tracker for final detection. The setting of the thresholds determines
the false alarm rates of the entire process. When normal video is used, a threshold can be employed which is set as a functionof noise events sampled out at radar range maximum time. When MTI video is employed, the threshold used should be a tune-

tion of the MTI residue surrounding the range-azimuth -cell of iihterest.

In order to have a mi.aningful automatic detection and tracking system, Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) processes must exist
which will produce a constant and homogeneous false alarm rate in all regions of the surveillance volume. It is obvioutly desirable
that these processes ",ai-m the probability of di tection as little as possible. In the Remote Radar Tracking station, the AutomaticClutter Mapper (ACM), and the MTI Residue •iapper (MRM), are the means wherein this goal is accomplished. (4-3 Figuic I)

REIMOTE RADAR TRACKING STATION (RiRTS) DEVELOPMENT

From the outset, the RRTS was designed to jointly address th. radar detection and tracking problem. The intent was t. idzntifythe mechanisms humans used in tracking airci.ift anu apply these same techniques in hardware. By implementing the detection,
mapping and tracking functions in a single distributed processor, constructed of high .pe-d p;,,rummable processing elements,
and taking advantage of the memory technology that exists, it was feasible to implement the above-mentioned heuristics. More-
over, the developed machine was highly maintainable despite the complexity ol its many tasks.
The RRTS (4-3 Figure 2 and 4-3 F;gure 4) is a programmable distributed sigial processor, which, interfcing with 2D search radar
sets, accepts 'he analog triggers, azimuth data and video, and outputs digital me-ýsages giv-ng the cartesimn position and velocity of

aircraft flying within the surveillance volume. Included within the equipment.is IFF processirg logic that. along with a
collocated secondary radar (1FF set), determines the position of IFF respond-ng aircraft, extracts their IFF c-des, and correlates
these position reports with the radar-derived reports. The outputs of the RRTS - which can be basic plot data, if de.rd,
rather than full tracking data - are put onto a digital data link via a self-contained communications processor.Teazimuth converter accepts synichro data (s~ngie or multiple speed). resolver, or Azimuth Change Pulse- (ACP) and north mark

inpuutsand onverts this information to binz-y azimuth, distributing the azimuth throughout the RRTS. The radar range zero
trigger is input to the system which aligs-the system clocks to the trigger and produces an internal range maximum tigger.

"the q'uantiur card ontains quantizers for the normal video input rid for an N"I video innut. Thrc shold control for the normal
video qdiknizers is provided by the CFAR Unit which take- samples during the rangt mximum time and servos a threSholdvoltage to maintamn the desired false alarm rate. Threshold control for the MTI video quantizers is provided by 'he MRM A
s-ppteft map is provided for i-ach'MTI quinti ief.
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Selection of the quantizer video outputs into the digital detection chain is. controlled by the ACM. The ACM determines when

normal video is to be used, when MTI video is to be used, or when no video is to ýe used (i.e., excessive point source MTI
residue). The digital detector also receives IFF position and code data from the IFF processor. This data is correlated in range
and azimuth with the radar reports, and the combined report is naased along to the tracker.

The trucker correlates the inputs with its track file establishing a new potential track when no correlation can be made on a new
input. All tracks in process have their position fed back to the Clutter Mapper where the clutter state surrounding the position of
the report is ascertained and reported back to the tracker to aid the tracking process. Track outputs (or raw reports, if desired) are
passed along to the communications processor which formats the data and interfaces with a modem for transfer to a remote (or
local) user.

The maintenance monitor injects targets and clutter into the processor and monitors false alarm rates, map sizes and other
process infornition to detect real-time failures. The maintenance monitor signals faults to the control panel and is then used to
aid the fault isolation process.

AUTOMATIC CLLrTTER MAPPING

"the ACM (4-3 Figure 5) partitions the surveillance volume into small range-azimuth cells and for each of these cells maintains a
word in memory which indicates the clutter state of the associtted range-azimuth (clutter) cell. Since the clutter'state of the
world ch-.ages constantly due to weather and propagation changes, clutter mapping must be a dynamla process that responds
quickly enough to prevent the leading edge of weather from producing a front of, fa'se alarnms without mapping out desired tar-
gets. The clutter to be mapped may~be thought of as forming a two dimensional m-rF of false alarm probabilities which slowly
change with time. High probability points in this representation are frequently surround-.d by low probability contour lines.
The clutter mapper is essentially a sensitive digital detector operating over multiple scans (i.e., slow time constant) sýeking to
determine within each cell if clutter plus noise exists, as opposed to-ndise alone.

The surveillance volume is partitioned uniformly into 65,536 range-azimuth cells. The partitioning is performed automatically
upon system initia;ization and is a function of the radar beara width and pulse width. The azimuth cell sizes ire set to approx4-
imately 0.6 to 0.7 of one beam width and the range celh size set-to an integer multiple ofthe pulse width.

The borders of cluttered regions may tend to produce fa*re plarms, despite the clutter mapper, since clutter in these regions may
possess a probability of threshold crossing lying in the intermediate regioni 6f the statistical test's Operating Characteristic cu•'ve.To account for this phenomena, the selection of video by tl-- ACM is done on an overlapped basis. Thus the video gated into
the digital detector in any cell is determined by the clutter state of that cell and its eight neighbors in range and azimuth.

If a clutter mapper is used in a stand-alone environment,.there is a real hazard of tracks inapoing themselves out. This will
certainly occur for very slow moving targets; moreover, it will tend to occur when aircr'.ft in numbers fly over 4the same air
route. A human does not have this problem since he is able to readily distinguish aircraft from clutter (i.e., the human "tracks"
the aircraft). The collocated tracker is thus seen as necessary to stand-alone clutter mapping. The tracker feeds back position
reports on all targets being tracked to the- clutter mapper and sets the suppress bit in the clutter word. This bit, when set true,
pruvents the clutter matper from changing the clutter state on the next scan past cell.

MITI RESIDUE MAPPING

Quantizer threshold control for the MTI video must be a function of the local MT'I residue. "Residue" here is defined as the
usually noise-like survivors of the MTI process which are not the desired aircraft echoes and exceed the average receiver noise
ievel. "1 his residue is produced from radar instabilities, poor radar alignment, high amplitude clutter and cluttýr from moving
sources (weather, dust storms, birds, etc.) (Skolnik, 1970). The residue in a region is often relatively constant, and moving
targets flying through the region can be easily detected over thL residue. Efforts in the past to automaticaly -produce a

,. threshold voltage which would contour the residue have involved some form of integration on the MTI video. This has been• .. • ,done on a single sweep basis (e.g., Mean Level Detection) and a multiple scan basis, in discrete range-azimuth cells. These syjstems
usually provide a manually controlled offset voatage to produce the actual threshold voltage. A fixed offset will not produce a
constant false alarm rate since the. clutter variance is unknown. -,.

The MRM of the RRTS consists of a single fine grain (96,000 cell) map and three coarse-grained (approximately 4,000 cell)..- .ithreshold maps. (4-3 Figure 6) The fine grain map effectively integrates th-" analog MT! video in small range-azimuth cells, often
1 ... [ closa To the resolution cell of the radar. Since the RRTS requires two detection thresholds plus a threshold for'the ACM for

ench video, three indenendent threshold maps are maintained. Each of these maps partitions the surveillance region into roughly
2 degree azimuth cells by 6, mile range cells (assuming approximately 200 miles range). During each antenna scan over the cell
aan accumulation is made on the quantizer crossings from each of the quantizers. The number of crossings is compared With theI •-.. -. . dcsired false alarm rate for that quantizer, and, if over, the threshold value is increased; if under, the threshold value is diradsed.
he- T actual threshold voltage used by each quantizer is the analog sum of the fine grain stored history and the coarse-g •aed

- ,•- threshold map history. Thus, each region of the surveillance volume will possess a contoured threshold voltage whose a~tual
Th ";•- s :amplitude is an optimum function of the local clufter variance. (4-3 Figure 7) -

THE TRACKER, .

An adaptive, or variable, ap tracker is employed in the RRTS. For single radar inputs occurring at a constant data rate, this has
been shown to be as effective as Kalman filter implementations as long as it is supported by an intelligeni correlatign gaitig"ai -

mechanism. All tracks have a pair of correlation gates associated with them. Input reports that fall within the inner gat 'give 0
[ • , evidence that the system is smoothly tracking. Inner gate maximum values are set at ±2 miles but are usually mnuch smailee.

The outer gate is shaped to correspond to an equal, probability contour •for aircraft maneuver and is, in fact, a maiieuiei detetil6n
gale. Reports failing in -the.outer gate are not used, for position.correction unless the- track is declared "in. maneui?' -ti.f...-
tion of an input report with a oven track additionally utilizes IFF codes and radar or IFF height.'

-~iI ..



A track quality number (rQN) is kept with each track and can be used both internally and externally as a proper measure of
tracking performance. This number is an integer-wHch is allowed to range from 1 to 7. Upon track initiation, it is set to a 4.
-Thereafter, each occasion of two sucressive inner gate hits increases the number by 1, and each occasion of two successive hiner
gate misses decreases the number by 1.

AUTOMATIC TRACK INITIATION

Historically, automatic track initiation schemes have operated blindly with respect to the radar environment. That is, the tracker
receives "mathematical~points" from the -target detector an,. then attempL, over a period of several scans, to assemble these
points into a track. If the "points" were caused by a valid target flying in a clutter free rtgion, then an algorithm might be
readily devised to initiate a track. That same algorithm may, indeed. produce copious false alarms if a region of the surveillance
volume is cluttered and prod.,ces a high rate of clutter generated false report-. If the detctor can guarantee no false reports or
a truly homogeneous and low false alarm rate, then a single initiation algorithm is reasonable. Such a guarantee is rare. Essen-
tially. one must have a very good MTI. When one interfaces with extent radars, regions of excessive MTI residue which wax and
"wane are more likely to occur.

The ACM and the MRM are designed to whiten the clutter residue to the Sreatest possible extent given the necessity of retainiag
the original MTI receivers. Nonetheless, this process is not perfect. The automatically developed fine grain clutter map is, how-
ever, a record of exactly where elutter produced false alarms ete likely to occur in the surveillancL -regi6n.

The clutter map stores three kinds of clutter states: use normal, use MTI, and CENSOR. The simple -presence of several "use
MTI" states in a region certainly indicates that clutter is present. The presence of CENSOR states in this region indicates that
the MTI and the residue mapper have not been effective for this cell, and clutter false alarms have been produced, generating
the CENSOR cell. As clutter may be envisioned as modeled by a probability contour map, the presence of a CENSOR cell
implies that a surrounding region may be producing false alarms, but at such a sufficiently low rate that CENSOR tells are not
built up. Nevertheless, a sufficiently large number of such low probability cells will produce clutter false alarms. hliese consid-
erations give rise to our track initiation strategy.

Each track's predicted position is fed back to the clutter map. Fifteen clutter cells are checked around the reported position.
This includes the present azimuth cell, plus and minus one azimuth cell, and the present range cell, plus and minus two range
cells. Within the map, the normal state is represented by a zero, the MTI state by a one, and the censor state by a two. As
each cell is checked, the sum of the internal states is accumulated. The final accumulhtion may vary between 0 and 30. The
number is fed back to the tracker and is stored in the track file with the track and is used to select an initiation algoritiun
specifiL, to this track.

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RRTS

The RRTS has been implemented with twenty-s-.ven 8 in. by 8 in. circuit boards as a prograstmable distributed processor using-
the Building Block Processor (BBP) (4-3 Figure :• as the processing element. The BBP is a single circuit board high speed
processor constructed of standard low power Schttky MSI and LSI. It processes a 12-bit data word, has 8 general registers, a
4096-address data memory and a separate 4096 address instruction memory in a read only memory. The instructions are
48-bits wide and allow considerable processing to occur in parallel. All instructions are executed in 500 nanoseconds clock time.

The RRTS has been implemented with 9 BBPs plus 9 additional logic board types. All initructions in all BBPs take exactly one
clock time, and all machines run off the same clock. All BBPs in the system are intercon.aected in a single continuous loop
with each BBP being~a node on this loop. Some BBPs are interconnected in "'star"-fashion, and real time intercommunication
takes place between these machines on these paths (4-3 Figure 8). The radar trigger is used to synchronize, the system and
time an intersystem transfer on the single loop. The path between units allows specific data from any one BBP to be distributed
to any other BBP in the .RRTS as required.

Besides the obvious virtues of simple construction, eise of modification and function addition, this distributed processor imple-
mentation has produced a system with automatic fault isolation to the single replaceable circuit board within, seconds to a 95%
confidence leveL (Hiner, 1976) V

•RRTS STATUS !-

The algorithms and techniques described in thispaper are operational The system has been tested with several ifferent radars

at sites in California, Texas, and Florida. The RRTS has demonstrated its abiity to operate as a stand-alone, completely auto-
matic, tracking station. It is currently operational at Litton laboratories in Van Nuys,. California.
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DISCUSSION

JR.RMoon; UK
Have you any idea of the extra processing load required to handle a cardiod maneuver gate compared with a more
usual rectangular gate?

Author's Reply
In the RRTS, the machine execution speed is 0.5 psec for all operations, including multiplies. We can;in fact, do
an indirect memory access, multiply the accessed work with a word stored in register and store the answer in another
register, in 0.5 /sec total time. Thus, the required arc-tangent calculation can be performed in about 10 /sec. The
actual cardiod is approximated in table and is accessed as a function of the updating report's position with respect to,
the track's heading. Theaccess is table lookup and the accessed distance is quickly scaled as afunction of the
individualtrack's outer gate size. Actual test of the cardiod is performed only on reports that fall within a circular
outer gate surrounding the track's predicted position and the required computation time is less than 30 psec.

G.Binias, FRG
Does the time necessary to transfer data from the clutter mapper to the tracking system create a problem?

Author's Reply
No. We can exchange data between the clutter mapper and the tracker at the rate of several thousand tracks per
scan.

E.Hanle, FRG
IUow do you select the thresholds and factors in your clutter map and threshold control systcm?

Author's Reply
Quantizer detection thresholds are made a function of the measured hits per beamwidth and were originally
obtained via extensive detector simulation.

E.Hanle, FRG
Is the target position error influenced by the clutter map and threshold control system?

Author's Reply 1
In regions using MTI, the azimuth estimation error is somewhat greater, generally producing slightly larger inner
tracking gates. Also, the clutter mapper can shave off edges of targets as they fly near clutter areas; however,
tracker feedback canmpredict this.

E.Hanle, FRG K
Can you handle weather clatter as well as ground clutter?

Author's Reply
:' j Weather clutter is handled very nicely by this system; especially as targets can often be seen above the weather

D.V.Kyle, UK

"Do you employ the clutter map to modify the rules of Primary/Secondary radar correlation and combinations?]j<i
Author's Reply

S .No, as I'm not certain this would produce any advantage.

?•£• E.Brookner, USA

-• For what system or systems is the RRTS intended?

' : A Author's Reply

r .Z6-. AAny application whure pulsed 2-D (or some 3-D) search radars need to be remoted. The machine'shoujd alto be-
useful for local automated tracking. It should be stressed that the RRTS is designed to operate with existing radar "

S. ~. and without modification 'o these radars. - -... '4
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BASIC CONCEPTS OF RADAR DATA PROCESSING
YNTHE STRIDA

G. GROLLERON/A. CLANET
IBM France

68 to 76 qual de la Rapde
PARIS 12

France

SUMMARY

Radar data processing in STRIDA is carried out by thrt.e types of processing

extraction, which digitalises, cxtracte and filters radar information,

- trackin, which elaborates and updates the group of tracks for each rader,

- mergin , which enables the establishment of the general air traffic chart.

These functions are entirely automatic and are implemented in the different network centers.

T process uf initiation and update of tracks is performed in two steps : firstly at a mono-radar level,
ano than at a multi-raCar level.

Concerning initialisation, this technique gives the advantage of li1•iting the number of false tracks while
being sure of creating every new track.

Concerning the upkeep of tracks, this technique enables the este.blishment of the general air traffic chart
by dynamically choosing the best radar detectiois for each track.

Finally, the method used has permitter the realisation of a high quality and very flexible system whosi
performances have been continually improved.

INTRODUCTION

The STRIDA (System of Transmission and Representation of Air Defense Information) is a system of
resources which permits the automization of operations necessary for the air defense of the French
territory, in such a way as to supply information required to react in real time upon request.

The system is composed of the following elements

- computers

- material for visualisation and dialogue

"-transmission lines

One of the principal objectives of the system is to present to Air Traffic Controliers the image of high
and middle altitude air situations ; this is carried out automatically by a chain of processing whichj handles data delivered by a group of bi-dimensional, tri-dimensional and altimeter radars.

•:•?,•.•o .In the first part of thls expos6, we shall present the principal caracteristics of this processing chain,j• firstly from an organization viewpoint, and then from a functional viewpoint.

In the second part, we shall put the accent on the principal logic used in the lrocess of automatic
initialisation, and also in the process of update and tracking of the air situation so created, in such a
way as to put into evidence the advantages of the logic used.

Finally, in the third part, we shall look into the method which was used to produce this system, the
flexibility of which has permitted continual performance improvements over the years.,

5i.

Firstly, therefore, we are going to-describe radar processing itself.

Most of the processing carried out below each of the radars is computer processed by programmed or
°microprogramnmed digital calculators.

71
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. The establishment of the air situation in the system consists of creating and updating a data base which
contains information on the detected aircraft ; this is carried out by three type'3 of computer procIssing

- extraction, which consists of digitalising primary and second.ry radar information, then
extracting and fMtering this information in such a way as to create plots, I. e. at each scan,
information ol, position, quality, IFF/SIF, of the different aircraft.

- automatic tracking the aim of which is to update a data base containing aircraft caracteris-
tics, (position, speed, cape, IFF/SIF), for each radar.

Therefore, starting from radar plots, tracking elaborates the elementary tracks corres-
ponding to the aircraft detected by the radar. It is clear that for a single aircraft, there
can exist several elementary tracks obtained by several radars.

multi-radar processing, called Synthesis in the STRIDA, the aim of which is to update a
data base containing the caracteristics of aircraft detected by a group of radars connected
to the same center. Starting from the different elementary tracks, the synthesis then
elaborates a data base of synthetic tracks in such a way that a single aircraft can only cor-
respond to a single synthetic track in the system.

Since the STRIDA is a linked network, the different processes described above are used in two types of

centers:

CDS's (Center for remote detection), equipped with radars which ensure the detection, the

extrdction and the tvansmission of plots.

CDC's (Center of Detection and Control), which receive the different CDS plots, and which
carry out tracking, synthesis, presentation of information to Air Traffic Control, as well
as dealing with functions concerning control .Id and air defense.

Since the CDC's are also equipped with radar, they ensure the "CDS local" function ; the
"local" plots are transmitted to the central processing calculator in the same way as the
"CDS remote" plots.

Due to overlapping of detection zones in certain .adars in the system, the problems of establishing the
air situation in the CDC's are principally linked to th6 initiallsation and the automatic uipdating of the
synthetic tracks in such a way as to avoid false tracks and to ensure that a single aircraft corresponds
only to a singie track.

We are now going to see what logic permits the resolution of these problems.

From a functional viewpoirt, multi-radar processing is carried out in two stages

- the establishment of the elementary air situation detected by each radar, in other words,
for that radar

Sautomatic extraction~and filtering of plots,

* automatic initialisation of e.ementary tracks from primary and secondary plots,

• automatic tracking ci the so created tracks, with the possibility of automatic
suppression by tracking or synthesle decision.

All these processes are carried out in a system of co..ordinates centered on the radar

concerned.

-establishing and presentation of the air situation detected by the different radars connected
to 4 CDC, I.e.

i• • taking into -consideration the elementary tracks as they are created or updated,

T 4 automatic initialiwation of synthetic tracks,

e automatic updating of synthetic tracks by optimal exploitation of the different
•i available information,

presentation of synthetic tracks to air traffic controllers.

This processing is carried out in a system of to-ordinates connected to the processing ricter,
(generally, the system corresponding to the local radar), and in a time system connected to
the local radar -; in other words, depending on the radar -which detected the aircraft, tfack

£ positions may necessitate an updating in time in order to present • coherent imagf to the

7I
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V, Air Traffic Conrtroller.

IS.

Following this general description, we are going to bhow the advantages provided by this method, and
also to explain the reasons why it is optimal.

Concerning the process of automatic initialisation, we see that it is situated at several levels within
S the system ; it is necessary therefore to point out first of all that the quality depends essentindly on

I the coherence between the different processes.

Of course, the optimisation of each element in the chain conditions the fAnal result, I. e.

- extraction must be of very good quality, well adapted to thz different radars, completed
by an automatic filtering loric to allow the suppression of a maximum of false plots, and
regulated in such a way as to supply all plots in a clear area.

the initialisation of elementary tracks must be complete ; at this first level of creation,
association tests are carried out on all plots whi.ch have not been recognised by tracking
as corresponding to an existing track. Any possible new elementary track is initialised
whatever its position or quality.

the second initialisation level must carry out a filtering : in point of fact, the creation of
a new synthetic track is carried out by taking into consideration the existing situation and
the position of the track compared to a zone dependant on the qua1ity of radar detection.

- this logic must finally be completed by the possibility of automatic suppression of bad
quality tracks.

This two level method of initialisatinn therefore permits a more flexible track initialisation. Compared
to a mono-radar system, it enables the taking of a decision to create a new track by taking into
cunsideration the quality of the detection and by having a better knowledge of the existing situation.

In the same manner, the process of updating synthetic tracks puts into play several processes and
necessitates, firstly, a very complete optimization of mono-radar processing, obtained in the STAIDA
by:

- precise and flexible extraction limiting detection gaps to an utmost,

- a very performing itnd "intelligent" tracking with maximum exploitation of the available
. information at each radar scan, together with being capable of automatic modification of a

previous decision since become unsatisfactory, taking into consideration the latest
information.

- tracking adapted to all airpraft types, including rapid manoeuvring targets.

- special tracking processes destined to resolve difficult problems of nearby aircraft,
(flight interception, flight formation, combat).

What is more, actual multi-radar processing allows the improvement of tracking quality since the
•'_+•T:+++.,+e+synthesis carries out an automatic choice of the best available detection at a given moment for each"synthetic track ; for a given aircraft, this choice is maJe at each update of an elementary track cor-

responding to that aircraft, and it is the best quality track which serves as a reference for the

S..associated synthetic track, taking into consideration the priorities linked to the CDS's and to the
'N.4"4 position of the aircraft compared to the zones of more or less good detection.

This logic allows maximum profitabil" ,r of the multi-.radar system by ensuring the continuity of track
evolution in using the best detection for each track.

III.

In order to complete the description of the el.meuts having been used to make STRIDA a good quality
system, it is fitting to associate the principals and methods applied for its realisation to the technical
concepts which we have just described.

One of the principal qualities of the STRIDA, is its flexibility; all the operetional functions (extraction,
tracking, synthesis), are programmed, or in part, microprogrammed. Of course, this has permitted
to adapt processing to technical evolutions, but also to reply to new user needs with an easy method.

"-'"_ .. " . •.
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Another important fact to point out is that all the organizations concerned with the development of
STRIDA, participate in t,•,e definition of the functions as well as in modification decisions ; these
organizations are : the Technical Sei vices of the French Air Force, technlcal and operational person-
nel of the French Air Force, and the personnel of Industrials having supplied materials and programs.
This permits, the study and implementation of optimal %echnical solutions, taking into conoid,-r &tior
operational needs.

Moreover, the above fact is enhanced by the existance of an experimental processing center, disposing
of technical methods identical to those of the operationcl centers. This permits the testing of matei'ials
and programs in a real environment.

This center has proved to be particularly useful for tiue implementatlon of the radar processing chain,
and, for example, resolving the problem's of patrol flights.

It is also in this center that system improvements are experimented before being placed in operational
centers.

Finally, the testing and regulating of the different functions were made possible thanks to the develop-
ment of powerful test and analysis methods at all processing levels of the chain ; in pprticular, these,
methods permit the recording of fugitive phenomenon connected with extraction or trackir&, and to
restore it in such a way as to supply and study data ýomplitely.

IV.

In order to illustrate the preceeding description, we can give several precisions on performances as
well as on the materials.

The calculators used in the STRIDA are IBM 360 and 370 type computers.

"The extraction is a partly programmed, partly microprogrammed function - tracking and synthesis are
entirely programmed in Assembler ; the memory size occupied by the latter two functions is around
40 kilo bytes of instructions. The elementary or synthetic track data base used by these programs is
in the central memory and its size is adaptable to the situation which the system must face.

Concerning performances, we can precise that the extraction of primary plots is regulated in such a
way as to supply 15 to 20 % of false plots which, at the level of elementary track initialisation is
reduced to no uLore than 10 % of false tracks. Taking into account the subsequent filtering at the
initialisation of the synthetic tracks the percentage of false tracks in the system is very low.

In the same way, the rate of "multiple tracks", that is to say, the cases where a same aircraft results
in more than one synthetic track, is practically nil, and is generally due to bad regulation of the radars,
or to too numerous detection anomalies.

Finally, on the average, the number of elementa.y tracks associated with a synthetic track is three,

which is sufficient to ensure a good track continuity within the system.

]J
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ESTABLISHMENT OFAIR DEFENSE SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
FOR AUT6O•ATIC AIRCRAFT TRACKING

By Dr. Martin Dana

System Analysis Section
Hughes Aircraft Company

Fullerton, California 92634

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKC X.OUND

-Design and operation of effective air defense systems is becoming increasingly diff:cult with the proliferation of
known as well as postulated threats, both in number and capability. High speed, I.v altitude aircraft which can either
execute a direct attack or employ long range air-to-surface missiles require fast, almost instantaneous, reaction
from all elements ofý the defense system. Moreover, theoverwhcllming numbers of sophisticated attack aircraft pos-
hilated for the near future require that complex weapor. management decisions be made quickly and accurately. The
requirements for complex decision making and rapid processing ox large amounts of data, together witn the nesd to
minimize operating costs, especially with respect to personnel, have forced the automation of many of the functions

previously performed by human operators.

The two elements of air defense which received the most attention initially were the extremes of the air defense
process, L.e., the surveillance sensors and the weapons. As a result, signifi':ant technological advances have been
made in these areas; More recently, attention has been directed at those functions between the two extremes such
as target detection, acauisition, tracking, identification, threat evaluation and weapon allocation. This trend has
been a consequence of advances in signpl and data processing which allow the digital computer to automatically per-
form those tasks which historically were assigned to a human operator. Initial attempts at automation were directcd
toward aiding operators in the decislon-making process. More recent automation development place the operator in
a parallel monitoring and override mode rather than a serial decision maker. Although this has met with varying
dejrees of success and acceptance, the trend is obvious.

One significant element of the developments in automation is that the system designer is provided move options
because he has more control over both the design and the periormance of the decision-making process "s a conse-
quence, the system designer also has more responsibility for effective system operp-ion. Therefore, it is impera-
tive that total system analysis, performance, and cost-effectiveuess tradeoffs be accomplished to establish require-
ments for each of the air defense elements (hardware and software) to assure that the fielded system will counter the
proposed threat in the specified environmnent.

With respect to the design of an automated air defense system, the basic requirement is to develop a matched set
of integrated elementa which include surveillance (detection, aco,.isition and trackingi, command and control (identifi-
cation, threat evaluation and weapon assignment), communications, and weapon systems (including the target acquisi-
tion and fire connrol subsystems). For example, even the most sophisticated long range weapon systems may offer
little advantage over less sophisticated, shorter range systems if targets cannot be designated (that is, detected, ac-
quired, tracked and processed by the command, control and rommunicetion subsystems) at a sufficient range to take
advantage of the additional weapon engagement range. Some current missile systems have stand-off ranges of one
hundred miles; combined with multiple target acquisition and tracking systems, these misele systems potentially are
very effective weapons for air defense. However, current rules of engagement normally require a -Asual identifica-
tion of a target before the weapon can be fired. Under the visual rule, where it is difficltt to see even large aircraft
at more than two miles in good weather (identification can probably occur at no more than half this rangs), the full
capability of the missile system cannot be utulzed.

As noted previously, weapon systems and radar tecanology have received the most attention recently. A real
problem in the design cf an air defense system is the optimum allocation of requirements to the sensor and sensor
processing elements such that current radar technology can be fully utilized to support existing und planned weapons.
To this end, this study will consider (Section 2) the functional relationship betoeen air defense requirements and the
capabilities of the target acquisition, tracking, identification, threat evaluation and weapon assignment, and wcepon
subsystems. Some alternitive nrthods for assessing quantitatively the relationship between total air defense System
performance atd the performance of the individual subsystems are discussed in S&ection 3; a detailed analytic model
of system versus subsystem performance is derivec in Section 4. The sensor and sensor processing related func-
tions - that is, acquisition, trac'•ing. identificathin and acfuisition of designed targets by fire control radars - are
emphasized in the derivation. Although the communication subsystemris a vital element of an integrated air defence
system, com.aunications will not be considered except to note here that a system vhtch c,.n transmit the required in-
formation to and from the command and control subsystem without excessive delays due to traffic and qikeueing prob-
leme is required.

2. AIR DEFENSZ SYSTF1. REQUIREMENTS AND IELATIONSHIP WflH SUBSYSTEM CAPABILITIES

Wher it is necessary to conduct a defense against a large number of targets with a limited number ot weapon re--
sources, it is desirable to use the available weapons in the most eftective, efficient manner possible. Optimal weapon
utilization requirea a command and control function between the surveillance subsystems and the weapons, as shwn
in Table 2. 1. The surveillance fanctinns are contained in steps 1, 2 and 3;;the command and control functions are
steps-4, 5 and 6; the weapon functions are steps 7 and 8. If scme (.uantitative) perfo.nmance requirencents for the air
d.fense can be derived or sinply specified, then requirements for tWe subsystems can be deived by considering tho
event sequence shown in Table 2.1 in the reverse order. In parti,.ular, air defense system requirements specify
weapon slibsystem performance capabilities; weapon subsystom capabilities become the requirements which specety
osmmand and control system performance capabilities, wh;vh similarly specify surveillance -drformai ce capabimities;
finally, the weapon, C and surveillance subsystem requiraments specify the basic system sensor requirements. [•

Before any quantitative or cve qualitathve relationships between AD system performance and .he performanmx- of

the component s'jbsystems can be Jerived, it will be necessary to define performance at eaich Ievel eypliciftly, The
critical step in.this task 1s to define the air defense performance requirements at the system level, siw.,e these will L
drive, in ,ui. each of Lie subsystem requirements.
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TABLE 2.1. EVENT SEQUF.NCE FOR' ENGAGEMENT OF AIR TARGEkCS

1. Detection and measurement by surveillance sensors
2., Acquisition Surveillance Functions
3. Tracking (state estimation)
4. Identification
5. Threat evaluation C2 Functions
6. Weapon assignment
7. Acquisition by fire control system } Weapon Functions
8. Engagement

1. AD System Requirecnonts: The basic function of any air defense system, whether strategic or tactical, is
to-prevent hostile aircraft from accomplishingj their assigned missions. Whatever the threat, it is im portant-
to minimize the poasibility of attacking friendly or even non.;hostile aircraft (fratricide).- In addition, it6is
desirable to achieve a cost effective defense; at the least, minimization of weapon utilization is Iinortant in
order to defend against-a sustained attack. Therefore the system level requirements are minimization of'
(1) number of threat penetrators, (2) fratricide, und (3) resources expended. -

2. Weepor. System Requirements: In order to complete successfully the engagement sequence shown in Table 2. 1,
target designations must occur in time &t.r engagement, preferably at the maximum effective range of the
weapon system. This also requires that the weapons be located such that, if used correctly, hostile mission
accomplishment can be prevented. Designations sho.ild be suff-icently accurate that the intended target can
be acquired (with a specified probability) by the firc control subsystem. Also, the performance of anwidrde-
fense system is adversely effec.ed by false designations (non-existent and non-hostile tirgets) to the weapon
systems. The weapon system requirements may be summarized as (1) site location, (2) designation range,
(3) false designation rate, and (4) designation accuracy.

3. Command and Control Subsystem Requirements: The basic function of the command and-control subsysthm is
to coordinate the weapon systems for effective defense in multiple target, limited weipong situations,i hich
implies an ortimal (or near optimal) weapon assignment logic. In order to allocame weapons or targets effec-
tively, the subsystem must be able (1) to distinguish hostile from nwn-hostile targets, (2) to classify the'ats
by function, type, class, etc., and (3) to e'-aluate the significance of- threats with respect to the objectiWes of
the air defense system.

4. Surveillance Subsystem Requirements: The surveillance subsystem provides the basic-input to the command
and control function, Consequently, the surveillance subsystem must (1) acquire targets at sufficient r&n'-e
that the C2 and, ultimately, the weapons can operate effectively, and (2) track targets with sufficient accu--,
racy for the identification, weapon assignment and target designation/acquisition functions of the C2 and fire
control subsystems. In addition, false track3 and loss of tracks for valid targets wAiJ .adver'sely effect sys-.
tem performance and, therefore, must be minimized.

5. Sensor Subsystem Requirements: The Initial elements of air defense are the surveuilance-sensor, subsystenis.
All subsequent processing, decisions and actions are based on the data provided by these.subsystems. -In
order to assure sufficient quartity and quality of data for the survellance, command and control, and the
weapon subsystems, the sensor performance requirements can be specified by, (1) sensor coverage, (2)-prob-
ability of detection versus range, (Z) data rate, (4) measurement accuracies (standard deviations), and,
(5) false detection rate (and clutter suppression performance).

The discussion above of system and subsystem requirements should be regarded as a summary of some of the
basic requirements. For any particular system other more detailed requirements may be appropriate. Theodiscus-
s1on should be adequate, however, to illustrate the general method for deriving subsystem requirements from system
reqiirements.U •- For convenience the system and 3uhsystem requirement parameters have been summarized in Figure 2;1. Thi
"most important functional relationships are indicated by the arrows. For example, minimizetion of miisioii accom-
plishment by hostile aircraft implies !hat the. weapon subsystems be located pioperly Ad targets are designated to the
weapons at ranges which allow the weapons to be used effectively. Again it should be noted that the arrows-summarize
the most important fumctional relationships; in a broad sense, each block is a function af everything which foll,606'.
For example, minimization of hostile missio:. accbmplishment depends on the false designation rate and thi desigia--
tion accuracy in addition to weapon site location and designation range, all of whicl. depend on the weapon assignomncu
logic, threat classification and evaluation, and Identification, etc. -

"3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS ALTYRNATIVES - -

*-••.:= •-- ~- The primary function of an air defense system, as noted in Section 2, is to prevent attacking hostile aircraft from
the accomplishment of their missions. Moreover, air defenau should be conducted in such a way that the rlsk of fia-
tricide (that Is, engngement of friendly or non-hostile aircraft with air defense weapon systems) Is minimized.•,!;c-
ondarily, the weapon resources expended should be minimim.ed in order to reduce overall defense cost a, well iasto
ensure adequate defense against continued attack.

-lThe dual objective of countering an attack before hostile mission accomplishment while minimiiink the Idi-

t 4 ture of defense resources suggests a time dynamic situation in which the location of sensorsi and weapon.sysitems rela-ý
tive to the trajectories and time sequence of the attacking aircraft,. the number of attacking airciaft veraus the zmm-
ber of weapon systems, the capabilities of the surveillance, command and controi; and conimmunication subsystemslo

A.. process multiple targets and engagements, and so forth, are critica-facthrs. Time varying situations In which Ind-
etry, target density and subsystem czpacity are Important considerations are best analyzed with the aid of twe/oir t
simulation models. However, such modelP are necessarily exctremely comiplex and oftentepesive to use e'l;6•p
ity is required in order to evaluate realistically the impact of subsystem design alteinatiVes, particularly in the t.rack-
ing, sensor-netting, and command and control subsystems. In addition to the high cost of theAditild4e6elbpment,'(both

- for labor and data processing)- the data processing costs for valid~parametric evaluations of system performanewth
- respect to critical design parameters may be prohibitive. E..m when data fromithe simulation model is'obtji&;,i.'



great amount of tim6, effcrt and care~ls rquiredof the system analyst to deternine the conditions under which the

data is valid and to interpret the results with respect t6 the actual sulisystem design.

The alternative to a simulation model is axt iuaiytic model. in order to derive an applicable model, it usually is.

necessary-Ito makt a number of simplifying assumptibns=and&to consider only linrited'situations, such-as~system per-

form'nce against a specific threat. However, parametric evalustions are, in general, more easily performed and

evaluated with an analytic model than with a simulation modal. With care, the results derived from an analytic model

for a few specific situations can be use'd to predict total system performnaice in a~tactical situation. Even when a de-
tailed system, simulation exists and can be used cost effectively, it is desirable to develop an analytic miolel in ordsr

to derive preliminary subsystem designs, to bound the application cf the simulation model, and to verify and interpret

the results of the simulation model.

A simulation model for avalyzing air defense systems has been discussed at length by P. Eleinpeter, "Establish-

ing Air Defense Sensor Requirements for Aircraft Tracking and Identification" (NATO.Symposium, Brussels; June

1978). Consequently, Section 4 will be devoted to the derivation of an analytic x..del bf-the •q'sntitatlve relationship

between system and subsysteir. performance. Specifically, the model will consist of • set of equations which represent
air defense system requirements as functions of the cepabilitis'of the weapon, fire control;, weapon assignment, Idin-

tification, tracking and acq*uisition functions. The problem of system design often is-to obtain performance from the

command and control and the surveillance functions which can support given weapon systems. In this context, the de-

sign variables it. the model are those which specify the performance of the identification, tracking and acquisition sub•

systems. Once the performance of these subsystems is obtained, actual sensor requirements can be derived by anal-

yses of the individual subsystems. Some procedures for these analyses are discussed by R. Kliefpeter in the paper

noted above.

4. AN ANALYTIC MODEL FOR ALLOCATION OF PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Model Derivation

In order to derive an analytic model which can be used to evaluate the performance of an ai,,defense system with

-ýspect to the tracking, identification and weapon allocation subsystems, the primary measure of pefformance will bb

defined to be the probability PSE of engaging successfully a hostile target. Although the probability of~ducessful on-

geagement is not directly related to prevemnng a hostile aircraft from completing itE" ass&g9,ed mission, that mission
prevention aspect can be factored into the analysis through weapon aind sensor coverag. requirements and by the re•
uirement that intercept occur before a specified~range. (The latter requirement wou be appropriate, for examnple,o

for aircraft.which launch air-to-surface missiles at a significant range from the intenida target; the problem of<-'

countering the missile could be'considered separately.) The secondary measurec . U ) the expected resources~ex--

pended for an engagement and (2) the probability of fratricide will be, discussed after die derivation of PSE.

It will be convenient in the deriiation of PSE to consider the probability of engaging successfully specific target ,

types. To this end, let IAi, A2, .... An I denote the set of aircraft types (ooth hostile aad non-hostile) to be conisid-
"ered. Whether or not a target of type Ai can be engaged successfully depends on (1) the altitude HT and the velocity -
VT of the target, and (2) a sequence of events within the system which include those shown in Table 4.1. in order to

implify the analysis, it will be assumed that targets are assigned to one of the set of distinct wreapon systeuirtypes
|W1, W21 .... Wmi rather than a sequence of weapon systems in whh.•h the second system is employed only if the

rst fails, etc. (The latter situation can be accommodqted'by a straightforward extension of the derivation below.)
In general, the acquisition range, target ID, weapon assignment, designation range and the tracking errors are ran-:
dom variables; the functious' relationships whichwill be assumed for this derivation are shown in Table 4.2.

The probability of engn-ging successfully target type Al may be defined for a set of giyen subsystem responses as

. follows:

SE(ijhT, vT;rA, W, D) r ( VDK. Oi PKv0hT VT* rrD Wk) (.

where PACQ (i I hT, vT; rD, OWD) is the probability of acquisition by weapon system Wk of target A1 at range rv
P:and iP (I hT. vT; rD, Wk) is e probability of success of Wk against target Ai giveui t.-. designation occurs at rD.

The probabiltty of success of most, weapon systems can be represented by the single tial probabilities PSSK(r) for

Wk salns t Ai-as a target range:

PK(iIrD, Wk (1- SSK r) ssK (r, (2)
l=I t& =0 --

y where J = J (rD, hr, vT, Wk) is the maximum ntinber of engagement trials given hT, rD, vT and Wk, and wher.e
rp (or r.) denotea.the target range for trial p tor a).

~ ~ - The randoai variables AR, MD WA, DR and TE can be eliminated from {1) by i.:egratigith r.speot to the prob-

ability m easuro induced by the j6int-probability distribution F(AR. ID, WA; DR, TE):

f Pjý[h!.v -r , Wjrý,' dF,(ARW ID, WA,DR_ P::SE ('Ilh VT) Y pS(~ T;VVrA W ,, F.AIrVI, A DR, Ti.). " . (3)

Finally, the probability of engaging successfully Al can be obtained by integratihg (3) agairst the joint probability
densIty function p Qirr, vT) of Hf and VT: -- -- ' , - -'

- 1E - PEOV )dý.
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TABLE 4. 1. SUBSYSTEM, RESPONSES WHICH DETERMINE SYSTEM RESPONSE

Random Varlible Description Value Notation

AR Range'at which the target Is acquired by the rA
survoillan~e subsystem

ID Target Id'entification from the ide~ntification subsystem j (or Aj)

WAK' Weapon assignnieiit'from the C2 function k (or Wk)

DR Range at which the target Is designated to the weapon rD.
system k

TE Tracking (prediction) errors: C
- at the (Jmo of designation "D

I ~at the time of identification w
Y.

TABLE 4.2. FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE
SUBSYSTEM RESPONSE VARIABLES

(R'r target range)

____________ Random Variable Functional Dependence

AR A1, HT, VT

ID A1, HT., RT, TE

WA 'D, HT, PTO VT

*IDR AR,,V TOWA

{ ~TE AR,R, V

The rather forbidding form of the expreSBion for PCE(i) reoresented by equations (3) and (4) can be simplifiedIconsiderablywith-a few assumptions. Specifically:

1. The t 'racking errors TE are uniquely determined by the acquisition range, the target range anti the velocity* j oi the target,

=H (rA, 'T, VT). (5),

-S00= H (rA, r - Ar, vmax). 6

j ~where Ar is chosen to allow a specified number of target updates before Identification, weapn assignment
and designation; that is,

r rA Ar. (7)

2. Define rr-T to be the maximum designation range required for a maximum range intercept for all weapon
systemsl ,?1 W2- ... Wm against Ai a' vmnax. Assume that weapon assignments are made at ro, where

r. = min (ra, rA -Ar), (8)

and that designation occurs at the appropriate time for a maximum range intercept for the weapon selected
or as soon after weapon assignment as possible. The designation range Is~ then P function of rA and Wk; in -

particular, . (kirra(W)<r Ar

rD.- - Ari otherwise, A

where rmax (Wk.) Is thie designation range'reqij'red for a maium range intaRrcept of AJ at Wped~VT.

3. Assume that identifcation oacetrs alter a suitable delay from acquisition to obtaiin a stable track (as noted in
assumption 1); the ID is a function of the tivue idicntity Ai, target range rA--Ar, and the tracking errorsrT'

Under thesti'acaumptions, PSEcan bet represented (approximately) ats:

P~ ('bT vV-!A A =T, r PD)~ (A j A1,~
1

PAO N'* (W 0

AJ Wk

I___ ___ 
_____ 

___%



where PACQ and PK are defined by equations (1) and (2), PpD (A j Ai, rT) is the probability of identifying Ai as Aj
when the ta-.get range is rA-Ar, and PWA (Wk' AJ, hT, ro) is the probability of assigning weapon system Wk given

I that the D is Aj.

The dependence of PSE on the acquisition range In equation (11)" can be removed by integrating against the praba,;

M'lity distribution 0 of'RA:

R
th PE V~T. T f PS(ilhT, vT, rAdG (rA). (12)

If the sensor coverage is such~that P (RA 2- rmax +6) -1.0, then the only significant dependence on RA is in the
probability of identification. In thiscase, the expected acquisition could be used (in plan. of the integral).to obtain-
adequate results for a first order analysis. For low altitude targets or targets which are not detected until well Within
te high PD detection volume, RA will vary over a range sufficiently small that a single (e.g., expected) value c6aa'b
used.

.t The dependence of equations (1), (2), (3), and (11) on target altitude and velouity can bb eliminated by defining the
target types fAl, A2 , ... AnI to include specific altitudes and velocities. Since targets at maximum velocity *ill
stress the syttem most severely, a maximum velocity might be used rather than a distribution of velocities; alterna-
tively, an expected or cruise speed could be used. The altitude variable could be handled similarly with low altitude
as the stressing situation.

Equations (1) through (4), (11) and (12) represent (to at least a first order approximation) the probability of engag-
ing successfully a specific target type as functfons of (I) wetpon system performance PK and PACQ, (2) the weapon
assignment logic through PWA, and (3) the performance of the identification subsystem PID. In turn, these piobabliD-
U es are related to range at which the target is acquired and the accuracy to which it can be tracked. The surveillance
subsystem (including acquisition and tracking) and tht identification subsystem performance measures are directly
related to sensor performance measures, particularly measurement accuracies, target resolution, probability of de-
tection, and so forth Therefore, if the desiruid air defense performance measures PSE(1 ) are specified together with
the weapon systems IW1, W2, ... Wml , then requirements for identification and surveillance subsystems, snd thus
sensor requirements, can be determined.

The performance ef the weapon, identification, acquisition and tracking subsystems can be estimated adequately
with relatively straightforward analytic or simulation analyses. The only rePl source of difficulty is the perforirance
of the weapon assignment function. If the availability of weapon systems is not considered (e.g., as in the case of
system performance against single targets), then weapon assignment can be considered to be a deterministic function
of ID and Pcquisition range, which will aimplify equation (11). In general, however, weapon assignment is a time dy-
namic situation driven by the numbers of weapons and targets, and the time sequence of the targets. An approxima-
tion of the time dynamic situation can be derived from (1) the numbers ,f weapon system typeWk and target type Aj,
and (2) a time line avalysis of a particular tactical situation of interest. This approach should be adecjat for a pre-
liminary derivation of sensor requirements, especially If a time/event simulation model is used to verify .the final
system design.

Once the individual performance measures I PSE(i) have been derived, a measure of overall systemperform-

ance against hostile targets can be obtained in several ways; two possibilities arc.

max (13)
SE I 1I SE~5

or

SE a(') PSE (i),

where the maximum (13) or summation (14) 1. taken ove: all hostile target types Ai, and where the weighting factors
(14) are non-negative. (For example, the actual value of a(i) could be on the priori probability ,f Al, if available.)
A measure of system performance r,:Iated to fratricide could be defined as either the probable rick of fratricide oras the probability of actual fratricide. The former would be the probability of Identifying a non-hostile aircraft aii a

hostle airesaft, which could be derived directly from the performance of the ID subsystem. The probability of actual
fratricide could be defined analogously to definition (13) or (14) where the maximum or summation is taken over all"p non-hostile aircraft types Al.

Finally, a measure of weapon system utilization can be defined as the expected cost of an engagement, whether
successful or not, of a target. The expected cost of an engagement of Ai with Wk can be computed analogously to
"equation (2).

C(rW(r)) (15)

where C, (,0 Wk) to the cost of trial with WI.. The dependence of the cost•on the number of trials La included since
the cost of the first trial with rn interceptor may be differert then subsequent trials. '(Ifthe number of triias is to be
conaldexed rather-than actual.orrelative cost, CA(/, Wk = 1), for all3,0Wk)., The-expeuted cost of engagingA i ianbe
coputed from equation (11) by substituting (15) for 1'K tO Yield EcYliI v rA),• The dependence of VT add rA oii,be
eliminated by integration as noted in equations (4) ind (12). Aaexpetedcost per engagement could be defined4s ihn
(13) or (14), or a ',otal cost c6uld be defined by =

U,
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Ee ni Ec (1), (16)

wheresni is the number of targets of type Ai and the summation is taken over all aircraft types. If Ec is to represent,
actual cost (rather than the number of trials attempted), then some additional terms might be added to reflect the cost
incurred by ergaging successful non-hostile aircraft.

4.2 An Application of the Model to Derive Sensor Requirements

Consider the problem of allocation of perfornaance requirements to the surveillance and Identification sensors in
order to achieve a specified level of system performance against one specific threat Aj. (For an actual system design
exercise, one specific aircraft type may represent the most serious threat relative to the defense objectives or one
threat can be identified a priori as the most stressing relative to sensor performance; in either case,, system design
requirements sensitivity to individual target characteristics is useful.) Moreover, assume that the speed and altitude
uf the threat are also specified. Finally, assume, for this example, that sufficient weapons are available that wo'apon
assignment becomes a deterministic function of target ID and acquisition range.

With these assumptions, the dependence of the model equations on I, hT, and vT can be eliminated; thus equation

(It) becomes

PSE (rA) : P .AQ PID (A IAI, rA), (17)

where

P = PK (rD, Wk), PACQ (rD, Wk, • D)" (18)

Note that Wk = Wk (rA, Aj) in equation 118); also rjD = rD (rA, Wk) and a D = 'D (rA, rD) by assumptions 1 an" 2 of
Oection 4.1. The measure of rystem performance PSE Is given by

PSE f PSE (rA) p (rA) drA, (19)

R

where dF (ARI) = P (rA) drA (equation 3). For given weapons, equations (17), (18) and (19) completely specify system
performance as a function of the probability distribution of the acquisition range AR, the probability distribution of
the identification decision and the function which specifies the tracking errors. Each of these functions can be devel-
oped as functions of sensor performance parameters such as detection range, measurement accuracy probability of
false alarms, and so forth. (It is assumed that the functions PK and PACQ are specified for the weapon subsystems
under consideration.)

Tracking accuracies can he developed analytically as a function of the tracking algorithm and sensor measurement
accuracy. For example, the data in Figure 4.1 was derived in order to compare the tracking performance of two ape-
cifc radars- the actual measurement accuracies are shown on the figure. (In this particular case, the odly difference
between the two radars is the signal processor, and, in particular the clutter rejection capability of the processor.)
In order to generate the data, it was assumed that some form of an automatic report-to-track correlation logic would

Sbe used to process the radar reports. For the actual tracking (that is, estimation process) it was assumed that a
tKalman filter would be used for two independent cartesian coordinates (X, Y). A constant velocity model was assumed
for the state equation (or prediction equation) in which a zero-mean error term with a standard deviation equivalent to
a 0.5 g maneuvei was included. The variance of the independent (X, Y) measurements was estimated from

S2 2 2 (20)

where R is the target range, and o"R and or0 are the standard deviati,ns of range and azimuth measurements, respec-
tively. Thus the data shown above represents the worst case geometry for the conversion from polar to cartesian
coordInates. The measwirement variance equation (20) could be modified for targets on a specific azimuth if deaired.

The data shown in Figure 4.1 *as developed from a theoretical covaritance analysis. It was assumed implicitly
that the-target was detected and that the target report was correctly correlated with the track on every scan. Situa-
tions in which the probabilities of detection and correct report-to-track correlation are less than unity can be ana-
lyzed with Monte Carlo simulation methods.

The performance of various aircra.t ldcntificatlon systems has been analyzed at Hughes Aircraft Company. The
performance of an example system is shown in Figure 4.2; the ID system is based on measurements of aircraft speed
and altitude, engine characteristics and radio frequency characteristics of emitters on the aircraft together with flight
plan correlation and IFF response data. The figure represents the probability of correctly Identifying one of twenty
military aircraft. The abscissa of the graph does not represent time to any scale but only represents the chronologi-
cal order In which data becomes available. Tbh dashed lines represent the performance relative to hostile/nonhostile
identification; the solid lines repreqent performance relative to identification by aircraft class.

"The prmobabilities of correct identification shown on the graph were derived from the individual proliabilities
PCLASS (Aj I AI, r) where the range r at the time of ID Is assumed to be 100 nmi from the suivWIilance radar used for
flight plan correlation and IFF. The probabilities are Uased on the assumption that the EC and ESM-data are correctly
correlated 'ith :he radar track; the probability o. correct datcc -rrelation is a function of the track ic.ricy at each,



:sensor and the system registration and alignme.at errors. The vah~es of P]D to be used in equation (17) are specified
by

SPID (Aj IAi rA) = PCDC (rd PCLASS (AJ AV rd, (21)

where rid is the target range at which the system ID is obtained and wh\ re PCDC is the probability of correet dataS~correlation at riD.

SLastly, consider the acquisition range distribution. The range at whioth any particular target Is acquired as a
system track is a function of the radar design, including the detection range, probability of false -larm, and signalI processing. sn

The promotion logic component of acquisition, generally specified as reqviring m detections in n scans (m/n), is
used as tho basis of establishing that the resulting system (firm) track has a hih confidence of being valid. Typical
criteria for acquisition with a single sensor are: 2/2, 2/3, 3/3, 3/4. The two hit logics (2/2 and 2/3) 1eneraly pro-
vide a shorter acquisition than the three-hit logics but a coneiderably higher false acquisition rate. Among the three-
hit logics, the 3/3 logic provides significantly longer acquisition time than the 3/4 logic, unless the detection proba-
bility is close to unity in the region where the targets first appear, since it allows for no misses in three consecut,,e
scans. However, the logics which allow mi: jes (e. g., 3/4) have higher false acquisition rates than those not allow!,.g
misses (e. g., 3/3). The false acquisition rate will depend largely on how effectively the radars can suppress clutter.

Comuparison of some promotion logics is presented in Figure 4.3. The abscissa la, the theoretical, single look
0.9 PD range of the radar and the ordinate is the cumulative 0. 95 probability of acqulsi'lon range, both normalized to
the mawimum instrumented range. Note that depending on the promotion logic and 0. 9 P•. range relative to the instru-
mented range the acquisition range varies significantly. For an air defense system It is •he acquisition range that is
most Important for total system performance and this is the parameter thal should be specified by the syerem designer.
For automated systems, unless the PD range of the sensor is derived through system performance measures, such as
acquisition range, with consideration of promotion logic, it may be either unnecesbarily condtraining to the sensor
designer or result in poor system performance.

Now that the relationships between the sensor design parameters and the perfoamance parameters of the Individual
subsystems have been established, sensor performance requirements can be derived from equations (17), (18) and
(19). In order to illustrate this process, assume that a desired value of PSE is specified. One method for obtaining

sensor requirements is outlined in the sequence of steps below.

1. From equation (19),

PSE • PSE (r.') P (AR > rA') (22)

which establishes desired values for PSE (rA') aud P (AR > rA').

2. The required value of PSE (rA') (frem step 1) can be used to establish requirements for PACQ, PK and PID
through equation (17).

3. The requirements for PK and PACQ imply requirements for the designation range rD and the track accuracy
crD through equations (18).

4. The required designation range and the requirement for PD specify the range at which the identification proc-

ess illustrated in Figure 4.2 must be completed, which, in turn, will specify the performance of any special
sensors which may be required to obtain the required value of P-1. In additioa, if specia? sensors are re-
quired, the data correlation requirements may impose further requirements on track aczuracy.

5. Curves such as those shown in Figure 4.1 can be used to specify data rate, track time and measure accuracy
requirements.

6. Finally, the designation rate and track time requirements specify the acquisition range requirement rA'
which, together with P (AR > rA'), specify the det,,ction range and the promotion logic illustrated in
Figure 1.3.

The sensor measurement accuracy, data rate and detectior range requirements constitute the fundamental sensor de-
sign requirements. These requirements, together with false alarm and clutter suppression requirements (which could
be derived from a similar analysis of specified requirements for lalse weapon system derignations) can be used to
derive the sensor hardware acl signal processing design.
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